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the commencement of their painful 
consulted the , best authorities

The fbllowing remarks comprise the most im
portant practical details of all the cases of Consump- 
tion, which have come under my personal observation 
durkig^tlie last fifteen years, and of which I have . 
preserved authentic histories. They have now been 
collated, and arranged fbr publication, in the belief 
that they may be found to illustrate* and confirm the 
great principles of liomccopathy, and at the same time 
supply that vacuum, or hiatus, in household instruc-
tion (on tliis the most important medical subject, 
both in its multiform relations, its extensive preva
lence, and enormous fatality), the existence of which 
has long been felt and acknowledged by suffereis at 

I career. I have 
on phthisis^ both 

British and foreign, and have endeavoui'ed to epito- 
misc, as briefly as possible, all that is really useful 
and desirable for a medical remembrancer. I trust, 
therefore, this brochure may fairly claim, not pa
tronage only, but an actual and zealots adoption of 
the well-tried principles and practice it enunciates, 
by the countless liost of frail and perishing fellow- 
creatures, whose hapless lot compels them to endure



alimentary canal, does

nically, of tuberculous deposition； and in its ultimate 
rapid decay, and decomposing chemical tendencies—

it is its main 
as to pre- 

Fajn would I, moreover, in these inti,oduc- 
reassure

of the urgent
or nerve

remain indurated and lifeless. And
(e reason ivhy/} the imperfectly assimilated chyle, or 
nutritive juice, derived from the food, pi passing 
through the lacteal vessels.—tlie numerous mimite 
tubes 辛hich absorb； or take up, the milk-lik^ :fluid 
from 品e alimentary canal, does not undergo the 
requisite healthful molecular changes, but is mal- 
converted into the miorganizable product, called 
'tubercle; or, at all events, into that insoluble matter 

which, infiltrates the spongy structure of the lungs, 
and lays the sure foundation, at firsts alinost mecha-

iv • • • ； :preface. '

the' 曲vny ills and liardshi^s, which 
object, as well to ameliorate and soften 
VENT.

tory observations^ emphatically reassure the public 
mind—in a worcl^ every household in the Idngdom— 
and better still, of each known region of the .
EARTH NOT FREE FROM CONSUMPTION^ 

necessity of attending to the pre-tubqrcular^ 
deranged stage, by the steady and persistent adminis
tration of such dynamic remedial agents, as Zinc., 
Nux vom., and Arg. Nit., a period in which protracted, 
depraved innervation^ or lesipn of the props^tjesRid 
functions of the nei've-glolDules, is positively inducing, 
through the assimilative organs, the type of all 
cough——bronchitis, not preceded by coryza^ charac
teristic of decline; its character progress!^ apd its 
attacks successive ； a first deposit of the tubercular 
disease, a lung blocked up, about to suppurate^ or 

now for the
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tendency, hereditary or

v

{{galloping consiimptioii.*5^ To this part of om»l sub
ject I would entreat earnest public attention, and for 
it I would (from a long experience of both,old physic 
and new—bespeak future horiiceopathic, because na- 
tui'al and successful, prevention. Tubercle, there
fore, the proximate cause of decline, consists 
essentially of a pi'eventible process of detenorated 
nutrition ；我nd consequently, how obvious is it that： 
with this - key to the pathological meaning of the 
disease, this is tlie nmost hopeful period for tfeat- 
ment ； the critical time； in which： by homceopathy； 
weemhf check, without injuiy to the system, the- 
dastructive inroads of the most fatal^ incomparably 
tlie most deadly, of all the numerous affections inci
dent to the &uman frame. . Much might, I think, be 
done^in domestic practice towards the prevention of 
consumption, as well as foi^the imprwemejit of tlie 
general health； by expressly exercising the organs of

■ respiration according to the method herein suggested^ 
through Avhicli the chest may be alternately filled 
and emptied of air—at least in part. Common usage； 
I am aware, takes a diametrically opposite course, 
and wilder the pretext of quiet, seeks to re^'ess all 
direct or voluntary exercise of this - important func
tion, in those having a
'acquired, to pulmonary disease. The average dif- 

feiience of tlie vital capacity of lungs in health and iu 
consumption is 93 cubic inches—the healthy standard 
being 22.2 inches, and the consumptive 129. This 
enormous disparity will serve to apprise the reader of 
the necessary constitutional disturbance fi'om dimi-



desirable results

,.am con- 
in which tubercle may exist

position, and giveu
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'nishcA respiratoiy volume. <» There are, I 
fident, several conditions i

• in the lung, and yet be capable of complete removal 
when treated homceopathically—cases I have often 
met with in very truth—in which the constitutional 
and local disease entirely disappears, the signs and 
symptoms vanish, and the patienfs health is per
manently restored, notwithstanding the peculiar and 
somewhat singular characteristic of tubercle is its 
appearance in successive deposits, and with theappearance m successive deposfts, and with the ex
tension of homceopatbic knowledge, I believe such 

may be achieved in eaclr known 
region of the earth where phthisis exists. The c(^'- 
rect mode of proceeding should involve a dye con
sideration of both the mental and physical constitu
tion of the individual case—the particular *orig4n of 
the disease—Uie precise type and totality of the 

j condition of the vitalreflected symptoms—ancT the 
powers ; a single well- chosen medicament is then occa- ・ 
sionally sufficient to restore tlie patient's health. In 
compiring the symptoms； the adviser slioiild never 
omit reference to the mind and tlie emotions； mind 
and bo奴 being intimately united and sympatheUcally 
diseased. Thus, supposing we have the signs of a 
considerable cavity in one lung, with hcemoptysis, 
purulent expectoration, emaciation, and a cough of • 
some duration; if with these symptoms of declyie, 
there was associated a very high degree of mental 
irritability, I sliould prescribe Bryonia ； if, on - the 
other hand, the patient were a female, of mild dis- 

to weep, the last-mentioned
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nor desired 
exact- and unexceptionable picture of 

full and complete description of 
characters, nor a detailed list of the

vii

remedy would be prob湖ly useless, but "Pulsatilla 
would be curative, and so on, almost ad infinitum ； 
the harmonic affinity to be exact, demands moral 
likeness. The stage of growth is eminently fatal in 
the phthisical habit; the nutritive penod of the 
yoimg Adult second in danger, and middip life to age 
constitutes the third and least dangerous. All sta- 
tistics, I fifld, in every climate, whether in Russia, 
in our West Indian islands； in Sweden and Norway, 
in the Anglo-Saxon* countries, Scotland, England, • 
United States aud Ireland/ in Australia, along the 
swjftnps of the Mississippi, in our Canadian colonies, 
France and ftaly ； yes, even in balmy Italy, the 
country to wliich doctors are in the constant practice 
of exporting their, jftitients—all tell the same tale; it 
remains, therefore, fbr parents and guardians^ and the 
people generally^ to learn % trutliful lesson from a 
proper study of these consecutive periods, this certain 
sequence of vital processes in the natiwal history of 
man. and accordingly strive to maintain a vjholesome 
nutrition,•the origin and cause of abiding healtlt and 
strength ； to preserve iii the greatest vigoiu* this, the 
alono sustaining agent of 'the nervous system ever 
remembering that the truest and best tonic in nature

• is the pure and healthy blood of the patient. In 
conclusion^ I beg the reader distinctly to understand, 

in this vade mecum, and in the accompanying
illustrative cases, I have neither attemjued 
to furnish an 
consumption, 
all its
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tive effects of the remedies employed;
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as nature ha§ herself 
revealed to us, and with equal "success^ that I now 
wish this humble but sincere offering to a gbod--cause 
—God Speed*.

PREPACE.

symj^oins of each case, aikl the corresponding posi
tive effects of the remedies employed; on the other 
hand, my. sole aim lias been to concisely point ont 
the ti'ue nature of a prevalent disease, by a popular 
exposition of its pathology, with a view to its more

、 efficient prevention, and the successful homceopatliic 
method in treating it.' Conformably ..with the views ・ 
epitomised in the ensuing pages, I lia^e for many 
years treated all my public and private patieiitSj and 
instructed clinically those who *came to the Homoeo- 
pathic Free Dispensary to study. It is with the hope 
of inducing others afar off to adopt (with ulic fami- 
liarity of "household words") a rational and refined 
metliod of therapeutics, such



CONSUMPTION,
ITS NATURE, PREVENTION, AND HOMEOPATHIC 

TREATMENT..

The almost universal and fatal disease which is 
popularly/ but by 
consumption, owes its a 
invariable, symptom—wasting

no means
name

(WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF HOMCEOPATHIC PRACTICE.)

r——X

erroneously, denominated 
tp one leading, marked, and 
j of the tissues—a wasting 

whicK is accompanied for the most part by the deposit 
of a certain peculiar substance of low organization and 
imperfect vitality in the structure of the pulmonary- 
parenchyma, or spongy substance of the lungs. In the 
very threshold of the inquiry, I would fix the earnest 
attention of the reader to the significant meaning of this 
fearful word wasting ; it not only constitutes the leading 
feature of this truly English malady, but is its earliest 
fatal symptom and most ominous character. Now, the 
origin of this appalling disorder, the really consumptive 
symptoms at the commencement of the disease, depend 
not \ipon the state of the lungs, but upon the morbid con-, 
dition of Qiervous system, which has preceded and 
produced it. The general features of the complaint—the 
weak and quickened pulse, the languid aspect, the :fre-

1 1
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quent perspirations—owe their

nervous

absolute immunity from

are antagonistic to con- 
abdominal tumours, cysts, and,

A 

disputed question what is the
numerous

‘ origin entirely to the 
phthisical habit of body, not to i\ie°tubercle (or small 
round, pea-like body), but to the waste of tissue, which, 
when not ° removed fi'om the system,

by a liealthfiil 
an abnormal

or converted to 
reparative use3 by a healthful nervous power, is readily 
deposited ns an abnormal or foreign substanqp, which, 
when once Established, is recognisable by definite physi
cal signs and symptoms, the earlier of whi^h are due to 
consolidation of the respiratory organs, the later to the 
consecutive changes which tliat deposit undergoes ； soft
ening of the matter constituting a second stage of the 
limg-affection ； and its ultimate removal by dismtegra- 
tiou and expectoration forms the third and natural 
division of the disease.

It has long been a 
peculiar form or build of the numerous class of persons 
who now become consumptive ； but the experienced 
medical eye can detect vast majority of instances 
the following conformation of chest: it is long and 
shallow, rather than wide aud deep ； its greatest defi
ciency is in the antero-posterior measureTg.eiit, or in 
depth. Its length is remarkable, and Rokitansky ii^is.ts 
that niorbid. conditions which force'up the diaj)liragm 
and shorten the thoracic space are antagonistic to con
sumption. Such are
remarkably so, pregnancy. All forms of chest, however, 
are, in my opinion, almost equally obnoxious to tub^cle. 
No conformation confers an
decline ； the most robust iii aspect, aud persons with the 
largest cbest-measurements, not imfrequently fall vic
tims to its universal prevalence. Nevertheless, there
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or
It is

find, 
exception it is

3

exist certain conditions rarejy combined xvith plith.isis-— 
such as skin diseases, hypernuti'ition or excessive nou
rishment of organs, uew growths, external suppm*ating 
scrofula, rickets, intermittent fever, cancer, emphysemn, 
pregnancy, and anaemia—at least with the first stage. 
And her® we id ay remark upon these antagonistic aflec- 

.、 tious, and observe how completely tubercle appears to 
mouopolize tke individual sufferer. How rarely does 
one see any disease whatever'combined, with-it! ii* it 
be not some of those gainful consecutive attacks indi
cating the deposit of the morbid matter in the pei'ito- 
neuin* oh sJerous membrane wbieli lines the interior of 
the abdomen, giving rise to peritonitis, in the intestines 
causing ulceration and diarrliODa (abdominal phthisis),

in the brajn and 氏s membranes, and in the larynx.
striking Iixct, then, that consumption is a truly 

systemic disease, exhibiting almost a preoccupation of 
the entire organizatiou, to the exclusion of other poisons.

Let us examine the practical facts as they stand in the 
experience of physicians at the Crompton Hospital, 
where 100 ^out-patients is the average attendance ’per 
diem： Skin diseases of every class, we find, are ex- 
tremel^ rare in. phthisis. If there be an 
herpes, and that is very seldom seen. Rheumatism is 
also very rare, and Rokitansky considers it antagonistic, 
as absorbing the fibrin of the blood in its action on the 
fibrous tissues,' where • plastic or formative deposits so 
commonly result. The same of gout ； it "is rarely com
bined with phtliisis. Hypertrophy of the heart—indeed, 
liypermitrition of any organ——is not often combined vritli 、 
tubercle. • Cancer may coexist with it, but even their
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canscT which

reflect on the atrophy

an 
“ It is 

scars of

are altogether dis- 
same constitutional 

:. Rickets—that is to say, in the developed subject, 
certainly but rseldom 

associated with pulmonary tubercle. Deformed chests 
are generally healthy,倍。“& the disease in question, or 
emphysema—i. e.} in other words, dilatation of the air- 
cells and cardiac disease from congenital defect or 
malformation *are the derangements met with, but not 
consumption. Of limg-diseases proper, emphysema is 
the one which seems almost antagonistic to phthisis ； 
and this is to be expected when we

coiiicideuce is far from common ； nor are tiunours com° 
o

monly witnessed in these subjects, which is probably 
explicable jn a like manner—the fibrinous constituent of 
the blood being taken up by their growth and nutrition. 
External scrofulous enlargements of the neck or cervical 
glands, proceeding to suppuration, are certainty not 
ordinary complication of tubercle m the lung.
rare," says Dr. Pollock, “ to meet with* the 
scrofula iii tlie glands of the neck in the cases presenting 
themselves at the Metropolitan Institution for consump
tion and diseases of the chest." This is a curious fact一 
a practical observation which occurred to m(? Dearly 
twenty years since as singular and suggestive ； for 
authors and practitioners are always accustomed to class 
tubercle with. scroiiila, ancl to attribute ite outward and 
visible manifestation to precisely the same
induces phthisis. It wguld seem that the glandular 
swellings act iii diverting the morbid action, the internal 
psora from the deeper seated and, more important vital 
organs, or that the two affections 
similar—at all events not due to the
cause.
or wl!gre growth has ceased—are
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the essential characte-

nervous
of an

uniform and good percussion-note, 
murmiu*. -over the aortic valves, 

murmur synchronous with the 'first

of the pulmonary tissue, pud resultiug diminution- of 
respiratory volume, wliich are
ristics of the latter, constituting physical- conditions 
which are the exact converse of the disfended cells of 
emphysema. Bloodlessness (anremia), even in its ex
treme -chlorotic stage, is not usually allied to tubercle 
in the limg. The popular idea, I am aware, runs dia
metrically cQimter to this statement ； their diflerences 
are considerable. The symptoms of anjeinia are, ex
treme pallor of the slfin, the tongue, the mucous mem
branes, and the palpebral conjunctivae ； the veins are 
sinalj p,ud purplish, the pulse, is wealt, compressible, 
rapid and thready ； there is dyspna?a on exertion, con
joined with palpitation, and generally a short. dry, 
hacking cougji. Faii?3ess arid occasional real sjTicope 
indicate tlie imperfect supply of blood to the 
system, and oedema of the extremities tells us 
eufcebled capillary circulatiou. The physical or stetho- 
seopic signs are a 
and a low respiratory 
There is a soft
sound of tlie heart, and a venous murmur or whizzing is 
audible m the neck. Such patients constantly come to 
me as " consumptive but a diflerential diagnosis reveals 
the true state of the case. There is, in the first place, 
absence of rapid wasting ； there is no liectic. and the 
symptoms of weakness are unmistakably referable to the 
impairment of nervous power, rather tb<m to muscular 
debility. The entire absence of the time physical signs 
of consumption is, of course, strictly diagnostic ； but it 
is yet further remarkable that this soft murmur of
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the destructive tubercle in 
quent origin, perhaps, of phthisis after confinement,

found* exceptionally in 
"二二二、

•_______ :•二八r al?

blood—a deficiency of the coloured globules, of its i)ecu- 
liar nutritive principle, in fact (for the principal con；

observed
true that it has such an influence, and the conservative 
protection of life for an important physiological purpose 
is obviously manifest in this provision. The patient far 
advrfliced in consumption will outlive parturition, as a .

• CONSUMPTION.

anfemia in tlie aorta, and 幻单 whizzing in the veins, to 
which I liave adverted, are
tubercle of tlie lung： The stage of phthisis which is 
accompanied by symptoms of impoverishment of the

i'ule ； but the fatal event becomes rapidly accelerated 
Avhen ®jbis natural function is completed. Wlwice is 
this ? Nature preserves a life for au ordaiued purpose ; 
a retardation merely of zthe consumptive stages is duly 
effected. The h^erfibrinated blood having another 
office, one might assume, in fcetal growth and nutricioii, 
ceases to deposit itself as a morbid agent ； but that this 
cause once removed, the fibrin again expends itself on 

the lung. Hence the fre
er

stituent of the blood-globules；is closely allied to albumen). 
• —is not to be confounded with pure idiopathic anceinia.
The ■phthisical condition referred to is more properly a 
cacocemia — a，state implying bBd, depraved, poisoned 
blood—and takes place onlywlien the blood-contamination 
has reached that stage which is only compatible «vith an 
advanced period of the tubercular disease. The com
parison here instituted has reference to the probjematical 
symptoms, the early staget)f phthisis. Tlv)intiuence of 
pregnancy in retarding consumption I have 援ready

on, and deserves consideration. It is quite
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health to be from two to three in 1000 parts, it is

pre^nancy«'after 
tl)c eariy stages.

the more frequent impulse for evil whicli pre-existing 
pulmonary or abdominal mischief so commonly receives.

These remarks necessarily lead one to consider the 
many theories which have been propounded from time 
to time to account for the formation of,tubercle. Un- 
doubtedly the most prevalent idea of tile preseiit day 
with regard to the nature of tubercle is that enunciated 
by Rokitansky, who states that the tuberele-crasis is 
beyond question a fibrin-crasis (fibriuosis) ； it as not this 
in respect to quantify alone, but also in respect to 
quality. Now, it is not my intention here to deal with 
the firgiiiilleiits in favour of this view, which are derived 
from chemical sources, but I will consider merely how for 
this excess of fibrin in the blood accounts for the phe
nomena of CjpnsumpKon as We daily see 
excess of fibrin in the blood is common

The only point for us

it. A simple 
to many diseases, 

and to pregnancy. Assuming its normal proportion in 
aug

mented by local inflammations to seven, nay, even to 
thirteen,'and in consumption to ten ； it is increased in 

the seventh month, but diminished in

Fibrin.
In healthy blood, 2—3 in 1000 parts.

Augmented in
Local Inflammation.
Qon sumption.
Later months of Preg-
-nancy.

Rheumatism.

Diminished in 
Fever (simple). 
Typhus.， 
Apoplexy
Early months of Preg

nancy.

ro remark here is, that tubercu-
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increased,

and this corroboration of

8

losis, Qr the 'phthisical diathesis, auginents the regular

subsidence of the consumptive 
symptoms concui-s with the period of the minimum 
quantity of fibi'in in the blood, and an augmentation of 
the phthisi野1'malady immediately after.delivwy, when、 
the hyperfibrination of the blood, it is assumed, is at its . 
maximum. °

Again r the proportion of iibrin in the circulation is 
not lessened by bloodletting, l?ut at least relatively 

an exhausted state of the system in these 
cii'ciimstances resulting rather from a diminutfoi? o# the 

any change in the fibrinous 
many diseases o£ exhaus- 

jfttuents ®f the blood,

red globules than from 
element. Thus it would seem 
tion do not lessen the solid consl 
but render it more innutritions and watery, by dinfiuisli- 
ing the liealtlrful red globules. This altered condition； 
no doubt, leads to morbid changes in the capillary cir
culation, by which the superabundance of fibrinous 
material is separated and deposited as extraneous and 
prejudicial matter. But Rokitansky's theory expresses 
much more than this ； he speaks not alone of the quant让y> 
but of*the quality of the fibrin. It is sufficient f^r our 
purpose merely to remark, that in its history consump
tion appears to furnish evidence that an augmentation of 
fibrin in the blood is one probable source of the disease ；

an experimental fact is ftxind 
in the very destructive waste wliicli results from defec
tive assimilation, and that deficiency of the ultimate 
nutritive processes by which blood is converted into 
tissue—a mal-nutrition, in short, which leaves the cir-

proportion of fibrin, and that in the history of consump
tion • iu pregnancy a 

concui'S
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of weight, a diminution of fibrin^

9

culating fluid overladen and oppressed with, depraved 
material, which lowers the vital tone of the general 
system, and eventuates iu the gi-atidtous formation of 
plastic deposits, whose inherent tendency is to decay and 
death. The various proofs which Geripan physicians 
bring to%bear on this chemical theory are derived ii'Oin 

。 the fact that diseases which appropriate fibrin in their 
growth are smgiilarly antagonistic to tubercle, aud that 
tumours and the hypernutrition of organs generally are 
but rarely coincident with consumption. Without any 
theory, the practical fact remains for our remembrance, 
that°bj® Aviiatever means we increase the nutrition of the 
body, and thus elevate the health-giving vitality of 
nervous Dower, or alter, it may be, the chemical qualities 
of tubercle, Sn the s血e ratio we retard the advances of 
phthisis, a constant sign of improvement being an increase 
of weight, a diminution of fibrin, an augmentation of 
the number of red globules, and other desirable changes, 
evideuciiig a complete amelioration of the symptoms and 
a remarkable strengthening of the vital powers of the 
patient. Phthisis piilmonalis, then, when developed, is 
owing to a deposit in the lungs of a peculiar product 
called* Mercle. Andral describes it at its origin as a 
pale yellow, opaque, small, round body, of various degrees 
of consistence, m which no trace of organization or tex
ture can be detected by the naked eye, although the 
micposcope shows various forms of cells, imperfectly 
developed ； so that this substance evideatly consists of 
unhealthy coagulable lymph, whose powers of organiza
tion are exceedingly imperfect. The prevailing opinion 
among pathologists is, that the seat of tuberculous
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the stir lace of the

surfaces. Lombard

o .
the secreting surfaces, and collected

deferens—thus

tuberculous matter is also observed

and
it io be wholly
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matter.is the areolar tissue organs. It may, however, 
on secreting surfaces, as in the mucous 

follicles of. the intestines, on the surface of the pleura 
and peritoneum, and likewise in false membranes or 
other morbid products, and in the blood- itself Sir 
Bob er t Carswell regards the mucous surfaccoj as the 
priucipal seat of tuberculous matter, and asserts, that in 
whatever organ the formation of tubercular»matter takes 
place, the*mucous system, if constituting a part of that 
organ, is in general eitlier tbc exclusive seat of this 
morbid product, or is far more extensively affected with 
it than any of the other systems or tissues of the same 
organ. Andral considers the areolar tissue its chief 
seat, but that it may occasionally occur ou mucous 
serous surfaces. Lombarcl supposes 
restricted to the areolar tissue. In confirmation C>f Sir. 
Robert Cirrswell's statement, he lias shown it in the o
lungs formed on the secreting surfaces, and collected 
within the air-cells and bronchi, in the intestines, in the 
isolated aggregated follicles or minute cavities in the 
live* in the biliary ducts, in the kidneys, in iAc infundi
bula, pelvis, and ureters, iu the uterus, in the cavity of 
that di^an and Fallopian tubes, in the* testicle, in the 
tubuli seminiieri, epididymis, and vas
showing it to.be the result of processes deeply seated iu 
the system. The formation aud subsequent diffusion of 

on the secreting 
surface of serous membranes, particularly the pleura 
and peritoneum, and in the numerous minute cavities of 
the areolar or cellular tissue. The accumulation in the 
lacteals and lymphatics, both before aiid after they
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increases till 
a vomica.

particular symptoms. In very 
5 their.-softer particles may be 

save the calcarea, or 
phosphate and carbonate of lime they contained. which 
may iie latent and quiet in the lung for a wliole liie. 
But, in general, tubercle, after a time, acts' as a foreign 
body, excites hiflamniatiou and suppuration in the 
neighbouring sound parts, and is ultimately expelled. 
Thfirst visible step is a softening, which depends pro
bably on the exudation of serum or pus by the surround
ing limg, or by the areolar tissue that may be entangled 
in the unorganizable product. This increases till an 
abscess forms, which is technically termed

are in the same patient and in the same parts of 
A x

the lung. 3d. Tubercular infiltration. In this case 
the morbid matter is uniformly diffused through a tissue, 
aud not agglomerated i.u masses. Tubercle, when depo
sited, may lie dormant for a length of time, without 
excitiug any obvious or : 
rare and favorable cases
ab专rbed, gud nothing be left

unite to form their respeciave glands, is ii'equentjy very 
considerable. Tubercles in the lungs, in their earliest 
stage, may present themselves bi three fbyms. • 1st. 
The common cltecsy tubercle, in yellowish friable masses, 
in more or less rounded masses, or somc^mes fill in 2： one 
or more -of the bronchial tubes. 2d. ^bhary tubercles, 
small granules, like millet-seed, bluish-white, and semi
transparent, i©ften found in great quantities. Some patho
logists consider these as the earliest stage of Rie yellow, 
clieesy tubercle ； others, on the contrary, believe them 
to be merely some of the air-vesicles, solidified by clironic 
inflrfmraation. Certain it is, however, that they Iiavc 
some relation to the regular, legitimate tubercle, as they 
are foiled in the same patient and in the
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of the bronchial tubes

neration of the liver,

of course of
kind of pneumo-thorax sometimes met with in the last 
stages of consumption. I may observe, lastly, iji reference 
to the pathology of tubercle, that ulcer砒ion of the larynx, 
tuber(?i|lar deposits in. and ulceration of the intestinal 
glands (abdominal phthisis), and a peculiar fatty dege- 

are morbid appearances often 
observed in the phthisical. Tubercles are most frequently 
found in the upper lobes and generally at first in* the 
superior lobes »f the left lung; inflammation in the lower 
lobes of the right lung. Such is a brief outline of 
the morbid anatomy of this fatal deposit, which has 
hitherto been acknowledged to occasion nearly 40,000

e consumption.

This vomica continues to enlarge till it bursts and dis
charges itself into an adjacent bronchial tube ； and then, 
in very exceptional cases, after the expulsion of the 
tubercular matter and pus by expectoration, the cavity 
may possibly contract, become smooth and cartilaginous 
on its inner ^iirface, and at last be obliterated—in a 
word, tlio consumption be cured. More generally, how
ever, fresh tubercle is deposited—more xyiorganizable 
matter is eliminated ii'om the blood in a fluid state ； aud 
unless checked by the interposition of medical art, fresh 
vomica? form and unite, till the patienfs lung is, as 
were, completely riddled with cavities, and be*dies from 
sheer exhaustion, one or more 
opening into each vomica.

Tubercle generally occrftions s^me degree of pleurisy 
and consequent adhesion ； this diminishes the frequency 
of what nevertheless sometimes happens, viz., ulceration 
of the pleura and escape ol* the matter fi-om a vomica, aud 

air into the pleural cavity, constituting a
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.
Symptoms.—Long antecedent to the existence of any 

we may Remark a strong
3 

nasal catarrh, cold in the head, stuffing in the nose and 
the like.

13

deaths each, year of the 切tai mortality at' all ages, -and 
one fifth of the adultto prematurely cut ofi* more than 

population of this country.

nating dartings, with disposition to sigh, nocturnal 
coughing, pain in the left side, resulting either m an in- 
flammatiou of the pulmonary parenchyma or of the pleura. 
Meanwhile, it may be laid down as an axiom, that a slow 
and gradual loss of weight is far more serious than a 
quisk and irregular diminution of weight.

"WTienever,. therefore, a wasting of theb.tissues sets in, 
and becomes either rapidly or insidiously progressive, it 
is a symptom well calculated to excite the most serious

an indescribable ' 
sense of utter prostration both of mind and body, pains 
as of Praises ini the arms and legs, indisposition to eat, 
stoppage of the nostrils, with frequent offensive smell 
from thp nose, as of rotten eggs ； headache, general list
lessness and_constant fatigue'； the urine is insufferably 
offensive at times, with oppressive pains in the small of 
the back, particularly on first lying down in bed ； loss of 
memory, tendency to diarrhoea, unrefreshing sleep, and 
after some undue exertion, whilst running to overtake 
an omnibus or catch a train, one or more attacks of blood- 
spitting. -Thirdly, pains in the right chest, acute ^nci-

signs of pulmonary tubercle, 
tendencRto simple inflammation of the mu^biis membrane,

• , o
Sgcondly, chronic loss of breath on going up

stairs, hoarseness, coryza from the slightest atmospheric 
vicissitudes, palpitation of the heart,
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supected, either in those who

a con- 
an 

iuharmonions equilibrium between the physiological 
powers of li cal thy deposition and absorption. It indicates 
that the system of the patisnt is Kscoming so decidedly 
consumptive as to cease to be capable of sustaimng the ' 
healthy functions of life, and more especially the fimetions 
of respiration and nutriticVii.

The atrophy of consumption is so important, both in 
regard to diagnosis and treatment, that it is impossible to 
bo tqp vigilant in its detection—whenever its existence is 

are hereditarily predis
posed Jo the disease, or in individuals placed uudgr cir- 

,O ・ ,・ 1 . . . . p .

cir- 
cum stances in which a consumptive state of the system 
is likely to be produced—nor too carefid in assiduously 
Avatching its progress. For these purposes direct medical 
observations on the weight are absolutely necessary； no 
vague notions » this point will serve any useful purpose. 
Patients, and those of the consumptive temperament 
especially, will frequently mistake the puffiness of the

apprehensious and alarm. Frequently indeed it occurs 
with very slight concomitant mdierrtions of deranged 
health, and possibly it may prove even 
duration, the ffi'ame recovering a perceptible although 
spurious embonpoint, on some salutary change. The sig
nificant charter of the eniaciatiou of consumption 
requires to be well considered ； it takes its rise from the 
morbid conditiou of the nervous system, and the defective 
organization anti nutrition of nerve-globules, cells, areolar 
tissue, and of all those life-giving; structures of which 
nerve-globules form the natural basis. There is 
sequent loss of correspondence, a waut of l)al薄icf,

of temporary
o
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enlargement of the

of the vast import

^1'ust to their 
one hand, the f>inaciation may 

proceed until tubercular aggregation in rt^ic important 
vital organ occurs before we are aware of its existence, 
and on the other hand, we can never hilly appreciate the

face and spurious hypertrophy or 
areolar tissue, whi&h frequently conceals the true state 
of the adipose and muscular systems, for a reallij good 
condition, of the general habit. If we 
representations, on the

we are aware 
we can never

results of homceopathic treatment.
Nor is the determination of the absolute weight of the 

patient important merely for the purpose of detecting 
emaciatioij early, and watching its progress as an 
absolute sign or symptom of consumptiou ； it is also 
essential for the purpose of assisting in the due estiniarion 
of tlie vafce of other sfmptoim. We shall find that the 
respiratory powers are variously modified in consumption, 
and furnish positive symptoms of rbe disease, but the 
weight of the body exercises a direct influence over the 
respiratory function (and it is in the lungs, be it remem
bered, that the assimilation of；七he food is completed)； 
and in this point of view it is essential to study-the 
weight of the patient, aud to be aware 
of the alsolule and relative weight, and of the great . 
variations of weight, to which the body is obnoxious. In 
order accurately to determine the weight, and for the 
purpose of detecting the first inroads of true consumptive 
emaciation and watching its progress, I have adopted 
the use of Dr. Hutchinson's spirometer, nud the French 
scale or weighing machine, as occupying but little space, 
and withal a most correct and valuable instrument. I 
have employed the following table with great advantage ；
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Exact statunt Mean weight. Weight increased by 7 per cent.

or or

. o .
As a general rule, the weight o£ the body inc:

to weigh,

6
7
8
9

10
11

0

ft.
5
5
5
5

lbs.
8 
0 
7

13 
2 
5 
8 
1 
8 
1 
6

]0

st.
9
9

10
10
10

• 11
11
11
]2
12
13
13

weight, however, 
felt the o

11)3.
2
9
2
9

12

it is constructed from iniuute observations made on 2650 
• 0

healthy males, at the middle jperiod of life.

st.
■ 8

9
9
9

10
10
10
11
11
12
12
12

lbs. 
120 
12G 
133 
139 
1-12
145 
1-18 
155 
1G2 
1G9 
17-1 
178

4
12
5

13
4
8

lbs. 
V28 
135 
1-12 
149 
152 
155 
158 
166 
173 
ISb 
186 
190

aiid easily detect slight deviations from the healthy state. 
The diflerence in the quantity of air respectively drawn 
in or thrown out of £he lungs is as follows: 1. Residual

As a general rule, the weight ox the body increases 
with tlie Jieight, but the absolute weight in relation to 
the height varies considerably; nevertheless, it is within 
the physiological range. The weight, therefore, is esti
mated in relation to the height, s(? that both height and 
weight are taken and noted. The influence of excess of 

over the respii'atory function iS not 
excess goes beyond seven per cent^ of the 

mean ； therefore, to tlie mean which an individual ought 
seven per cent, must be added before we allow 

for the corpulency as influencing the respiration.
By tlie spirometer we ascertain tlie vital capacity of the 

lungs and thecrespiratory movements, and more precisely

in
i.
2
3
4

5 c 5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
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the lungs by the most violent inspirat::pn.

the quantity of air expired when patients 
were in health was exactly mcasiired, and the experiments 
beinE^ repeated soine time a任er, they were found to expire 
a great many inches less than on the. first oCcasiop ； at 
this time no disease whatever could be detected in the 
limgs by experienced ausciiltators, albeit they died of 
consumption some months afterwards, as proved beyond 
doubt by post-mortem inspection.

The ordinaiy or natural weight of each individual may 
differ from the above standard, both in excess and defi
ciency^ but at all times deficiency of weight tends to show 
deficient nutrition. The absolute loss of weight in con- 

. 2

air, which is that air remaining in the lungs that can
not be expelled by the most violent effort. 2. deserts 
air, or that which remains in the lungs after a gentle 
expiration, but which could be expelled J)y muscular 
effort. 3. Sredlhing air, that which is r&^];n,7ed in per
forming the ordinary inspiration a expiration.
4. Complemental air, that air which may 1/3 drawn into 
the lungs by the most violent inspirat::pu. 5. Vital 
capacity^ all the three latter combined, being the 
greatest voluntary expiration following the greatest 
inspiration. The quantity of air which can be expired ' 
cloes^nqt depend upon the girth of the thorax, but the 
height of the individual, and this being known, the num
ber of cubic inches he can expire in a healthy state may 
be ascertained with 咬curacy：； the application of this 
principle, therefore, in the diagnosis of consumption* is 
most important. I have uniformly found that persons 
who are the subjects of a decline expire a quantity of 
air very much less than they ought to do if healthy. In

' many cases
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sqinption has been variously estimated. , Froni various
experiineuts it would seem Aat the internal \dscera, for

average

tfe most part,- do not participate in this-einaciatiori. It 
foils upoA tlirp organs of locomotion, probably the heart, 
the areola必4 】fibrous tunics of the blood-vessels, and 
the alimen/为c canal ； but the liver, kidneys, spleen, 
pancreas, other organs,' appear to maintain their 
density and i ilk. According to statistical data, the 

sum 'of the weight of the entire viscera—the 
J 仁 c . .

brain, heart, lungs, liver, spleen^stomach, pancreas, kid
neys, uterus, and appendages 一 after death from phthisis 
pulmonalis, between 17 and GO years of age, in males, 
was 39 2G ounces above the normal standard, and in 
females about 27,05 ounces ； iu these cases the average 
of the weight of the lungs in mries was increased 25'71 
ounces, and iu females 14'48 ounces. The heart both in 
males aucj females was very slightly augmented iu weight ； 
the liver, S'GS ounces in inales, and 732 ounces iu females. 
These experiments were made upon individuals who died 
with local disease, and I may state that in the midst of 
thc^general waste, as consumption, with local tuberculous 
disease of the lungs, advances, a very largo deposjitiGn of 
fatty^matter takes place in the liver, kidneys, and other 
viscerS. Eulargement of the liver is nearly a constant 
occurrence, even before the development of other 
symptoms, certainly before any stethoscopic signs can 
be perceived. In 141 consumptive patients compared 
with that of an equal number free from the disease, the 
loss of Aveightm relation to the height was more than 
one third of the whole body. When, consumption 
pursues its onward course uninterruptedly, the loss of
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give the three stages of phthisis as ordi-
In the first stage the tubercle is devs-

coinmencemei/c to the ter
little related to the extent of local 

or elsewhere, it is so dii'ecilyj'elated 
to the morbid condition of the nervous system, that there 
cau, I think, be .no question it is from the beginning to 
the end ^.symptomatic of the general disease. Local 
affections of the luugs； of the intestines, of the mesenteric 
glands, or hectic fever, may precipitate it, but in instances 

- where consumption has、pursued its iatal course in the 
absence of the ordinary symptoms, without a sign of 
hectic fever, aud where the vital organs have,b(?<n appa
rently little affected, emaciatioii has reached its utmost 
limits before the death of the patient.

I shall now 
narily described.

. • lopedfbui not yet suppurated ； in- the second, small ulce
rations .are formed ； and in the third and last, we have 
vast caverns excavating large portions of the pulmonary 
structure.

First stage. — The most prominent symptoms are those 
of iuflqnnnatory irritation, cough, pain, and quickness of 
pulse, which in certain cases are preceded, but in the 
greater majority followed, by an unaccountable emaciation 
and weakness ； the cough is almost always dry during the 
first few weeks, unless where the tubercle has succeeded

weight "before death is considerably niore, but the sub 
jects of it are almost uniformly cut off by visceral disease： 
before it has attained its maximum ； the average loss niay 
be estimated at forty-eight pounds. Lastlyc emaciation 
is so commonly the earliest appreciable^^ Aiptom of 
disease in epusumptive persons, it procce-.^ro progres
sively and regularly from the 
minafcion. it is。so 
disease in the lungs
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slight, Sequent, and irritating coxigh,

o ...percussion ; the respiration is slightly

profuse, the cough looser, the expectoration be- 
purifoiHn, tubercular and bloody. Tbc digestive 
now begin to suffer seriously ； incessant thirst, 

loss of appetite, and abdominal pains torment the patient, 
and the first indications of confirmed wasting aud per-

切 catarrh ； 'it may occur inrevery variety, but it is most 
conimouly a slight, Sequent, aud irritating cough, 
referred by the patient to a tickling sensation in the 
trachea. TI' 3 expectoration, when occurring, is scanty, 
and cousis辞 1 Of a thready, grayisl^ and nearly transparent 
mucus, occa^-l.C '-ally dotted with blood ； a slight wheezing 
also sometini 涪 accompanies the cough. With these 
symptoms tliil patient frequently complains' of pain, 
which iray be situated in any part of the right or left 
side. In some instances it is only felt in the lower, while 
in others it occupies the upper part of the chest, shooting 
.from the clavicle to the subscapular' regions^ andooften 
occupying the inferior angle of the shoulder-blade, when 
it is often mistaken for rheumatism, or pain of hepatic 
disease ； it occurs with ^various intensitigs, is generally 
remittent, and often relieved by Aconite^ or slightly瑚6imu- 
lating a商］i低tions. This paiu is commonly accompanied - 
by tenderness of the subclancular region, and often with 
that irritation of the muscular fibres which causes their 
contraction. on 
hucried, and the first approaches of to-and-fi；o hectic can
be perceived.

Second stage.—This is characterized by the eskl)lisli- 
ment of very decided symptoms : the emaciation and 
debility increase/ the pulse continues quick, the coim- 
tenance.becomes characteristic, the sweatings are much 
more 
comes 
organs
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eg

that I am satisfied of its

Accession No,
* - E •Date.

.Some writers lay 
phthisis of what is

sistent diarrbaa appear ； th.? patient feels that 旭 
side than on the other, and begins

cough is loosfe, tlie respiration
ration ea^y ； aplithre appear on

the cavity of the nioutli ； the limbs become

lie much better on one
to experience cutting pains in the opposite side of 吒he 
chest—a sure sign that his terrible destroys? has invaded 
the remaining lung. . q]

Third sUtge.一In this deplorable condit^ '"he patient 
• is not unfrequently apyrexial (without ff*er), and the 

perspirations ?ease, particularly if the digestive system 
remains tolerably healthy ； the pulse may be^vr.-but ge
nerally bccoiniug accelerated some time before death, ema
ciation proceeds to the last extremity ； the voice is some- 
times>wholly lost, at others hollow and melancholy： the 

more facil&. and cxpecto- 
the tongue and lips, and

spread over
cold and clammy ； the breath acquires a heavy odour, and 
the appetite gencraDy tails. Life mny； however, even 
under these circumstances, be protracted for a consider
able time. There are some other symptoms which 
:frequently attend the progress of consumption, and 
which may ibe noticed in this place.
great stress upon the existeuce in :
termed the giii(jival margin. In the most decided. ^ases 
this margin is of a vermilion tint, inclining to lake, and 
forming a marked contrast to the paleness of the rest of 
the gums. It is usually confined to the region of the 
incisors, -but sometimes it extends along the whole line 
of teeth, becoming naiTOwer and fainter bs it proceeds 
backwards. Those patients in whom I have observed 
the gingival margin have had other and more distinct 
aigns of consumption, so that I am satisfied of its ex-

£316…..… .
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and. apprehensive of the^liglitest circumstance which can 
increase his complaint.； his hand sliakes, and he becomes 
peevish and irritable. These nervous symptoms gene
rally keep, pace 'with the increasing debility. The 
intellect lor the most part, however, remaiifs quit(^clcai' 
till Avithin a few days of dissolution, when slight delirium 
occasionally supervenes. It has ofteu been stated by 
persons, who are more poets than physicians, that con
sumption of the lungs is a mild disease, by which the frail 
suflerer is imperceptibly wasted away like a dying flower, 
without pain, or suffering. They must liave witnessed more 
of the disease in books than at tbc bedside, who state this 
to be its general- progress. The liorrible sensations, pro
duced by the incessant cliills during the day, and by the 
yet ipore distressing and death-like chills vliich follow

;.stence in a very large proportion of cases. An incur- 
vated state of the nails, with a rounded appearance of 
the last joi财 of the fingers, is very often observed, and is, 
I may say, &-|uerally regarded as a diagnostic sign of some 
importance..'/_trThe falling off of the hair is also a common 
occurrence J： phthisis. The appearance of urine tod 
deserves sorr^ notice ； it is very frequently turbid, fetid, 

, and throws (,own a copious sediment, ,while duriug the 
early stages it is often covered with an iridescent pellicle. 
The condition of the nervous system undergoes, and 
consequently all other parts of the body, a considerable 
change ； the patient becomes, iu a word, nervous (and 
that in itscll，implies volumes), both mentally aud physi
cally. Oue of the circumstance乃 often remarlfcd, even in 
the early period of the disease, is this unusual degree of 
morbid sensibility. The patient、is exceedingly timid

, 廿、. • c , 1 , 1.1



murmur

under one or
other modifications of the

always in young subjects, the painful struggle continues 
even to the end.

After this general sketch of the usual course of con
sumption. it may be useful to take a more detailed survey

an early stage: dry cough

of the particular symptoms which characterize its differ
ent stages. This will enable the reader to a^facb a 
proper value to these clinical observations, whea con- 
，sidered individually, as a means of establishing the 
diagnosis of consumption.

Positive signs of phthisis at
for some time, sometimes mucous expectoration; more 
or less dyspnoea ； pain in the chest ； nocturnal sweats; 
debility and emaciation ； dull percussion 
both clavicles ； weakness or
respiratory murmur (stethoscopic) 5 blood-spittjng in a

consumption. . 23

the perspirations in the night, the harassing cough*and 
expectoration, the pains of the chest and bowels, the 
frequent dyspncea aud blood-spitting, the distressing 
sense of sinking, all mcrcasing as the strength is failing ； 
and more than these, even in a pliysical se\se, the fright
ful bed-sores and that moral contcntioji d ' rcspril, that 
inward struggle of.the soul, which, whe侣ier avowed or 
not——a struggle hope and irar——is】felt by the pa
tient m the last stages, and make up "hfcimounf of 
.suffering which, considering the protracted period of its 
duration, is scarcely surpassed by any disease in the 
,whole legion which afflicts humanity. But as phthisis 
differs remarkably in the rapidity of its progress and the 
severity pf its symptoms, so also does it in its mode of 
termiuation ；f.in some cases the patient's sufferings cease, 
and give place to comparative tranquillity, and lie sinks 
without a struggle ； in the majority, however* and almost
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consiclcrable* number ofcase^. Positive signs at the end

percussion

Distinctive Signs of Incipient Consumption and Catarrh.

LL'DIUP

(&-

Emaciation.
Blood-spitting.
Moderate Dyspnoea._
Pulness under the

Respiration in the Pos
terior Lobes normal.

Clirohic Inflammation ' 
Is the termination of

Acute Pneumonia ； 
la situated in the Infe

rior and Posterior 
Lobes.

Consumption. 
Cough dry. 
Moist ^s^ats.

Clavicle.
Modified Respiration.

ously ； 4.
Is situated in the apices 

代 tuv Lung;项呼-、

Pulmonary C航urh. 
Mucous Expectoration. 
No NiMit Sweats.o
No marked Emaciation.
No Blood-spitting.
Groiter Dyspncea. 
Percussion normal.
Respiratory Mix 

normal.
Subcrepitant Bale*in 

Posterior Lobes.

；the Lungs. 
or Lobes.)

° •
of the first stage: cough more frequent ； expectoration 
Qf'gray代 opaque, or

1 more or
greenish sputa ； blood-spitting ； 
less diarrhcoa ； emaciation more 

marked ； mo^g dulness on percussion ； blowing respi
ration ；subc^pitant rules ； increased vocal /*csonance 
(stethoscopicf； Positive signs during the second period: 
obstinate coupi ； sputa yet grayish, irreny.ilar in form, 
tinted with blood ； emaciation and marasmus
increased ； dulness on percussion extended ； tracheal 
and cavernous respiration ； mucous rales, gurgling, and 
pectoriloquy (stethoscopic). • •.

Distinctive Signs between Consumption at the end of the 
Ji^Tsi stage and Chronic Iirflammation of the Lungs.

Consuniption
Is developed spontane-

night-sweats^ j 
mcncfi

(stethoscopic*
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scarcely one

its way without afford-

succes- 
is are 

cases, £and there is

find hurried br^alhing; and if hectic be absent, we shall 
find t&e rapid pulse or the frequent chills, the night 
perspiration or the diarrhcea, and, above allj/^fe^nervous 
debility and emaciation. More of fewer of these are 
always present, and, together with the peculiar consump- 

o
tive character of the coimtenauee, will enable us to 
detect the 'ffeal nature and existence of the insidious 

o ■
disease. . There will, at least, be found enough to excite 
the gi«ive suspicious of the observing and watchful 
friend ； and when these are once aroused, tbe physical 
signs which consumption of the lungs invariably affords 
will soon reassure tbe medical mind of the dreadful 
reality of the attack. When consulted by a person whose 
Condition induces us to suspect a predisposition to con
sumption. every examination should be searching, full, 
and complete. The general aspect, deserves our attention 
—particular attention ； the past health and usual occupa-

25

It is a matter of the greatest possible iimportance to 
be able to detect the coininencement of tuberculous 
disease of the lungs by its external manifestat^ns,鼠id 
to thoroughly distinguish it from the analogous diseases 
with which it is so liable to be confbunded,^ As regards 
the time•时 their appearance, the order ofLtheir 
siou, and the degree of their severity, the symptom； 
exceedingly friable in -different

even of the leading eharacter.^^-Mch may 
not be wanting. At t&e same time, I cannot believe 
that consumption can get far ou

■ ing t«o bht? acute observer suflicient indications of its 
'.presence ； lor if there be neither cough nor expectora

tion to assist us in establishing our knowledge, we shall
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the ing；

moment, to arise from some tem-

disturbance, and ordinarily amongst the first cii'cum- 
stances which excite the attention of the patient or his 
relatives. During the first weeks or months, it is, for 
the most part, a slight dry cough, occurring chiefly in the 
mormng on the patient getting up, and on his making 
any®imdue exertion during the day. In this stafe it is 
scarcely noticect by the patient ； if appears to him rather 
to be a matter of no
porary irritation in the region of the larynx, and ho 
seldom suspects indeed that it can possibly have any 
connexion Avkli consumption of the lungs. Its continu
ance in this trifling degree for weeks or months, ithout 

expectoration, is also another circumstance in the 
history of this cough which deserves attention. Bv

tions. the diseases of whaAever kiud which may have 
previcnsly existed, and the fimili/ complaints, should be -. 
ascerta.',\ed : while the exact state of each diflerOnt 

i
functiou, but, above all, the precise condition of the 
respiratory ^gans, should be thoroughly investigated by 
all the resources in our power. The fbrm/Jltnd build 
and motions of the chest, inspiratory and expiratory, the 
sounds elicityd by percussion, the height and weight, 
the ingses^and egress of air into the vesicles of the 
lungs during respiration (for here is the manufactory of 
the nutritive fluid)/speech, and cough, must all be taken 
into account to enable the inquirer to estimate •the true- 
worth. of particular symjitoms, or, in the absence of tliese,' 
to form a correct conclusion, or. at all events, a shrewd 
and likely opinion of the®health of the chest. Cough is, 
undoubtedly, the first symptom which claims attention, 
inasniu(5ii^ it is usually the earliest evidence of chest-



into bed at night, and the sleep is broken by it. By 
day, after this period, it frequently brings 
giddiness, pain of the chest, and vomiting.
stands, it cis followed by 

', iu some
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degrees it occurs occasionally during the day, especially 
as running after anafter any exertion—such as running after an clnnibus 

or upstairs quickly, speaking or reading al^ud'ior some 
time, laughing heartily, and the like. After-a longer or 
shorter time, this cough is attended with >he expectora
tion oftransparent fluid—frothy, like saliva, which 
appears at first to come from the fauces. In general, 
tills cough continues to increase in uniso'i with the pul
monary disease ； but in some, cases of 'i^rzistakable 
excavations of the lungs, it has remained insignificant 
througliout. It is not sufficiently well known, indeed, 
that°tlfc disease can exist, and even prove liital, without 
the slightest cough. The lungs of consumptive patients 
have eve<i been destroyed by suppuration, without their 
ever having experienced the least degree of cough., As 
the disease advances, however, it is commonly trouble- 
some at all times, especially after cl inner, j on getting'

on headache, 
In the latter

an irksome breathlessiiess, 
amoimting in some persons to a positive menacing of 
sullbtflition, which is most distressing. • t

To these usual characters of the consumptive cough 
may be added another singular circumstance : -no ■patient, 
as a rule, can ever assign any cause for i(s occurrence. 
The^ough which is most likely to be confounded with 
the tubercular is that' which accompames-catarrb. The 
catarrhal cough is characterised by tbe^e cii'eumstances :. 
its first attaclv is well marked, and cau be traced to 
exposure to a cold and damp atmosphere, checked jnerspi-
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diagnostic

, ----------------------- -- ----- ---------->----------------------------- -----------------------7 » - .， L

of catarrhThe expectoration attending these coughs 
is different. ^The catarrhal cougli, although at the onset 
dry and ])oarse, is speedily accompauied with/^peetora- 
tion—at first colourless, but shortly becoming opaque, 
then assumiiift- a yellowish mucous, and even purulent 
cbaractc»-^3y the adm缶istration of a few doses of 
Bryonia, Dulcamara, and Sulphur, the cough aud expec
toration fbrtbwitli diminish, and, under ordinary circum
stances, soon cease. Such are the characters of c^tsrrhal 
cougli ； but when from the continuance of the cough or 

some ulteriog miscliief c
beyond chronic catarrh,和e should mstitwte some rigid 
inquiries as to the patient's particular state antecedent 
to the oe€\. iy.'ence of catarrh. If lie had a slight morn- 

cough previously, or some persistent 
blood-spitting, there are

ration, and other causes. T农is cougli Js deep, implicating 
the respiratory muscles, and is attended with a 
ui^ers'af. soreness, frontal headache, and other symptoms

ing cougb. previously, or some persistent shortness of 
breatliing, or blood-spitting, there are strong grounds to 
suspect that the present continuance of the catarrhal 
symptoms is dependent on consumptive disease, more 
especially if the patient is young. I say young, because 
at a -more advanced period of life dyspnoea and a m□ruing 
cough, the consequences of the dry or pituitous catarrh, 
complicated with emphysema, are often met with.

The cough which comes next in importance in a 
sense has not inaptly been called a " stemacli 

cough." Gastric. irritation is attended with cough in 
.some respects not tmlike the early consmnptive cough. 

' In discriminating them, however, we must bear in mind 
that the cough which accompanies gastric irritation is

its dubious character we suspect^
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This state' con-
• casestiiiues for a 

much loss of

louder and harder, more Jjar'kinf/ than tlfe cough of 
phthisis, and frequently manifests itself in paroxysms or 
fits of coughing. The sensation which excites 3 is u'elt 
deep in the epigastric region or “ pit of the stomach/J 
and the-irritated congested state of the mucous membrane 
is rencleTtd evident by otlier gastric symptoms. The 
tongue is red at the point and edges, furred in the'' 
centre, and Very dry on awakening in the morning ； 
there is great thirst and some quickness 'ufu^Jse, cold 
extremities d'ui'iug the day and a preternatural heat of 
the hands aud feet during the night ； the bowels are 
costive,oaird the urine is high colored. Conjoined with 
these symptoms there is frontal headache, and a degree 
of iiTitability, especially in tlie evening, which is quite 
unusual to thf： patient. If accustomed to. literal^ pur
suits ipr mental occupations, he finds himself .altogether 
indisposed, and less able to exert his mind Command 
himself. The expression of liis countenance changes 
remarkably ； ho becomes pale and sallow, and his leatures 
are hollow and sunken ； he is dark under the eyes, lie 
has the aspect of a valet u din a ri an, aud lie feels very 
imwell ； yet, on being interrogated, he cannot define his 
symptoms or fix upon any complaint.

loug period, aud in many cases without 
appetite—a circumstance ivhich possibly 

tends to deceive the patient respecting the exact seat 
and nature of his malady.

On institutiug a more minute examiuati^n； the disease 
will be found to have its seat in the digestive organs, and 
that the "stomach-cough" and other gastric symptoms 
will speedily vanish by proper homceopathic treatment；
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and the patient's health be f^queutlyj'cstored i 
aeniuij^j
and\con煲quently 11 
his svstciiXo? various

and i<liich is dependent on functional derangement of 
the uterus, may, in general, be distinguished from the 
consumptive cough by the other symptoms with which 
it is habitually associated, and by the facility w*h which 
it yields to a mode of treatment (Ferrum mur.) which 
would have n% effect in relieving the latter. It must, 
however, be borne in mind that young females of a 

.consumptive constitution are the persons most obnoxious 
to clilo^osis ； and on this account their cough, must not

m a won- 
derJulKshort time, Especially if he happen to be young 
andscon^equently less contaminated by the -depositioii in 

allopathic drugs. A gentle an- 
tipsoric treatment, involving Nux vomica, Calcarea, 
Arsenicum, and perhaps Sulphur, together wi^*a strict 
adherence to an appropriate mild diet, will soon demon
strate the nature of the disease .by the.marked and 
speedy r 座、£ which it will afford ； and this, in truth, will 
be at oiice the best test of the，accuracy of our diag
nosis and the soundness of our pathological views as to 
the cause of the cough. Now, when gastriceiryitation 
is complicated, as it not unfrequently is, with incipient 
consumption, oiir treatment must always be( diix)cted to 
the cure of the former, as (the best means of enabling us 
to arrive at a correct knowledge of the patienfs. con
dition. 玮涂ases of other abdominal viscera are often 
attended-by what is calleci a symptomatic or sympathetic 
cough, which may be readily mistakeu for a pulmonary 
cough. Irritation in the liver and^duodenum, intestinal 
parasites, and irritation of the uterus, perpetually give 
rise to it. The cough which is present in clilorotic girls, 
and 理ich is dependent
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cough is often confounded.

they fre-

or 
has

be treated lightly, nor an 
requisite circumspection.

Another form of nervous 
with the consumptive. The character ofcough, 
the periods at which it' occurs, its mode of !attack, and 
ultimate disappearance—all differ from those of the 
consumptive cough. The nervous cough occurs at ir-' 
regular times throughout the day, and whatever agitates 

afleets the patient's mind is liable to induce, it.. It 
a singularly sharp, piercing sound, is repeated in 

rapid succession at short intervals, and often continues 
an hour almost without intermission. - It is accompanied 
with other indications of nervous irritability—such as 
hysterical headaches, pains in the sides, neuralgias of 
the face ail'd spinal corn, the shoulder-blades, the back 
and hips, and not unfrequently the very fingers5 ends ； 
frequent shuddering, shivering, aucl Jumping ?'1most oft, 
their seats ； toothache, inability- to walk, and the like. 
In all its essential characters it differs from the plitliisical, 
and requires different treatment (Acid, nitricum).

In conclusion, all these coughs have their own peculiar 
and significant characters, by which they may be readily 
distingiiislied, when they are uncomplicated with Meh 
other ； but when such combinations exist, as 
quently do, in the same individual, their discrimmation 
becomes difficult;, and the-case imperatively demands all 
the caution and judgment of an experienced and accurate 
observer. ,

tDyspncea.—This symptom, although never wanting, 
varies greatly in the degi-ee of its intensity in different 
cases. In some instances it occurs early in the disease.

opinion hazarded without the
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More frequently, perhaps, it is not

som<} time, it becomes gradually softer, and a transparent

being among the first cirepmstances which attract .the 
' patieifs attention. Slorc frequently, perhaps, it is not 

troublesome, until the malady is far advanced, and it is 
general^ tin the very last stages only that it becomes 
very distressing. Difficult breathing, therefore, although 
not to be too much relied on as an indication^the very 
early stage of consumption, is frequently present, rtnd 
should always be a subject of inquiry ； iudeed, it will be 
found often than is generally imagined. It is 
chiefly dining exertion that tlie°oppression of breathing 
is experienced ； and as it differs little from, that which 
in a slight degree always accompanios such exertion, it 
seldom attracts attention. Being slow and gradual in 
its augmentation, and, like many other morbid states, 
unattended with pain,仕 is little noticed imtil it lias

.become very considerable. But -since consumption of 
the hin骅®mwt exist to any great extent without niore 
.or less dyspnoea, the presence of this symptom, along 

with emaciation, invariably leads me to explore the chest 
with care, even should there b6 no other indications 
present by which " a decline ‘‘ might be detected-

Expectoration.—VTien the cough has continued for

ropy fluid, resembling saliva, is expectorated, becoming 
by degrees more stringy and tenacious. After a longer or 
shorter interval, varying remarkably in different cases, 
specks of opaque matter appear mixed with the trans,na rent 

.frothy fluid., These specks vary in appearance, being at 
one time wliite, at another yellow, or even 
to green ； and again, very frequently of 
partly sinking in water in little masses,

approximating 
an ash colour, 

and partly
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sink to the bottom, others

expectoration^ I have inentioaecl. The period of the 
disease at which this last change in the character of the 
sputa takes place, varies in difFerent perso「& 3nd occa
sionally occurs a lew days only "before death. But in 
general these ash-coloured, distinct masses are expecto
rated for many weeks or months before death, 
panicd 亩地 more or less of the mucous 
they条eqiiently float. In
contimies to retain the yellowish purifonn cbaracte;*, and 
in a still smaller proportion the semi-transparent tena
cious expectoration continues till within a few days of 
death—forming a gelatinous looking mass, separated wifh 

from the vessel which contains it. There are two 
characters, however, which may be considered peculiar 
to the expectoration of tuberciilar disease, viz., the 
striated state of the expectorated mass, with a mixture . 
of whitish fragments in it, aud the wA-coloured globular

3

accom- 
less of the mucous fluid in which 

some cases the expectoration

33

Hoating in it in the form o^slricc or streaks. Immedi
ately before, or at the time of this change in the character 
of the expectoration, a little blood frequently appears in 
it. As the disease advances, the transparent salivary 
portion diminishes, while the opaque part increases and 
gives a core homogeneous aspect to the expectoration, 
which is now of a yellowish colour, and is brought up by 
the cough with more ease, and in more distinct masses. 
At a later period it is of an ashy colour, andJs ejected 
in separate, rounded, flocculent-looking masses, enve
loped in a certain proportion of the transparent ropy 
fluid.、If tiiro'wn into water at this period, some of these 
masses sink to the bottom, others are suspended at 
diffi?rent^depths, connected together by the ropy fluid
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j in some
ingld mouthful, and in others amounting to a pjnt

When it is slight it is confined to the mornings, 
and when it proves' fatal several pints may be all at once 
discharged. This shows that the structure of the lungs 
is extensively destroyed, and that the haemorrhage grises 
from an opening occurring in a large artery previously 
implicated in the disease. As a diagnostic symptom 
blood-spitting is very important, because a very large 
propoption of cases in wliicli its has been found eventuate

CONSUMPTION.

masses which are observed the more advanced stage 
of the disease ； this last is seldom or never met with 
uuaccompanied witli tubercular disease. Such are the

fits of coughing, in fact, which end in raising Diack blood, 
with sharp tearing pains in every part of the chest、espe- 
cially superior part of the right lung, with sense 
of constriction and palpitation—singularly suggestive 
of its specific analogue—one of the brightest ornaments 
in the armamentarium of a plulosophical physician,. 
Flaps Corallinus. The quantity of bloo« discharged 
diflers greatly ； in some individuals not exceeding a 
singfb^mouthful, and in others amounting to a or 
more.

various cb^uges in the character of the sputa or expec
toration which are generally observed in consumption.

TIccmoptysis, or blood-spitting, lias been lon^egardcd 
as a frequent cause of phthisis, now, it is rarely, if ever, 
a cause ； it may be (doubtless it often is) rendered a 
determiiiuig cause, by the debility which it induces, and 
by the allopathic depletion adopted so injudiciously for 
suppressing it ； the effusion of blood into the pulmonary 
tissue may become a source of irritation, and .与耳n the 
nidus for the primary deposit of tubercle—in ninny cases 
blood-spitting is the effect of the severity of the cough—
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in confirmed consumption... Its occurrence, therefore, 
either before or soon after the commencement of cough, 
renders the presence of a decline exceedingly probable.

livflammation.—Pneumonia is of such common or rather 
universal occurrence, in consumptive persons； that it can 
scarcely^ be regarded as one of the accidents of the 
disease, unless, as it sometimes happens, it suddenly 
makes progress from imprudent exposure, change of 
temperature, or it may be without any assignable cause. 
Under such circumstaiices its presence is indicated by 
increased febrile excitement, pungent heat of skin, cre
pitation (atethoscopic), and the other symptoms which 
ordinarily attend it； unless, however, it be quickly 
arrested.by the proper homceopathic treatment, involving 
Aco?i., Phos., Tart. Timet., and? possibly, Chelidonium for 
the bronchitis ； it quickly expedites the disorganization 
of the lungs, aud consequently the termmaiion of the 
disease in the ordinary manner. In some cases it has 
beeu still more speedily fatal, where a large portion of 
the lung, previously rendered impervious, blocked up, 
so to speak, the remainder has been consolidated (and 
consequently of no use), by the pneumonic inflammation, 
and &ath takes place, as a matter of course, 
that is, suffocation.

Pain of Chest. — Acute pain sometimes attends the 
early stage of phthisis. This pain is frequently experi
enced iii the upper parts of the chest and shoulders, and 
in the arms ； although it is scarcely Noticed by the 
patient, unless inquiry be made by the physician, being 
generally attributed to rheumatism. As the disease 
advances the pain is yet more fi-equent, and.I have
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that side on which tuber-

CTeat

we form 
a man's 

pulse, its natural state should be ascertained if possible,

pulse of the consumptive patient frequent, especially 
after the morbid condition of the chest is fairly esta
blished, and in doubtful and obscure cases a frequent 
pulse, by which I mean one upwards of eighty yi an 
adult, would %cld very strongly to my suspicions of the 
existence of consumption of the lungs. Before 
any positive judgment as to the frequency of

clavicles, because in a dubious case their presence would 
tend to increase my suspicions of the presence of 
consumption in its incipient stage, especiall户f other 
symptoms were in xinison with this view—such as the 
consumptive cough—the oppression of breathing—pain 
in the Itft side, and the like. The pain in the chest 
which attends catarrh, epidemic? or otherwise, is essen
tially different—in the catarrhal affection the pain is 
located in the centre of the thorax, between the stej^um 
or breast-bone and the spine—it is chiefly felt whilst 
coughing, and is rather a sense of soreness than of acute

. o o "pain. c b
The JPulse.—The state of the pulse in consun^tion 

may alss be distinctly considered, inasmuch as 
importance has always bSen attached to it. Like every 
other symptom it varies remarkably, being modilied by 
both physiological and pathological conditions iu each 
individual patient, conditions which, perhaps, have no 
direct connexion, with the lung-disease. Gen晶ally
speafeng, however, it may be correctly affirmed thgt the

usually found it more severe on that side on which tuber
culous deposit existed to the greatest extent. I would 
particularly notice also slight pains in the region of the
,•，- C • ri. ，1 • r r
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- o— .- .
Like some of the other symptoms I have adverted to； it

A 
as 

which should invariably

for eighty pulsations of tbs radial artery in a minute 
may be the natural number in one patient, and yet con
stitute a fi-equent pulse in another whose normal pulse, 
is sixly. Many people of a consumptive temperament 
have always a slow, languid, and feeble circulation at 
the wrist, particularly if they happen to be tall or over
grown. This I have often found when there were clear 
physical signs： and other evidence of extensive disease in 
the lungs. Without presuming, therefore, to 'place an 
accurate value on the state of the pulse, as a sign or 
symptom of incipient consumption, I regard it as always 
demrmdin咨 the grave attention of the physician, 
frequent pulse, in a phthisical subject, even viewed 
an isolated symptom, js one 
excite suspicion ； and when1 accompanied with other 
symptoms, indicative of pulmonary disease, it adds most 
strongly to the presumption, that the mischief has 
actually begun. Per contra, I consider a slow, natural 
state of the pulse as a most favorable and encouraging 
symptom, inasmuch as it is almost always associated with 
a conditioE' of the system which is favorable to 'the 
patient's ultimate recovery, while it is a proof that the 
hings^of the party in question are not veby tuberculous 
at present, and that there is neither much pulmonary • 
nor gastric irritation ； or, in other words, nothing radi 
cally bad either in the chest or abdomen.

Hectic Fever.—The fever which ordinarily attends 
consumption is very slow and exceedingly insidious at its 
first onset ； indeed, for a long time it is of so slight and 
insijmificant a character as almost to elude observation.o
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throughout

nd

generally diffused over the whole

varies.greatly in clegi'ec in«idifierentocases 
the whole course of phthisis, and is more modified by 
collateral an4 accidental circumstances than any other 
symptom. The accidental occurrences to which I refer 
are inflammation of the respiratory organs, and gastric 
and intestinal irritation ； these appear to Jitrve more 
influence in exciting and modifying hectic fever, than 
the tubercular deposit in the limga, whiph frequently 
exists for a long period, without being accompanied by 
an appreciable degree of febrile disturbance. The firstappreciable degree of febrile disturbance. The first 
symptom of fever, remarked by the patient, is a sensa
tion of being very cold and chilly towards evening p this 
sense of chilliness increases from time to time, as it con
tinues to recur, amounting not upfrequently to g distinct 
rigor or fit of shivering, i£ is then succeeded by heat of 
skin during the night, the heat being particularly burning 
in the- hands and feet, which are for the most part 
habitually cold in consumptive patients. After a time 
morning perspirations are found to follow tlie hot stage ；

' as the disease advances, these paroxysms of fever 
become stronger and stronger, especially the hot stage, 
and Jhe heat is more 
cutaneous surfince.

* JPerspiralion.—Although this .very prominent symp
tom forms a part of the febrile paroxysm, it is generally 
so disproportionate to the cold and hot stage by which it 
is preceded, and withal exercises so paramount :?；n in
fluence on the feelings of the sufferer and the course of 
the malady, that it merits, with the others, a distinct and 
particular consideration. The fever has generally con
tinued a considerable time, and the disease is far ad-

in the- hands and feet, which arc 
habitually cold in consumptive patients.
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whenever fhe
are

more than 
are out of all 

exceptional

vanced l)efore the perspirations become 
locally copious. In many cases they 
proportion to the preceding fever ； in exceptional cases 
they are absent during the whole course of the disease. 
The accurate French physician, M. Louis, found them 
wanting, he states, iu one tenth of his cases. According 
to the clinical observations- of this eminent authority, 
the stage of consumption at which the very copious per
spirations occuiTed corresponded with that at yhich the 
diarrhoea made its appearance. These two symptoms 
have commonly been considered supplementary of each 
other,4:110 one diminishing as the other increased ； but it 
is not the common rule, both in general proceeding for 
the most part quite uninfluenced by each other, at? least
this is the belief of the pathologist Louis, who has paid 
particular attention to this reputed reciprocal influence 
of two phthisical symptoms, and he could never find that 
such reciprocal influence existed. The perspii*ations 
occur chiefly in the morning, more especially if the 
invalid happens to iall asleep after having once awoke. 
As the disease advances they come on 
patient falls asleep; during the early stages they 
conf ued to the head and chest, but by degree^ they 
extend over the whole surface. I have myself observed 
them almost exclusively restricted to the anterior sur
face of the chest. The copious perspirations of the con- 
sumpttve patient present a remarkable instauce of ex
tensive and long-contmued derangementrpf the fuuctioDs 
of the skih without any appreciable alteration of struc
ture ;but the excreted fluid uo doubt possesses charac
ters widely diflerent Eoin those of healthy perspiration ；
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somewhat aclvanced stage of 
「 ・

symptoms manifested in the

general rule, rarely existing to

although occurriug in a 
phthisis, perspiration occasionally attends its very early 
and.incipient periods. It is seldom copious, however, 
unless it be locally so, at the commencement, and the 

ou the subject, takes but

considerable time 
our being 

reason for this singular de
portment. lu some feeble youug ladies perspiration is 
one of the most remarkable symptoms and most dispro
portionate to all the others ； it is almost invnriabAy a 
copious morning perspiration, and Avlien it occiu,s I look 
upon it as most ominous—an omen so unfavorable that 
it may be held to be demonstrative of a rapidly destruc
tive. disease. The importance of perspiration as acsign 
of consumption is never to be neglected or passed over 
with indifference in dubious cases, for I have seen per- 
spii'ation, a frequent pulse, and emaciation^ repeatedly 
the only signs or symptoms manifested in the cases 
thrcyighout: so that whenever I meet with profuse local 
perspirations iu a debilitated person, particularly of a 
tubercular constitution, it always rouses my fears an也 uni
formly leads me to explore the state of the thoracic viscera.

Thirst.—This is not a remarkable symptom in con
sumption as a general rule, rarely existing to a very 
great degree, although it is seldom absent. I^)uis 
found it entirely wanting in one fourth of his cases. 
Where it occm'S it appears to be more dependent on the 
hectic fever than on the peculiar condition of the sto- 
mach and digestive organs. *

patient, unless interrogated
little cognizance of it. It not uufrcquently happens 
that after having contmued for some
it altogether ceases, and again recurs TAithqut 
able to assign any definite o
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on the
of miJd

Dian'licea.一This is the cgmpruiion of phthisis ； this is 
so common an accompaniment of consumption that it 
lias always been, with justice and propriety, considered

cases not mitil a short tijne 
befbi亳 death, I have kno'wii it however entirely wanting. 
M. Lojiis mentions that in one eighth of bis cas^s of ' 
consumption diarrhcea commenced with the disease, and 
continued till death ； in the majority it occurred in the 
latter stages ； in others during the last few days of life 
only 血 in four, among one hundred and twelve cases, 
it never appeared. Diarrhcea often pro^s one of the 
most distressing symptoms of consumption, being at
tended with severe agonising pains before and during 
every evacuation, and by an unutterable, deadly ^ensa-

by every author as one of the most important of all its 
symptoms, exerting a greater influence over its progress 
thau any other ； the wasting, the debility, and ergo the 
rapidity of a decline being in almost all cases propor
tionate to the^severity of the diarrhcea. In all the vast 
number of BL Louis's cases, he states that thft loss of 
strength and wasting cc^Tesponded with the number and 
frequency of the alvine evacuations. This fact suggests 
a wIiq屐ome and far from urmecessary caution 
employment of allopathic purgatives； and even 
aperients in small doses as the disease advances, since 
they iniallibly reduce the patient's strength and pre- 
cipit砧e a diarrhcea before it would otherwise have oc- 
cuiTed. Sir James Clark assures us that he lias seen a 
small spoonful of castor-oil thrdW a consumptive patient 
into a most frightful condition of debility. Diarrhcea 
generally occurs wlien°the disease is somewhat advanced ； 
in a small proportion of
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Consumption's cheek ne'er looks more pn皆 
And lovely, than when past all cure; 
And yet that bloom, so fresh, so still, 
Has lent its fleeting aid to kill, 
And speaks to those who watch its hue 
Of sickness, death, and suffering too； 
Though who just viewing aught so fair, 
Could ever dream that death was there !

Day by day the energies decline, the body grows 
weaker, the gye more brilliant, but the aspect blauclied, 
the lip attenuates and trembles, the form once so 
graceful and elastic is bent and bowed, neediug the 
support of a trusty arm, and a loved friend to mark a

tion of resistless siuking ^immediately after it—the 
evacuations being generally of a yellow, bilious colour— 
quite suggestive, in short, of its specific analogue, Jalaps 
coralliniis.

Emaciation.—Few persons die of consumption without 
being reduced to a great degree of emaciation, when the 
progress of the disease is not interrupted by some acci
dental circumstance which cuts off the patient. In some 
cases tljp wasting is one of the first circumstances which 
attract the attention of the patient's friends. In the 
vast majority of instances, however, the disease makes 
considerable progress before the patient becojn*•必s沥0 
thinner, examples of which I have almost always found 
in young ladies gifted with high intellectual eiidowments, 
and the most refined accQmplislnneiits, whose5 eyes flash- 

. .C .

ing with unnatural, well-nigh celestial brilliancy, ai*e not 
regarded as indications of a ruthless disease, but as 
personal charms to be ^img in verse or celebrated with 
perhaps grateful flattery. True, alas! as the poet 
sings— 0o
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its satellite,

the attention which emaciation merits,

of a resistless doom. The 
emaciation takes place to

*che structure of the lungs. In 
the wasting begins early, and is owing, no 

doub^Mo Abe disease m the lungs, impeding the process 
of assimilation, or in other words, termination of 
digestion. Relaxation of the bowels being once estab-

niournful spectacle, the ^stealthy and insidious advance
1 — eases of phthisis in which

a large extent before &ny 
decided symptoms of pulmonary disease set in, are met 
with most frequently in men rather advanced in life, and 
in whom? consumption has been induced by drink, and 

an irregular mode of living, (or rather of 
dying), which impairs the divers functions employed in 
nutrition and assimilation, prior to the manifes^iion of 
tuberculous deposit in ouxuvuuic u】lLd ［心巳， 
these men * —J' 1 1 - ?----- '■

lishecl, the process of disintegration advances yet more 
rapidjy, it goes on through the whole of the soft parts, 
and frequently before dissolution takes place, little indeed 
remains of his former self befond the integument and 
bony scafEbld. : As a grave symptom of phthisis, I have 
before dwelt on
and therefore will merely state that in persons about 
the middle period of life, I have found wasting of the 
tissue? one of the very earliest symptoms to be detected 
by adequate investigation and a vigilant eye, even when 
there was no frequency of pulse, no cough, no dyspnoea, 
■no symptom in fact to direct one's attention to the con- 
dif ioQ of the chest. Derangement of the digestive organs 
is . obviously present, and this lesion is accordingly 
regarded as the prime cause of " getting thin," yet in 
spite of all the <£ good living/5 as it is absurdly called, 
in defiance dire, of all that is done to maintain a healthy
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cedematous state of the glottiSj
of the larynx. CEdema is a symptom and sure ppog>uostic 
that the day。of departure draAvetli nigh, in very truth, 
is at hand.

-. Aphtha：—An aphthous state of the mouth, tongue, and 
fauces ； what is called T/m(sJi} consisting of numerous

and thriving state of the stcynach an deliver, and to supply 
a superabundance of pabulum, the emaciatioii continues 

. to pialce progress, and it is not till this state of things 
has continued for some time, till evening chills, a 
frequent pulse, and night perspirations, worry him to 
prove their cause, that he seeks advice, and his dyspepsia 
eventuates iu a tuberculous disease of the hmgs.eventuates in a tuberculous disease of the lungs.

(Edema.——This spnptom occurs in general towards the 
termination of consumption only, albeit, it occasionally 
appears in a slight degree at a very early period. It is 
a swelling of a dropsical nature, situated in the areolar 
tissue of the feet and legs. GEdema is frequeir财1■负'esent 
in young delicate females, who are often oedematous in 
their better health, especially l|^ve I observed^it during 
oiu* late Bengal summei；G, and there is nothing in the 
swelling and puffing in phthisis difierent from is 
remarked in other chronic diseases, except that it is an 
invarible attendant, at least in au experience of fifteen 
years I have never once fotmd it wanting in the earlier 
or later periods of decline. Althougli usually confined 
to the lower extremities, and seldom extending higher 
than the legs, it is sometimes observed in the upper 
extremities, and the foce is frequently cedematous-in the 
morniugs, during the progress of the disease. CEdema of 
the lungs, moreover, sometimes supervenes ； and in other 
cases an cedematous state of the glottis^ or aperture 

O •.
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blisters, t^rmijaatiiig in. white sloughs；

Physical Signs. — Th^se

there are
pncumolliorax. VTien a portion of lung is solidified by 
the. deposit of tubercle, the corresponding part of the 
chest will b% chill on percussion. Tesicular breathing will 
be imtudible ； aud in place of this natural, healthy, and 
proper respiratory murmur, denoting that the lun»s are 
permeable to air, a vjliiffling sound, called bronchial res
piration, arising from the passage of air through the 
bronchial tubes be heard, if any such tube is enclosed 
in the solidified portion of lung. Before, hcfwever, the 
portion of lung is so filled with tubercle as^to render its. 
vesicles qiiite impervious, there

white vesicles or
is commonly the last in the long, dark catalogue of 
symptoms which afiect the poor consumptive patient. 
It occurs generally a week or fortnight before death, and 
varies greatly in degree, being sometimes productive of 
but littfe inconvenience, and at others attended with 
frightful uTitationx and ulceration of the mouth, so much 
so as to prove a source of intense suffering to the patient. 
The approach of aphtha, marked by a very recUshining 
appearance of the tongife, mouth, and fauces, the former 
of which is also not unfrequently chapped, cracked, or 
fissui^i, should be promptly met by its efficient antidote, 
a few consecutive doses of 'Elaps corciUinus.

may be divided into two 
classes ； first,力hose of the earlier stages, which betoken 
the presence of Mercies ； secondly, those of the late匚 
stages ■which show the existence of vomicce, besides which 

in the last stage of certain cases the signs of

are heard a feebleness 
and roughness in the respiratory murmur, and the sound 
of expiratioii is prolonged ； the voice will be conveyed with
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to speak, and

morbid alteration.

that the cavity

a 
one or

unusual loudness through flic solidified lung, so as to 
impart the sensation we call Ironchophonij. But withal 
ausciiltatiou, or the use of the stethoscope, is for from an 
infallible means of judging of the existence.of tubercles 
iu their earliest stage of incubation, 
moreover, numerous tubercles either still in a • state of 

7 c

crudity, or already softened may possibly exist, these 
tubercles may give rise to all the symptoms of con- 
sumpticHi, in the second, and even in the third stage, aud. 
yet the sound yielded on percussing the parietes or walls 
of the thorax may not have undergone any appreciable

This perfect sonorousness^^ the 
chest in phthisical patients, is always observed when the 
pulmonary parencliyma has retained its healthy state 
around the tubercles. Ii«?reased sonorousness may exist 
jmder three circumstances : Firstly, when there exists 

large • tuberculous cavity, into which the air enters by 
two bronchi whfbh open into it, aud the parietes 

of which secrete but a little liquid, so 
contains more air than pus: Secondly, where a partial 
emphysema has been produced: Thii-dly, wh(yi a pneumo
thorax occurs as the result of the opening of a tubercular 
cavity into the pleura ； this occurrence is generally mani
fested by the sudden accession of an acute pleurisy. 
When tubercular induration in the upper parts of the 
luilg is considerable, it has the effect of conducting the 
sounds of the heart with great distinctness, to ^he-upper 
regions of th« chest.

Indications of Vomica).—First, supposing the vomica 
to be balf-fiUed with liquid, and to communicate freely 
with the air-inbes, there will naturally be heard on every
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must not

entrance and exit of air a (jurglin^ sound, like the bursting 
of very large bubbles. The same may also arise from 
dilataiion of the bronchi, but these morbid conditions, 
and especially the last, are, strictly speaking, rare. If 
the vomica is empty of liquid, there will be heard a class 
of sounds, called cavernous respiration, consisting of 
certain variable sounds indicating the passing of air into 
and out of a cavity, if the vomica be but partially full of 
liquid, the latter may be heard to splash when the^patient 
coughs. That particular resonance of the voice which 
constitutes pectoriloquy, is another sign of a vomica.

cavity of moderate size, and regular form, empty, 
or nearly so, is in. free communication with a large bron
chial tube, and is very near the surface of the lung； in 
contact witli the thoracic parie^es, or walls of the chest, 
or when the intervening structure is rendered a good 
conductor by condensation, the voice is transmitted in 
the most perfect and unmodified maimer, and seems to 
be produced in that spot of the chest, seemingly distinct 
from the oral voice. ° This is perfect pectoriloquy. If 
heard with ^ie stethoscope, the sound of the voice see^us 
to come through the tube, and enters the observer's ear, 
louderethan that which coming'from the patient's mouth, 
strikes the other ear, but the utterance is never so dis
tinct. When heard to this degree in parts were there is 
naturally little or no resonance of the voice, it proves 
beyon^ 血ubt the existence of a cavity communicating 
■with the bronchi. But immense cavities may exist 
without there being pectoriloquy; thus, then, this pheno- 
menou, when it does take place, indicates the presence 
of a tuberculous cavity ； but. per contra, we
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the pleura sometimes ulcerates,
In

uninitiated investigator.e 
meant that form, in

I or
By imperfect pectoriloquy is 

which the voice does not seem to 
enter t{ie stethoscope； but only to resound at the encl. 
This soiind cannot be 安elied upon when heard in the 
sternal half of the inii'aclavian aud mammaiy regions, 
the axillje, and interscapular spaces. There is yet ano*- 
tli^r class of sounds to be spoken of. I said before, that 

so that a commxinfcation 
is formed between a vomica, and the pleural cavi奴. 
consequence of this aperture, air passes at eacli inspiration 
into the pleural cavity, whilst the lung collapses, and 
more or less liquid will also escape from the vomica). 
The spot where this perforation occurs, is °gcijerally 
opposite to Jhe angle of the third or fourth rib. A 
patient of mine afflicted with this desperate disease, a 
child eight years old, became the subject of pneumo- 
thorax, with abundant fetid purulent effusion in t]ic left

conclude from its not occiii'ring that there arc no vomiecc. 
The nature and quantity of the fluid contained iu the 
cavity, the manner in which the bronchi open into it, 
and the extent of induration around it, considerably 
modify the pectoriloquy. We should bear in mind that 
without there being any trace of tuberculoxis excavation, 
and but merely a considerable induration of the.pulmo
nary parenchyma existing, the voice in ay possibly 
present a peculiar resonance, which approximates more 
or less to per/ct pectoriloquy： it is then, according to 
Laennec bronchophony. These phenomena of auricular 
exploration being separated merely by reRned sj^lcs of 
diagnostic nicety, it is not difficult to conceive how ' 
readily they may be conlbimded by an inexperienced
.....,. ... , ft ®..
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between the ribs. I find I

more 
empty decanter.

49

pleura. She was menaced “with impending suffocation, 
and I evacuated the fluid by a puncture with a trocar 

am supported in this pro
ceeding by Dr. Heyfelder, of Erlangen (and no higher 
'authority need be cited), who operated on six patients 
with complete success. I also agree entirely with him 
that when liomceopathic treatment has made us doubt 
whether the fluid will be absorbed, the sooner the opera
tion is performed the better. The little patient soon 
lost her hectic fever, pain and dyspucea, with the symptoms 
of effusion, and gradually but steadily regained health 
and sfMngth, art assisting nature by the ined-icinal inter- 

' position of A^'nica. 'Bryonia-^ and JElaps corallimis; the 
left lung was ultimately^inflated, the orifice in the pleura 
closed, and thg child cured. The amphoric resonance in 
this £ase may be exactly imitated by applying a child's 
india-rubber ball to the ear and gently striking it. 
The inclicatious of this fearful state of things will be: 
1st, great clearness on percussion ； 2d. complete absence 
of respiratory murmur ； 3d, a peculiar resonance of the 
voice, breatljing and cough, called by the French amphcn'ic 
resotumcei This' is. a sound, of metallic character, and 
greatly resembles that produced by speaking or co lulling 
over an empty barrel or copper boiler, or perhaps 
intelligibly still by blowing into an
4th, there is occasionally a tinkling sound of a metallic 
character； produced by tKe fall of a drop of liquid from 
the upper to the lower part of the cavity.* Now these 
four sounds, all indicating as they do the existence of a 
large cavity containing air and liquid, and commuiiicating 
with the trachea, are generally caused by pneumo-thorax,

4
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irritation,

or
head to that of

The Sputmn.—There is no invariable or constant 
relation, as I have already detailed, between the appear
ances of the expectorated matter and the exact state 
of therliiDg. The sputa of consumptive persous may 

. 、 e - - n « . -i c

of the second stage, gradually changes into 
greenish, thicker fluid, intermixed with small Aines 
fine etrealcs of a yellow colour. At this period also the 
sputa are intermixed with small specks of a dead white 

slightly yellow coloui,, varying from the size of a pin's 
a grain of rice, and which liaw been 

compared by Bayle to this grain when boiled. These 
have been noticed by many writers from Hippocrates 
downwards. After the complete evacuation of the 
tubercles, the expectoration puts ou various forms of

as I have before said. Biitfthey may^also, though rarely, 
bo caused by the presence of a very large vomica. In 
this case thfiy will only be heard in the upper part of the . 
chest, and instead of great clearness we shall find extreme 
cl illness on percussion.

The Sputmn.—There is

consist, then, of catarrhal mucus, of the matter of 
tubercles more or less softened, aud occasionally of pus, 
secreted by tuberculous excavations, Avhiclo com
pletely empty, or nummularya term applied to the sputa 
m phthisis, when they flatten the bottom oHhe vessel 
like a piece of money (■nQmmiis'). In many people it is not 
at all characteristic;indeed,it may be mucous merely-wliile 
large holes exist in the lung, or puruleut from bronchial 

as iu drunkards. Sir John Forbes observes, 
"In the earliest stage of the disease, the cougli is either 
quite dry, or attefnded by a were watery, or slightly 
viscid, fi-otliy, and colourless fluid; this, on/the approach 
of the second stage, gradually changes into an opaque, 

or
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masses here described are 
associated with a 'decline than 

"I do not recollect a single case

purulcncy, but frequently -nssimies one particular char
acter, which lias always appeared to be pathognomonic 
of or peculiar to phthisis, although the more accurute and 
extensive observation of modern pathologists has proved 
the same to exist occasionally in simple catarrh. The 
expectoration to which I allude consists of a series of 
globular masses, of a whitish-yelloAv colour, with a rugged 
woolly surface, and somewhat like little rolled balls of 
cotton or wool. These commonly, but not alxvaj-s, sink 
iu water. This kind of expectoration lias appeared to 
me most common in young subjects, of a strongly marked 
stTumdu^babit. and in whom the disease was hereditary. 
At other times, in the cases in which these globular 
masses pro,observed, ar d also in those in which they have 
uot appeared,-the expectoration puts on tlie common cha
racters of the pus of an abscess, constituting an uniform, 
smooth, coherent, or diffluent mass, of a greenisb. or 
rather grayish hue, with au occasional tinge of red (from 
intermixed blood), and sometimes more or less feetid." 
Dr. Stokes, of Dublin, considers the expectoration, in 
which the -globular ragged 
expelled, more peculiarly
any other. He says, “ I do not recollect a single 
in which I observed this sputum that did not turn out 
to be consumption^'

To recapitulate, the first evidence of that diseased con
dition? of tlie nervous system wliicli precedes the deposit of 
tuberculous matter in the pulmonary tissue, and which 
requires for the restoration of the assimilative functions, 
Zinc, Nm vom. and A、g. nit., is shown by the :following 
symptoms: the patient has dyspepsia, with a depressed
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lessness,

is foetid, and more or less marasmus ； 
tremulousness,' witli an 
nance, '
menu of deliriuui tremens.

Prevention of Consumption.—The causes of phthisis 
are principally referable to two distinct heads—the re
mote and the exciting, or those which excite and induce 
the constitutional predisposition, and those which d^ter- 
miyie the local deposition of tuberculous matter after 
such predisposition is established. The one class of 
causey operates by modifying the whole system?； the 
other by determining, in a nervous system so modi Red 
the particular morbid action of which tuberculous matter 
is the product. Until this grand distinction between the 
causes of the constitutional and local disease is%Uy un
derstood and appreciated, and acted on by the public, we 
shall, I fear, make but little progress in the prevention of 
consumption. I believe that this disease may be induced in 
any class of animals by those circumstauces which produce

state of nervous energy, 4he iiesult, probably, of the wear 
and tear of both mind and body. There is niucli irrita
bility present an excited pulse, loss of appetite, sleep- 

a tongue white and coated on the surface, and 
red at the margin aud tip, with a dry, hot, impers])irable 
skin ； still it is not hypochondriasis, but irriti中ility with 

、 depression —a kind of erethism, so to speak, in fact, of 
the nerve-globules, like that exhibited after great losses 
of blood1 (or money). The patient5s Eind is given up, 
in short, to some morbid influence, whether real or 
imaginary (it is, at all events, real to him) ； added to 
these are deposits of earthy phosphates in the urhie/vhich 

a painful sense of 
anxious expression oJE^, coimte- 

great prostration,如d m some men『11 the pheno-
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mission, improper diet, both

meet with

atmosphere charged with fine par-

of the bronchial incmbrane, and ultiinately tuberculous 
deposits are produced. Of this number are- the numerous 
classes of mechanics and artisans, who breathe,ibr inany 
hours every day an

among 
the wealthv classes of societv, where we see the con- 
suinptive cachexia prevail for a length of time without 
the full development of tubercles, because the person is 
little exposed to the usual exciting causes, and even 
sedulously eschews them； and we meet with numerous 
instances of the latter amongst the poor, when engaged 
in occupations, in the exercise of whiph the lungs are 
peculiarly exposed to irritation, by which a diseased state

63

it in the human subject, be：ng equally influenced by the 
same causes. Tubercles have been found in many orders 
of the mammalia, carnivorous and herbivorous, in birds, 
and in insects. The morbid appearances presented on 
examination of animals bear a striking analogy to those 
observed in man. The limgs. the.mucous membrane of 
the intestines, the liver, and the mesenteric glands, are 
the organs most frequently affected. The principal 
causes which induce consumption are hereditary trans- 

as regards quantity and 
quality, deficiency of pure air, exercise, clothing and 
cleaMne 务 excessive labour and a flections of the mind. 
When the person is little exposed to the exciting causes, 
the constitutional predisposition may be long present 
without any J.ocal affbefcion of $he chest, while continued 
exposure to exciting causes may determine the local dis
ease, when rhe morbid state of the nervous system'exists in 
a slight degree. AVe have examples of the former 
the wealthy classes of society, where
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tides of sand, raetal, dugt, antides of sand, metal, du膳 and the like. But the most 
.striking examples of consumption which may be adduced, 
as tlie cousec|iience of pdmonary imtation, occur in 
persons who are at the same time exposed to some of the 
most powerful causes of tubercular cachexia, such as 
sedentary occupations, carried on in a confined and 
deteriorated atmosphere, and- too often also to excessive 
indulgence iu the abuse of alcoholic drinks, so that they 
are exposed to the causes of the constitutional and local 
malady at the same time. There0 are also other causes 
which may' d-lermine consumption of the lungs ； to this 
class may possibly be assigned contagion ； certain- jt is 
that allopathic bloodlcttmgs, bronchitis, pneumonia, 
hooping-cough, ' eruptive fever% . such as smallpox,hooping-cough, ' eruptive fevers, . such as smallpox, 
measles, and scarlatina, prove not iinfroqucntly its deter
mining causes. There is also what is' called puciunpnic 
phthisis, iii which the excavation of the lung is brought 
about by the softening of those parts of the organ which 
had been tlxe subject of inflammatory consolidation, called 
by sonic scrofulous pucuinonia. Tliere is again another 
foriv, made up as it were of. chronic'bronchitis^ with pro
fuse piiriforin expectoration. These affections are 命 be 
met with, firstly, in those who have inherited no© ten
dency to consumption, Lut whose narvous systems lia\ e 
been impaired by exposure, illness, or irregularities, or by 
repeated attacks of some of the diseases I have mentioned. 
In persons of stnnndus constitutions, secondly, Biitgvho 
have escaped the dangers of phthisis in early life, but in 
whoin the tendency again manifests itself, though in this 
altered shape, when their strength has become impaired
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These forms of dispase^of the chest constitute,'

of v;bat may almost be 
so 1 anient ably prevalent 

there but

. by age.
• in fact, the consumption or decay of impaired and broken- 

down constitutions, and of advanced life.
. ,▼一 "*

Having thus briefly stated my views respecting the 
nature, symptoms, and causes 
regarded as the English disease, 
is it among us—lew families, indeed, are 
mourn over a； place made vacant by this fell-destroyer— 
it is necessary to enter upon some further detaib on. the 
momentous subject ^prevention. I shall, however, en
deavour more particularly to restrict.my observations to . 
a condensation of some excellent hygienic directions by 
Sir Janies Clark, Dr. jMason Good, Dr. Beddoes, and 

on the sources of health aud 
diseases in cqnimunities, respecting the principal circum- 
staijces .which require the attention of the parent or 
guardian who may be called upon for guidance and 
instructiou on this most important subject.

The first question that suggests itself under the head 
of prevention regards hereditary transmission, and in
volves the consideration of two distinct objects : the lii-st 
being to check the trausmission of consumption from the 
parent to the offspring； the second, to prevent the 
disease in children born with the constitutional predis- 
position to it.

1. Prevention as regards parents.—It is not at all 
- necessary that parents should be the subjects of con

sumptive disease in order to transmit tlje .consumptive 
constitution to their children' The general impression 
that scrofulous parents only have tuberculous children 
is an egregious error that cannot be too generally
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It must 膈 reijieihbercc^ that a deranged .

constitution when the former bas

What is to be done ? There 
three grand rules to be observed : first, to lessen

health and strength - is the second golden rule ； and, 
thirdly, to combat all untoward symptoms as they arise
by their appropriate dynamic antidotes—counter-agents, 
it may be counter-poisons—it must be, to pi*ove radwally 
beneficial — mgdicines which operate in the liealtby 
organization such morbid changes as correspond with 
the symptoms or signs of existing disease. In order to 
prevent effectually the extension of tuberculous disease,

corrected.
state of the health from depressed nervous power in the 
parent, from many diflerent causes, v.nll' render the 
offspring predisposed to the disease before us. Every 
member of the community, by observing what is daily 
passing'before his eyes, may see numerous proofs of the 
truth of this statement ； he will find that, when the male
or 
is

female parent is unhealthy, the male or female child 
so likewise, aud that the latter often shows evident 

and umnistaljable signs of the consumptive or tuberculous 
no symptoms of it. 

The children of parents, who have suffered .leng €rom 
dyspepsia and other complaints—gout, rhcuniatism, cuta
neous afiections, or any form o七 clisease, in 伍呼,which 
lias mfluciiced the geuerrd system—are v^ry frequently 
the subjects of nervous and tuberculous disease, os* of . 
such nervous derangements, at least, as dispose to what 
is called, tuberculous cacWaxia. When both parents are 
thus implicated, this^resiilt eventuates with almost in
variable certainty. What is to be done ? There are 
three grand rules to be observed : first, to lessen nervous 
irritability, and thereby diminish the liability to' in flam- 
nation in the respiratory organs ； to support the general
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numerable

say

O %，

it is essential that^ve should, in^the first place, direct our 
atteution to the health of the parents. Were they con
vinced that the health of their children depended upon 
their own： a beneficial effect might be produced among 
the more thoughtful and reflecting portion of mankind, 
and especially among families of a consumptive diathesis.

If more consideration were bestowed on matrimonial 
alliances, and a more* healthy and natural mode of living 
were adopted by persons in that social position which 
gives them the power of regulatiug tbeir mode of Living 
according to their own choice, the predisposition which 
is sosoftefl eutailed on their offspring might be checked, 
nay, even extinguished, in their family in the course of 
a few g(^ierations. In ^he present state of society, the 
converse of this commonly obsiins ； and from the utter 
disregard of the precautions to which I have adverted, 
the third generation terminates the race. The°children 
of dyspeptic persons generally become the subjects of 
dyspepsia in a greater degree and at an earlier period 
than tbeii* parents ； and if they marry into families of a 
delicate stuiimous constitution, their ofispring beedime 
nervously debilitated aud tuberculous, and die of- con-, 
sump姣on in early youth, or even in cbildhooc^ In- 

exauiples might be adduced of this truly 
melancholy fact, but it is consolatory to know that it is 
likewise an evil which may be in some measure obviated 
or removed. This complete annihilation of families may 
be prevented, I believe, by judicious—I hesitate not to 
gay more judicious and less coiDmercial—intennajriages 
with healthy persons. Families already predisposed to 
consumption should, at least, endeavour to avoid matri-
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be more wise, on physical

best calculiitcd. to restore the nonnal

afllictcd with

immediate relations—a 
source method of 

powers, and 
of cxtiugxiisbiug altogether the '

against marriages betwe&ii relations. It would also be 
well if all persons 'who contemplate marriage pcrc 
seriously aware of the necessity .of scrupulously attend
ing to their state of lieiflth previously to and after the 
adoption of this important change—this momentous and 
eventful step in the brief span of life. The dyspeptic 
and nervous should have recourse to those li.pinceopatliic 
means which are 卜八右 。"刀丁- ‘代八 .................... 1
fuuctions of his digestive organs ； the gouty juvalid 
should reuounce the well-known causes of h；s disorder, 
chronic alcoholism renounced by the omission of spiri
tuous liquors ； and all those who arc 
organic disease, more especially with con sumpt ic)ii5 ^iould 
pause ere ther enter into a permanent contract, which, 
according to organic laws,'can only entail disease and ' 
unhappiness on all concerned. The medical pFactiiioner 
alone sees, or at least comprehends, tlie full extent of

menial alliance with otligrs yi the same, or possibly in a 
worse condition ； but, above al], they should emphatically 
eschew the too common practice of intermarrying among 
their own. immediate relations—a practice ■which is at 
once a fertile source of scrofula, a sure 
deteriorating the intellectual and physical r 
eventually the means
diseased and degenerated race. There can be no question 
that iiitermaiTiages among the collateral branches of the 
same family tcud more th an anything else to fix and 
multiply and aggrax ate hereditary predisposition ； and 
hence nothing can be more wise, on physical Avell as 
on moral grounds, thau the salutary restraints which 
divine and human laws have concurred in ^devising
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time, the appalling difficulty of

absolutely necessary for every prudent mother to pursue 
during pregnancy or utero-gestatioiL 
reg:;ar(.r is paid by ladies to their liealth during this most 
important period of their lives, and they are, in g^ieral, 
little aware iudecd of the paramount iiLftuence of their 
own health Upon that of tbeir children. From .the 
commencement of j regnaucy every female, especially if . 
she is ^delicate or belongs to a consumptive family, should 
regard her healtli with more than ordinaTy solicitude ； 
she should take daily exercise in the open air suited to 
her strength, and when circumstances permit, it would

time, the well-being of society and 刊虻 inoral 
一「，- i . _ d：一。上一上一…. There are 

certain rules of management and conduct v;hicli it is

physical misery originating jn iiyu?riages of this desenp- 
tion ； nevertheless, every candid aud well-informed mind 
can appreciate the justness of these reraarks3 although 
perceiving, at the same
adequately enforcing them on the practical consideration 
of the public at large. I am quite well aware that the 
masses of mankind are far too apathetic and reckless to 
attend to or carry out any precautionary measures on 
tAe subject, even though perfectly conscious c£ theii' 
truth and satisfied of flieir necessity. Still, tliere is a 
small proportion, a c: £t audience, though fbvr," on whom 
I feel«per；?i.iadecl these medical notes and reflections may 
not be wholly tlirowu away. It must never fbi'gotten, 
Twwevei^tliat this is not^DOrely a question of expediency, 

.having reference only to private feelings and social hap- 
. pine&s, but one of vast public importance, involving,, at
the same 1"
as well as the pliysical' condition of nations.
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art,

-*^•0

great error, as
necessary nor beneficial ；

strong feelings, to depress the mind, or excite the passions , 
—ought to be sedulously avoided. '

There are numerous other circumstances regarding 
th« health and deportment of females during pregnancy, 
，which do not, strictly come within the province of this 

small work ； these it will be the pleasing duty oE some 
good homceopathic Samaritan to point out and enforce. 
He should, however, seriously and particulariy impress 

、upon the attention of the youug mother that the health 
of her infant depends upon her own, and that frem the 
commencement of pregnancy she is in duty bound to 
consider herself eminently responsible for the future 
health and happiness of her offspring. One of the poli-

period during whicli stimu- 
generally liiu'tful. There is an 

increased activity in the system of the pregnaut woman, 
which, so far from requiring any additional increase?from 

more frequently renders it necessary and proper to 
diminish the amount of stimulants in comin,giioOr habi
tual use； Crowded asse?nblies, hot, closo, rooms, public 
spectacles, balls, operas and. theatrical exhibitions &>f all 
kinds—n sliort, everything calculated to excite very

tend to her advantage -if she passed、a large portion .of 
the period of ute.ro-gestation in the country.

It has often been asserted that females, during the 
state of pregnancy, require a fuller diet ilian tliat to' 
which they have been previously accustomed. This is a 

general rule ； increase of digt is neither 
on the contrary, it is often 

expedient to reduce the usual quantity of food, especially 
in the advanced months—a 
lants of all kinds are
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tyue ce assured its readers

exhalations, animal viruses, urban

fashion and dress, and a 
countless multitude of all-powerful, though infinitesimal 
ageuqesfit would be tedious and foreign to our present 
purpose. to enumerate ? Who watches〔these noxious 
agencies in operation, and traces them to a demonstrable 
or a probable final term in the mdividual or the stock, 
in the nation or the race ? The medical observer sug-

lants and their atrocious sophistications ； drainage, insu
lation, ventilation, fuel, even

tical “ Quarterlies:' some
that nothing in the way of sanitary improvement or the 
prevention of - disease was to be looked for from the 
medical profession ； their interests .were so clearly in
volved in the continuance of a loic standard of public 
health. And how far, I would ask. has the medical 
profession justified this despicable slander, debasing even 
the very sordid soul that made it ? It has created 
sanitary science ； it has gone forth, like a modeiyi Her
cules, to slay the hydra-headed causes of disease, preaching 
preventive doctrines, demonstrating preventive princi
ples, ©aueb founding journals to disseminate hygienic 
truth. Pioneers in the practical toil, its members have 
not shrunk from jeopardizing lijfe—nay, have not mifre-
queutly met even death—at least they have refuted the 
pooqscribe in the " Quarterly.55 To whom is the world 
indebted for the knowledge of the influence exencised on 
the physiology of nations. by Government and political 
institutions, public morals, ratio of population to area 
inhabited, colonization,- climate, physical geography, 
geological ^nd other characters of the soi] ； matei^al 
exhalations, animal viruses, urban or rural habitation, 
trade and occupation, social position, food, drink, stimu-
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truth iii it ?

gests means for. the ^'evention of physical evils ； and 
whilst caring for the mdividual, lie concerns himself also 
with the mosses—with the species—indirectly purifying 

. the morals,, vivifying the intellect, and lengthening the 
nieau span of.existence of mankind at large.

A. philosopher of the last centui'y, Coudorcet, in 
whom the severer mental qualities of the mathematician 
were softened by the enthusiasm of the poet, adopted, 
as one1 of the subjects of his speculative inquiries, the 
future destiny of man. Archimedes-like, unnifHcd by 
the strife around, lie calmly worked at his problem—with 
him a labour of love—aud arrived at a solutioii diametri
cally opposed to that whicli might have been anticipated. 
That solution stood—that niant as a species, ^vas not 
only susceptible of imppo.\ einent beyond auy standard 
then or previously attained,, but that there was no -limit 
to his perfectibility ； that intellectually, morally, and 
pliysicaUi/, his future promised an amount of perfec- 

. tiou and freedom from disease, which the - mental 
faculties of the day were incapable of even imagining 
an- outline, much less of grasping in detail.( But 
when the immediate influence of these mingled poetic 
and prosaic pleadings had passed away, the prac
tical man, the cold-hearted. man of facts asks: is this 
fiibric of earthly beatitude all reality ? is there a share of 

or is it all a very dream ? It is now said that 
there is no sensible amelioration of man iu the essentials 
of his beiiig—intellectual, moral, and physical: in intel
lect he has stood still, in morals retrograded, in physique 
degenerated. At onr highest point of mental elevation 
…c have not shown ourselves wiser than Plato—at our
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able and

most advanced stage of ethical development we have sunk
1 11 ' 1  ' JS

on the history of man—Dr. Robert 
error wos ever committed than 

mass of meu change or pro-

below the standard attained by the immediate disciple; 
of ancient inoralists—hi the Iiaraiony and completeness 
of physical endowment we liave fallen from the typical 
perfection of antique Greece, from the matchless models 
that inspired him who chiselled the Venus or the Apollo. 
And this is the reply when highest individuals arc com
pared with highest individuals. A yet more gloomy view 
is taken when the <>l roXXoz, the masses of past and 
present eras, are placed side by side.

Here is the opiuion of a physiologist, who lias thought 
boldly aiyl profoundly 
Knox： "No greater 
that of supposing that the 
gross." ipLepeople n'est ricn^ was the e?:pressive but 
satirical phrase of Voltaire. No greater truth was ever 
uttered, and this disastrous view reaches its climax with 
those who maintain that progressive degradation, mental 
and bodily, is characteristic of the age, will be of suc
ceeding ages—of aD1 time. Dr. Walshe. an 
elaborate writer on diseases of the chest, has eloqucnrlv 

C . 1

consfUered this question in its moral and physical aspects, 
the general bearing of his observations being, that whilst 
the actual dynamism of man's brain is much the1 same, 
its achievements in modern times exceed those in the 
past, owing to the larger experience upon ”hich it has 

, wroii^hti The starting point has dillered. He proceeds 
to say: " As to social utilitarian advancement, that we - 
have left the ancients far, far behind in the race, can 
scarcely, it would seem, be questioned.5, We are told it 
is true, by a man (Dr. Knox), whose genius and whose
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Gibbon expresses the focts,

of Palenque

deck out the surlhce in that

take a choice specimen of those ancient 
races. Let the reader place himself ou the sice of those 
ruined monuments—probably the most interesting arclii- 
tectxu,al remains in the . world—amid the ruin of the , 

C .

. material glories of that snysterious people whose origin, 
and course no one knows, nor perchance shall know—— 
tlie ancient inhabitants of central^merica ； or produce 
that singular mixture of Medean, Grecian, Egyptian, 
Phoenician, and special civilization. Restore tfiose palaces 

even to their remotest detail ； give^them 
back trieir gigantic stairs ； fashion once more ilito perfect 
shape their imposing fhqades and their massive turrets ； 
redecorate their walls with those sculptured hieroglyphics, 
the remains of which prove an artistic power fa? beyond . 
the ordinary Egyptian ； deck out the surltice in that 
bright coloration of old days, which harmonized with 
the glittering plumages and brilliant Flora around ； erect 
a throne that in material splendour shall dazzle the

rugged, unfettered inodes of thought I sincerely admire, 
that “ in Cicero's time tlie island of Jxliodea presented a 
civilization which no part of Great Britain can at this 
present day pretend to.J, AVhat, can this be true of a 
period when the great emperor himself Augustus, who 
ruled tlie world,, had, as
(thereby symbolizing the civilization of the timG),u neither 
a shirt to his back, nor a window to his%ome.'' We are 
told, too, by th'e Scottish physiologist that/c monumental 
records, artistic remains, architeetural designs, and utili- 
tariau plans, prove beyond all question thjit the ancient 
races of men Avere at least equal, if not superior, to the 
modern,''

But let us
Let the reader place himself
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across
liim in engineering

his will, hacl man
at this moment prove 1 Look at the Anglo-Saxon 
throwing the Grand Trunk Railway Tubular Bridge, 
two miles Ipug, across the St; Lawrence, and compare 

resources with nations to whom the 
construction of the (Irch was uiikiiownv See him bid 
thought travel in material fashion, tlu-ough air, uii^er

eyes ； place upon it a monarch gentle as Montezuma— ' 
one that scarce knoweth guile ； repeople those walls aiid 
corridors with greedy placemen and servile retainers ；— 
do all this by fancy and cozenage, and still the civiliza
tion you reproduce.伍Ils as immeasurably below that of 
tbe Europe of to-day as did the soft Aztec himself with 
his social angle of about forty-five, below the energetic 
Saxon and the brilliant Celt of the nineteenth century. 
How small and insignificant seem all these antique 
strivings after utilitarian civilization when we institute 
a comparison with the achievements of to-day, when we 
see tjie Auglo-Saxon vonqueriug time, space, and disease, 
by his application of natural, laics, that were as powerful 
before the Deluge as they are now, as ready 17/en to obey 

known how to command blienj. as they

oceaift, with the velocity of lightning, and compare itim 
with inen whose highest notion of speed is signified by 
relays of running footmen, litlie of limb and strong of 
wind.

But a truce to this digression. Truth,.sought from a 
medical Jooint of view, lies between the two extreme 
dogmas I have set forth: progress Jias been, going 
forward, farther advancement is obtainable, and the 
generous enthusiasm of Condorcet approaches more 
nearly to the reality of nature than the cold disenchant-

5
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may

6U
ment of Knox. Aiul by what

o ° 、
constantly present ； if there indiflerence to them, as the 
donors of blessings innumerable, physical and moral ； it 
is that we are too familiar with them, too unchangingly 
living under their continuous and benign 'mllucnce. 
Time may remedy K tortive and errantn justice ； but, in 
our day, it will be enough to be encouraged l)y the con
sciousness .of having contributed more than our oppo
nents to the alleviation of human suffering. The plea-

own production, and 
measures-

Even in our o\vn 
are relics of feudalism, that still 

impair the health, and tliwart the mental einaucipation 
of the masses. In homceopathic aud Kygieiiic education 
lies th© best protection against consumption ； highest 
amongst all powers in ameliorating the physical con
dition of mankiud rank these, best teaching the masses 
to secure the me?is san a in corpore sano. Hoyioeopathic 
aud hygienic education will most invulnerably arm man 
fbr his incessant conflict with those numerous extrinsic 
influences which tend 切 injure and destroy him. A 
large share of the gravest, acute disease, that wbiclients 
down our population at the period of life when it is most 
useful to the state, is 8f maji^s own production, and as 
assuredly prevcntibleby sanitary measures—consumption 
par excellence—as is chronic alcoholism by tlie eschewing 
o& alcoholic drinks. If all the modern triumphs of 
Saxon and Celtic civilization and medical rcfonfl float 
not even in thought before us； if their memory .be not

ment of Knox. And .by what means may that ad
vancement, the health of the people, the prevention of 
consumption, be best promoted and accelerated ? By 
the extension of homoeopathy, by improved popular edu
cation, and .by sanitary science.
favoured land there
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2. ■：■ Prevention

means 
indirect manner, 
cii'cumstancea the most favoraole to health

sarable feeling ,which steals^ softly and genially, smiling 
Heaven's approval, over the heart of the bomceopatliic 
practitioner—when he justly feels, that under Provi
dence, a life has been spared by his agency, heigh tened, 
as it often is, by the gratitude too deep fbr words of the 
recipient of his care—is a great and constantly recurring 
reward ； and without afiecting to despise more than 
others the mere externals of rank or 4c legitimacy/5 he 
y说 becomes conscious that, compared with the higher 
sources of gratification opened to him, they would, form, 
a recompense but poor indeed.

as regards children.—Although we are 
not unacquainted with several direct remedies fbr the 
constitutional predisposition to consumption, there can, 
I think, be no doubt that we.are also possessed of the 
hygjenic means of correcting it in many instances in an 

By placing the predisposed child in 
as regards 

nourishment, air, exercise, sleep, and the like (to which 
the ancients applied the absurd name of non-naturals)一 
by removing functional derangements of the nervous 
system as they occur, and by maintaining especially a 
healthy condition of the digestive organs—by the proper 
liomoeo^atliic dynamic treatment (for homoeopathy is 
only another name fbr vital(lynamics),y^e may improve 
the constitution so as to overcome even the hereditary 
predisposition. By the measures now referred to, and 
the faithful administration and working out of the five 
and one prophylactics—Argentum ni tri cum, Arsenicum, 
Petroleum, Phosphorus, Sulphur, and Zinc—I am per
suaded that a vast proportion of such children might be
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observations more

€ 
more

saved, althougli it is pediaps not bojsond the truth to 
say that more tbau five sixths perish under the present 
egregious system of mismanagement.

In proceeding to develop more fully the measures 
which I deem essential in the accomplishment of this 
desirable object, I am well aware that somec of my re
commendations may, unfortunately, be gyond the means 
of the public at large ； but, nevertheless, I feel called 
upon torstate t］：）em ■without regard to individual excep
tions, inasmuch as they are, in my experience, the most 
effectual means of preventing consumption, when cir- 
cxupstances admit of their steady and imiform application. 
In order to render my observations more practical, I 
shall apply them to the different stages or^w.'iods of 
life. This avill, no doubt/give rise to occasional repeti
tions ；but these are altogether unavoidable iu treating 
of a prevalent disease, the causes and symptoms of which 
vary so much at different ages.

Prevention oj the disease in infants. — During the 
c

growth and development of the body, all those measures 
are known to contribute to the general licaltli 

must be regularly aud persistently adopted, in order to 
prevent the full development of tuberculous disease in 
an infant born with the predisposition to consumption. 
The rilles for governing the health of psoric or strumous 
injfhuts are nearly the same as for others, but they 
reefuire to be more rigidly euforced and more strictly 
attended to. 'Unless the child of consumptive parents 
be reared with the greatest possible attention to every 
circumstance which can contribute to nervous power, he 
lias no change of reaching maturity without the deposit
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it is, 
to the

behrixt the physiological and therapeutical actions of 
each true remedy, it has the approving sanction of 
experience. Dissolve one ounce of sugar of milk in three 
quarters of a pint of l)oiling icctte/', and mix with an equal 
quantity of good -fresh cow's milk ； let the child be fed . 
with this ?ei the usual way. Always wash the bottle

good preparations of neat's foot
know, proved of peculiar efficacy.

Cursing.一Statistics show that seventy per cent, of the 
our large towns die from abdominal phthisis 

tuberculous condition eminently due to dietetic

G9

。£ tuberculous m砒ter in Alie -head, chest, or abdomen. 
If hereditary tendency to phthisis exists, it is of great 
mportance to anticipate the pulmonary era, £>nd introduce 
the prophylactics and oleaginarj* medicines at an early 
period. The nightly administration—alternately—of 
Arsenicum and Phosphorusz and daily inunction with

or cocoa oleine, has, I

after feeding, and put the teat into pure cold water, and 
there，let it remain until again required. If the..infanfc 
derive the consumptive diatliesis from both parents, or 
from the mother only, he should be suckled by a young 
healthy nurse, or fed with its analogue above described ； 
but should the disposition to disease be derived entirely 
from, the father, and the mother's health be unexcep
tionable. she should suckle her own child. It is ahvays 
most satisfactory when this can be accomplished, as 
with few exceptions, the plan most agreeable

children of
—a
mismanagement. The following formula (judiciously 
.suggested by Mr. Turner, the well-known chemist) con
tains aD. the constituerts of the maternal milk in their 
proper or natural proportions*； and, like the harmoiiy
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the health of

mothlir ； and if her mode o£ living he consistent with 
her duties as a nurse, it will be very far better fbr the 
infant.z But；-at the same time, all these contingencies 
require consideration before we decide on the plan which 
it is desirable to adopt. I do not enter upon the moral 
consideration of the question ； J merely speak of it in 
a medical point of view ；' and I am satisfied that when 
the mother's health renders her unfit to nurse her child, 
or her habits or mode of living are such as to prevent 
her from adhering to those regulations, by which every 
prudent nurse, whether mother or not, should abide, it 
is much better for the health of the infant that tie slrould 
derive his first nourishment either from the breast of an 
entire stranger, or li'oin nature's cualoguc before .referred 
to. The arguments advanced in ftivoiir of the opinion 
that every mother should nurse her own infant appear 
exceedingly strong, and would, in truth, be perfectly 
just if every mother enjoyed that normal state of healthy 
vigour which renders her quite fit for such a pleasing 
duty. In the existing state of society, however, I regret 
to^ay this is far from being the case ； and J therefore 
consider it better for the delicate lady herself and in
finitely so for her poor baby, that she should a If- once 
renounce a task for which her constitution renders her 
unfit, than struggle on fbr a few inonths in an attempt 
whicli may permanently injure her own health and 
actually destroy her infant. Half measures, so«often 
recommended，1 in such cases, are always unwise ；' they 
generally end in the child being fed by hand in place of 
being suckled—a plan which never fails to irremediably 
injure the health of a consumptive infant. I would,
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of dentition

small proportion of his

more

therefore, lay it down as an. axiom, or at all events as an 
invariable rule, that the child of a consumptive mother, 
or of one in whom the tuberculous constitution, is 
strongly marked—more particularly if it be attended by 
decided scrofulous disease—should be suckled by another, 
and that the period of nursing should generally range 
from twelve to eighteen months, or even longer. I 
earnestly recommend the suckling and the homoeopathic 
treatment to be continued for this length of time, with 
a view to enable the child to pass over the difficult and 
dangerous process of dentition or a teething35 with 
greater safety. Indeed, the consumptive infant should 
not be weaned till the first set of teeth have appeared ； 
he should have little or 风。Ibod in general but the nurse's 
milk till he is^six months old at least, and fbr some time 
after this it should be of the very lightest character and 
quality, and constitute but a
nuti'iment. It is almost unnecessary for me to say尸 
perhaps, that the selection of a nurse for a tuberculous 
infant deserves especial attention. She should be young, . 
healthy, vigorous, free from all suspicion of a consump
tive diathesis or a scrofulous constitution, clear of all 
cutaneous eruptions or diseases of the skin. Tins last 
point I hold to be a sine gud non； fbr many and obvious 
reasons, and her child should not be older than that 
which she is required to nurse. She should take daily 
'exercise in the open air ； her .regimen should not differ 
much from that to which she has been aecustomed, and 
any change which is made in it should be gradual. It 
is a conimon and erroneous opinion that women, when 
nursing, require to be much more highly fed than at
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it

a
con-

an

Sweets of 
generally injurious, producing acidity, 

sores

other times ； in short, Hint 4hey slioidd be eating and 
drinking from morning till night, and. in the night. A 
good nurse does not need, this, and a bad one will not be 
the better for it. The quantity which many nurses eat 
and drink, the indolent life which they too often lea d 
aud the large amount of sleep, or stupor, as t]^e case may 
be, which they indulge in, have the infallible efleet of 
deranging their digestive organs, and not imfrequently 
induce an undesirable state of febrile excitement, and a 
premature or profuse return of the catamenial or monthly 
secretion.

Nursery treatment.—No other kind of milksshoiflcl be 
given to an infant in addition to the milk of the mother 
or wet nurse. The less rbckij.ig fihe better ； j\Then asleep 
to be laid upon its ri(/7i fsh[e. The best food*is " Leniann5s 
Biscuit Powder,?' soaked for1 twelve hours iu cold spring 
water, then foiled for half an hour, not simmered, or 

c •
will turn sour. Very little sugar to be added to the 
fooclj and then only at the time when given.

翰 every kind are
fl^ulence, and indigestion, 11 inward fits/5 sores pi the 
mouth, much puking aud crying from griping pains in 
the bowels, bending and straining the body backwards, 
followed by disordered secretions. An infhnt will take 
even tasteless medicines better, and all the more readily, 
if made lukewarm in a cup placed in hot water,cadding a 
very little sugar of milk when given. The warm b砒h, at 
ninety-four decrees of heat—not less—for ten mimites, is 
valuable domestic remedy in many cases of habitual 
stipation; and when used every other night is also 
excellent means of relieving many other attacks of ha-
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eruption on

and

73 .

bitual sickness, by Ncitii略 a«id restoring a healthy 
action in the vessels of the skin. In a very large class 
of cases of chronic disease, usually kno缶n under the 
name of " indigestion/5 the practice of hydropathy is 
well deserving of trial ； in many chronic nervous afltc- 
tions and general debility, preceding the deposit of tuber
culous matter of, consumption, I should anticipate great 
benefit from the £i cold water system." In clu-onic 
diarrhoea, acute fevers, with or without an 
the skin, dysentery, prolapsus； and the like, the wet 
sheet, the cold bath, and the sitz-bath, have frequently 
pro伦d an eflectual practice. On the other hand, 
“soothing syrup/5 whetlier American or English, seda
tives and anodynes, all <and singular, are most prejudicial 
and destructis'e. They stop tke secretions. A very small 
dose of laudanum given to an infant is amply sufficient 
not only to stop the cough, but to produce coraa or in
sensibility, and death. Vhen^n infant is weaned it is - 
of the utmost importance that it be fbd with the milk of 
one cow, and one only (a milch cow), mixed with 
“Legiann^ Biscuit Powder,5* prepared as before directed 
and very little sugar. Boiled bread pudding forms a 
lighfaud nutritious dinner, made with stale bregd, hot 
milk, an egg, and very little sugar. 'When an infant is 
well and twelve months of age, bread and inilk should be 
given every night and morning, stale bread to asted 
soaked in a little hot water, and then the milk of one, 
cow added cold. Solid meat is not generally required 
until an infant is fifteen months of age, and then to be 
given sparingly, and cut exceedingly fine. Boasted mut - 
ton, or broiled mutton chop (without fht), is the best
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pork or veal, no pastry,

—-no assafcetida

James's Powder^—uo 
salts or magnesia—no

calomel 
paregoric

meat ； next to that, tender, l^an beef qi' lamb ； then fowl, 
which is better than chicken ； no
no cheese—耳1。less butter the better. An infant should 
not be put upon its feet too soou, especially while 
teething or indisposed. Avoid overfeeding at all times, 

particularly, however, during teething.^ It is verymore particularly, however, during teething.^ it is very 
likely indeed to eventuate or end in indigestion and dis
ordered secretions, the common primary causes of fits or 
convulsions, various eruptive complaints and inflamma
tory affections of the head or throat, the chest or bowels. 
There should, lastly, be no crude drugs in the nursery— 
no calomel or jalap, senna tea or 

or chalk mixture—uo
gray powder or Dover's Powder-^no laudauum og leeches 

or blackcdraiiglit ； in slioijt, no filth.
Dress, SatJiing, &c.—The dress of all infants should 

be carefolly suited to the season. The wliole surface, 
particularly the extremities, should be well protected 
dur ill g cold and damp weather ； the vulgar notion, that 
infants may be hardened by habitually exposing them to 
atpjospheric vicissitudes, in a state approxiuiatiug to 
nudity, is false iu the case of all children, and 
the most direful and pernicious consequences in 

o .

lead 
these of 

a delicate or tuberculous constitution. Much has been 
said aud written in the matter of cold bathing, both for 
and against its employment ； and many authors, who 
have laid down hygienic rules on this important subject, 
have adduced jn support of the practice tlie' customs of 
savage nations, altogether overlooking the difference in 
the condition of our infimts in civilized and refiued 
society. The object of washing and bathing children is
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all

depression and tuberculous deposit,

twofold―the first «and parasiou»i being that of cleanli
ness, especially in the tuberculous infant, in whom it is 
most essential that the cutaneous functions should be 
maintained in a state of healthful activity. At first the 
infant should be washed with warm water, and a bath 
every night, with the view of thoroughly cleansing the, 
body, will be beneficial ； by degrees, the water with 
which he is sponged in the morning may be made tepid 
merely, but the night bath should be continued of such 
a temperature as to prove grateful to his feelings. The 
second object being to Irace, invigorate, and Strengthen 
the itiianb, he may, as his age increases, be sponged with 
cold water, or even plunged into it, every morning, during 
winter 匚 summer, 每ith，advantage. The judicious
adoption and ^prudent managcttient of thia plan, along 
wir«i subsequent friction/of the whole body and extremi- 
ties with flannel, is, I believe, one of the most effectual 
means of permanently strengthening consumptive cliil- 
'dren ； but its effects imist be carefully watched, as

children are far from being equally benefited by cold 
abluHon aixl cold washing, and. the health of some, thare 
is reason to fear, may even be injured by it.

A.^}\―As I regard the respiration of a deteriorated 
atmosphere one of the most powerful causes of nervous

so I consider the 
respiratyjn of pure air an indispensable requisite ibr 
consisnptive children ； indeed without this all our efforts 
to improve their precarious health will inevitably fail. 
Too much attention therefore cannot be paid to the con
struction and ventilation of the child's apartments; the 
room in which he sleeps should be large and well pro
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situated

and the state of

portioned ； the air sliOHldfrequently renewed ； and 
his bed should not have more curtains tlian are abso
lutely necessary to guard against currents of cold ail*. 
The custom which prevails in this country of sur
rounding beds with thick curtains is most .injurious to 
health, and it is to this habit and to the gas-heated 
atmosphere of tlieii, bed-rooms that the headache, lan
guor, and bloated appearance of many young persons 
on firsb awaking in the morning is in a great measure to 
be attributed. The bed-rooms should be large in all 
their dimcnsious ； they should be in an elevated part of 
the house, and so situated as to admit a fi*ee ^up]7ly of 
both air and light ； those apartments to which the sun's 
rays and the refreshing breeze Aiave the fi^st「possible 
access are always the most eligible, healthy, and de
sirable. The proper time for carrying an infant intebthe 
open air must be determined by the season of the year 

our 咨ckle and variable weather. A 
delicate infant born late in the autumn Tvill not gene- 

<T>
rally derive advantage from being carried into tlie open, 
ap* in this country till the succeeding spriugej ancljf the 
rooms in which the baby is kept are large and lofty, 
often ^changed aud well ventilated, he will not sufier in 
any way from the confinement, while he will in all 

.probability escape catarrhal afiectious, hooping-cough, 
measles, bronchitis, pneumonia, scarlatina, and smallpox, 
which are so often the con sequences of the frequent and 
injudicious euposure of infants to a cold and humid 
atmosphere, and at the same time the fertile source of 
consumption of the luugs.

Residence.—It is almost imncccssary to say that when
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as 
struct ion. In this island

an injudicious 
artificial atmosphere is thus 

situation of this kind much less 
open and airy parts of such Luge 

. It

is not generally known how limited may be the range of 
a damp, unhealthy atmosphere: a low, damp situation, 
surrounded by trees, is cnpable of inducing tuberculous

an infant can be quckled a Wealthy situation - in the 
country it is, cccteris paribiiSy Jar preferable to town ； 
but' the choice of situation requires so mucji judgment, 
and is withal so little regarded, that I shall offer no 
apology or trust to be excused fbr oBering a few remarks 
on the hygienic rules by which it should be regulated. 
There is no one circumstance connected with health, 

.concerning which the general public is in my opinion so 
ill informed, as the requisites of a healthy residenge, both 

regards tlie local position and the internal con- 
wc have cliiefly to gtiard 

against iiKessant humidity, on which account our houses 
should not be built near water, especially when stagnant, 
and stiUnless near marshes. Large trees, which arc both 
an ornament and an advantage at some distance from a 
house, become injurious when so near as to overshadow 
■it. or prevent the air from circulating freely aj'ouncl it 
and through its various aparti^ents. The atmosphere 
of a building overlning with trees or surrounded by a 
thick shrubbery is m a state of constant humidity, 
except in ghe very dry weather, and the health of 也e 
infauts rarely fiiils io sufl^r. The natural moisture of 
the country, arising from the humid state of the soil and 
vegetation, is greatly increased by such … 
mode of planting ； an 
created, which renders a 
healtl^- ?h:m the more
and Babylonian towns as Liverpool and 3Winchester.
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and

wrong in the regimen employed. There is

disease in au infant ； x^iereas a dry and rising ground, 
only a hundred yards distant, would aflbrd a choice and 
healthy site fbr his residence. The dryness of the air in 
large towns, which is the consequence of good drainage 

an artificial soil, is at once the safecruard of the 3 o
inhabitants and a compensation in some measure for the 
want of that unimpeded circulation and renewal of pure 
air which the hills and dales of the country alone aflbrd.

Prc^ntion of the disease in childhood.—During the 
period of cliildhood, the same ifnremitting attention is 
necessary to the circumstances just mentioued under 
the head of infancy. The important process of teething 
being iairly passed, the food of the child ought to be 
regulated chiefly by the state of the digestive organs. 
In. proportion to the dejjeacy of the digestive organs of 
the child, the diet will, in general, reqmre to be very 
mild. When lie thrives upon farinaceous food, milk, and 
light broths, no stronger or more substantial diet need 
be used during the first two years of life. When lie looks 
healthy—that is to say, when hW has a good supply of 
red globules in his face, aud some nice firm, mottled arms, 
and grows, and his bowels are regular (for this % one 
of the surest indications that he is well, and thp.t the 
food is suited to the digestive organs)—we have the best 
proof that the diet agrees with him. When, on the 
other hand, the child appears heated and flushed towards 
evening, is fretful and cross, drinks greedily and more 
than is usual。in children of the same age, and when his 
bowels do not act regularly, no, not even with we 
may now be reassured that there is something wrong— 

no greater
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to

which actually induces the disease it 
prevent. By persevering 
latingo dftjt, the digestive organs become irritated, and 
the various secretions immediately connected with di
gestion are diminished, especially the biliary secretion— 
at least the sensible qualities of the bile enable us 
observe it best. Constipation of the bowels soon follows,

error in the management of,chil4ren than that of giving 
them animal diet very early in life. To feed an infant 
with animal food, before it has teeth proper for masti
cating it, shows a total disregard to the plainest indica
tions of nature in withholding such teeth till the system 
requires their assistance in masticating solid food.
.Before that period, milk, farinaceous food, and broth, 

afford that kind of sustenance which, is best suited to the 
digestive organs, and to the nourishment of the system. 
The method of gi'ating® and pounding meat as a substi
tute for chewing may be well suited, to the toothless 
octogenaEian, whose stomach has had plenty of experience 
and is capable of digesting it ； but the stomach of the 
young child will take qpence, it is not yet adapted to 
the digestion**of such' food, anfl will infallibly be disor
dered by it. \Vhcn the child lias the means of masti
cating, a little animal food may be allowed. ； but. at first, 
it should be of the lightest quality, and given on alternate 
days only ； and even then its eflbets should be watched, 
for all changes in tRe regimen of children should be 
suBiciently gradual. The fi-equent origin of scrofulQps 
dis.ea薨 in defective nourishment has led to the opposite

9 extresie, and children who are disposed to tuberculous 
disease are too often subjected to a system of overfeeding 

was intended to
in the use of an overstimu-
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foot, riding on a donkey

fatigue. Young girls

strength to take active exercise, lie 
much jn the open air.

congestion of the hepatje ai^l abdominal veins succeeds4 
aud is followed by the train of consequences which have 
already been detailed. It would be well, I think, if the 
advocates of the system of high feeding children would 
'bear in mind this salutary adage—“ Corpora impura quo

plus nul/'ics, eo waff is Icedis：’
JExercise.—Wheii the child has acquired sufficient 

strength to take active exercise, lie can scarcely be tooscarcely be too
The more he is habituated to 

this, the more capable will he li^cafier become of bear
ing the iucessant vicissitudes of this climate. If children, 
are allowed to amuse themselves at pleasure^ they will 
generally take that kind and degree of pleasurable 
exercise which is best calculate^} to promote the growth 
and development of the ly)dy. AV hen thejurre too feeble 
to take sufficient exercise on foot, riding on a donkey or 
quiet pqny forms the best substitute. This kind of ex
ercise is at all times, indeed, of in finite service to delicate 
consumptive children ； it amuses the mind and. exercises 
the muscles of the whole body, ahd yet in so gentle a 
ni^inncr as to induce little or no 
should be allowed—nay, oven encouraged—to ta^e the 
same kind of exercise ； it is almost cbicily and entirely ' 
the xmresti.'ained freedom of active play that renders 
boys so much less subject to formidable curvatures of 
the spine and other orthopedic deformities than girls, a 
vast proportion of whom, I find, are more or l^ss^physi- 
cally misshapen, in consequence, possibly of a defective 
supply of phosphate of lime, but principally, it is be
lieved, of the imuatm-al aud painful restraint which is 
imposed upon them in their exercise and dress.
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The clothing of young persons predisposed to consump-

of Ferrum

and autumn that the vicissitudes of 
greatest,- and congestive, and inflammatory affections 
demanding Aeon., Tartarus, and Dig. most 
This is peculiarly the

of irritation ih the chest, fbr a bad cold or pleurisy is 
exceedingly apt to bring consumption after it. A warm 
and dry sheltered residence, exercise in tlic open air, 
especially on horseback, and a steady, uniform good diet, 
calculated to. keep up their strength -without producing 
feverishness, are very important to be remembered. A 
prolc^ged ^course of Ferrum imir. and Allarton5s steel 
biscuits I have often known of considerable service. A 
young person in apparent health—perhaps at scbool. or 
a " Ladies5 college,55 oplaboui'ing probably under a slight 
cold—is attacked with sudden and copious blood-spitting, 
or hjem6ptysis, as it is termed, accompanied with con
siderable excitement of the heart. The haemorrhage 
having subsided, we find the respiration hui'ried and the 
pulse quick, the cough continues, and there may be, in 
all likelihood, a good deal of local pain.- The upper

6

tion requires, or rather peremptorily demands, the most 
scrupulous care and attention, and, of course, must be 
well regulated and appropriately adapted to"the peculiar 
requirements of the season. The winter clothing should 
阮 early resumed and late laid aside. It is ill spring 

our climate are

common.
case in. the spring, which is also 

the season when local glandular affections and scrofulous 
abscesses are most liable to occur in the constitutions of

O G

young persons predisposed to them. When young per
sons are known to be hereditarily disposed to phthisis, 

o .
they shonld^e taught to avoid every imaginable source
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side of the chest sounds dull, and here 
o O cportion of

e/fu^ion; then all the

u—“— 一 one £—- 一 . ，
•L 0 0 n

the respiration is decidedly feeble, and the expiration 
prolonged, although generally with but little crepitation 
or grating sensation, on applying the 
sioned by the peculiar rale or

ear—a noise occa- 
rattle of inflammation. 

This will eventuate, if not checked, in a " galloping con
sumption.5 * In these cases, the tubercular development 
is exceedingly rapid, no interval even occurring from the 
first iiiyasion. In a considerable number of patients it 
is in this way phthisis makes its tjutbreak. It is by no 
means uncommon, however, to see young persons whose 
health haa been perfectly re-established by homceopRthic 
treatment ； but, ou the other hand, after the application 
of leeches and blisters, or mercurials and purgatives, 
bronchial haemorrhage se愣 in at the end w a longer or 
shorter time—a second, keemoptysis, in fact, supervenes, 
then a third ; finally, they have a new attack, and this 
time they cough more, have oppressed breathing, always 
fever, acute pain of the side, right or lefb, or between 
the shoulder-blades. The pain is often intense ； all 
motions of the chest，increase it, and the affected side is 
fixed and motionless. This pain is usually felt oelow 
the left breast, bub it may be in the arm, shoulder, 
axilla,'or lumbar region, or lower portion of the right 
hypochondrium. This pain also 'sometimes ceases quite 
suddenly, and coincides with an 
symptoms of pulmonary consumption rapidly*- develop 
themselves. The treatment of tins young person consists 
in first subduing the hccmoptysis by Aconite, Elaps, 
Digitalis,or Arnica； thcu paying assiduous attention to 
the condition of the respiratory apparatus, especially- Hie



ing, consists of two acts, viz., inspiration and expiration ； 
inspiration generally takes place about twenty-six times
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upper lobes of the lungs^ which may possibly declare 
themselves in favour of Tartarus emeticus and Sulphur. 
Flannel next the skin is, in my opinion, not only proper, 
but absolutely necessary ； it may be put ofl* with advan
tage during the night, and cotton may be substituted 
during the summer, the flannel being resumed, early— 
quite early in the autumn. ，

Education.—The education of consumptive cliildren, 
requiring profound judgment and consideration, no such 
child should be condemned to pass the greatest part of 
each day in the close and impure apartments of a densely 
crowded school, until he or she has attained to nine years 
of age at least. I consider that the hours of confinement in
schools artTltiuch too long for the purposes of instruction, 

• and might much abridged with great advantage to 
tfie health of children and young adults ； the young mind 
is easily worried by the multiplicity of modern subjects, 
and it is not sufficiently considered that the intellectual 
development ought a time to give way to the physical 
education .and improvement of delicate or consumptive 
chikh'en. ' School-rooms should be very large and lotty, 
so as to ensure ventilation, without the risk of exposure 
to currents of cold air, for the impure atmosphei'fe. which 
too commonly prevails in schools, is an imlailing source 
of injury to health. During the first years of education 
children should be allowed a little relaxation and play at 
intervals in the school hours—particularly should this 
indulgence be extended to them if the school-room is 
small and low. Respiration, or the fuuction of breath-
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cookery,

on the cerebral surface of the pia mater.

moval we inhale aii* which contains oxygen in sufficient 
quantity^to form a combination with the carbon and the

84

iu a miuute—thirteen cubic inches of air being the quan
tity usually inspired at each time ； expiration taking place 
alternately wi<ih the preceding act, the quantity of air 
usually expired being the same as that which is iuspired. 
TJte object of breathing is to jlnialb digestion—to free the 
system of carbon aud hydrogen, which accumulate in the 
system and become noxious in the extr^jne一for its re-

hydrogen, which，is then exhaled in the form of carbonic 
acid and water. In this process, however, is contained 
another exquisite provision, which imparts life,*heattl)? 
and motion to the entire system—the generation bf 
animal heat—and a principal cau免 of the 哄以ila&ion of 
the nutritive fluid derived fi'om. the Ibod^-respiration 

I 、

and cii'culation are thus united. It is iu the lungs tlisi 
the assimilation of chyle is completed, and when the 
respiration is inadequately or imperfectly performed, or 
a sufficient supply of oxygen is wanting, perfect digestion 
and assimilation are prevented. However well chosen the 
fbod» however apparently nutritious, however miiuit%thc 
attention paid to clothing, or cookery, or cleanliness— 
with whatever care temperature, exercise, sleep* or 
waking be regulated—if children are so circumstanced 
that fresh air is insufficiently renewed, they ■will become 
thin, debilitated, from depressed nervous power^tuber- 
culous deposit will take place most likely in the brain, 
or its membranes, the tubercles being deposited in the 
arachnoid, or
The symptoms of this complication, which I may ob
serve, en passant^ is remarkably frequent, generally com-
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the forehead, which gradually

of this? rule_oii the ps?t of the professor

generally the pupils

who, after years of close application

mence 
increases

with weight across
to most intense pain over the whole of the 

cranium, often attended with considerable stupor, but 
seldom with violent or active delirium, the patient will, 
perhaps look you most steadily in. the face whilst speak- 
ing, and then deliberately turn away his head without the 
slightest expression of displeasure. Tubercular menin
gitis—for that is the disease when it supervenes under 
these circumstances—is generally fatal in a few (lays. At 
no period of youth, therefore, should education be pushed 
to gain a gewgaw, or trilling bauble, called “ The Prize.55 
The mind must not be stretched or worked beyond its 
powers. The welfare of the pupil demands the observance 

or teacher, as 
well as the parents, more especially when the child be
longs to that class of consumptive children whose intel
lects are preternaturally precocious and acute. Un
fortunately, however, these are 
selected by the master (or mistress) of the " establish- 
ment,5 to do credit to his capabilities of teaching; every 
means are taken to fos ter and encourage this premMure 
manifestation of mind, and to stimulate the child to 
renewed exertions, and thus health and life is^not un- 
frequeiitly sacrificed at a period of brilliant promise, 
when the hopes of friends are buoyed up by the fallacious 
expectation of a harvest which a more rational, not to
say physiological or natural, system of education might 
have realised. In some cases, however, the mischief 
resulting from this cause does not make its appearance 
at this early age ； I have met with many distressing ex
amples of young men
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The tyne, perhaps,

intended to injure the

'砒 a public scliool or gymipsiiya, had entered upon their 
studies at the university with the same unabated zeal, 
but were soon>compelled, by the sudden failure of tbeir 
health, to abandon their literary pursuits and the pros
pects which they had in view. " The more I have seen 
of the prevailing system of management in schools/5 
■writes Sir James Clark, “the more luwe I been per
suaded that no subject more deserves the attention of 
parents and guardians than the education of consumptive 
children." However laudable, therefore, may be the 
desire of individuals to see the minds of their offspring 
highly cultivated and enlightened, it should receive a 
wholesome check in the knowledge that this object cau 
only be attained by the sacrifice qf health, and toQ> often 
by the acquirement of consumption. The tyine, perhaps, 
is not far distant when homoeopathy will reign supreme^ 
then parents and teachers will discover that the best 
method of cultivating the understanding provides, at the 
same time, most genially and effectively lor robustness of 
physical constitution, and that the means of s:curing 
botJi parts of the comprehensive prayer of ihs. satirist— 
“Ut sit mens sana in corp ore sano/5 are identical.'

The consequences which I have just noticed as arising 
from the erroneous system of education in the schools 
for boys prevail in a greater degree, and are productive 
of more injury, in female boarding-schools. If the plans 
"pursued at many of these establishments for young ladies 
with which I ain acquainted were 
health of the pupils, they could riot be better contrived 
to effect that purpose. The prevailing system of female 
education is indeed fraught with most pernicious con-
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time allowed fbr meals and the formal walk,
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sequences ； at a period of life when the development of 
the physical constitution demands the most judicious 
management, yoimg ladies are sent to school in which 
no other object appears to claim consideration than the 
amount, in. kind, of mental acquisition, or rather the 
variety of fashionable accomplishments, with which they 
can be crammed. At an early hour in the morning, the 
pupil is set down at the" piano, the drawing table, or 
some other table, where she remains in a constrained 
position, often in a very cold room, till the whole frame, 
and more especially the lower extremities, become 
chilled—the brief relaxation, during the short space of 

are alto
gether ijisufficieut to restore the natural warmth of the 
system, andTF often happens ctliat girls are allowed to 
retire to their room at bedtime, with their feet so chilled 
as frequently to prevent sleep for hours. Those who are 
acquainted with the internal economy of the boarding- 
schools for young ladies of this country, will allow that 
this is no exaggerated picture of many of them. A delicate 
girl, persistently submitted to such a regimen fbr a length
ened period, cannot escape consiunption. While school
boys nave the advantage of a play-groimd, or enjoy their 
recreation at pleasure in the open fields, the Tunortunate 
inmates of a ladies' boarding school are only permitted, to 
walk along the footpaths, in pairs, in the stiffest and most 
monotonous formality, resembling a funeral procession, 
and wanting nothing to fiinereal melancholy but sables 
and the hearse. The consequence is, that the muscles, 
of the upper extremity and those which are chiefly 
concerned in the support of the trunk； are rarely called
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doubt be very

it ought, the first and paramount

into operation; they do no* acquire strength as the body 
increases in stature ； they remain weak and unequal to 
the task of supporting the trunk in the erect posture. A 
curved state of the spine is the consequence ； and' this, 
by altering the position and form of the chest, renders 
the respiratory movements imperfect, the capacity of the 
chest is diminished ； and the lungs are consequently liable 
to congestion—hence the blood-spitting or haemoptysis, 
and ike diseases whicli are its consequences. While the 
natural form of the girl's body is thus destroyed, the 
derangement of the general health is manifested by the 
paleness of the countenance, the dry and coai^e ajTpear- 
ance of the skin, costive bowels, and cold extremities ； 
in short, all the requisites for the prodjictioib of con- 

' sumption may b6 fbimd^in a large propqytion of ladies* 
hoarding schools, where the system I have briefly^de- 
scribedds regularly pursued. There are, I know, many 
honorable exceptions to this system of boarding school 
education, and the number would no 

r
considerably augmented if the conductors of such schools 
r'ere duly aware of half the physical misery the^ inflict 
on the young ladies committed to their charge. In the 
establishments to which I have adverted, as being con
ducted on more enlightened and philosophical hygienic 
principles—the cultivation of the mind and the acquire
ment of the various ftishionable accomplislnpcuts, are 
the successful though not the sole objects of pursuit ； the 
health of thsgirls, both mental and physical, moral and 
religious, forms, as
consideration. The time devoted to study by the present 
system should be greatly abridged, and that allowed fbr
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employed to

to go to bed withochilled
more

be adopted to giiard against coldness of the lower extre
mities. The pupils shouPd not be allowed to sit so long 
as to induce this state, nor 
feet. Were I to select any one circumstance 
injurious than another to the health of young ladies, it 
wou^d be cold extremities—the' consequence of want of 
active exercise, and the prevailing and most pernicious 
habit of wearing thin sfeoes while in the house. A good 
warm bath should form a necessary appendage to every 
birding school, and eveiy girl should enjoy the benefit of 
occasionally conjoining itwith her habitual practice of cold 
sponging. A large and commodious, lofty, well-ventilated 
room, should be set apart for the express purpose of 
Kinesipatliic exercises, when the weather, as frequently 
happens, i%so inclement as to prevent it in the open fflr. 
I believe that the Kinesipatliic system of gymnastics is 
quits as indispensable in the schools for girls as it is in 
those for boys ； and although they need not be carried 
so far as in the latter, they should be sufficiently varied 
to give the freest possible exercise to the trunk and 
arins,eso as to expand the chest well, and strengthen the 
back. If the girl has any tendency to curvature of the 
spine those exercises, which are employed to cure this 
deformity, should constitute a part of the daily gymnas- 
tics. To the room devoted to these physical exercises
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exercise augmented in proportion. The situation and 
construction of the school should be free from all the 
objections which I have already pointed cyit ； and the 
.physical exercises should be such as to call into action 
every muscle of the body in succession. The clothing 
during the winter must be warm, and every means should
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time,

not only truly physiological and 
rational, but practicaUe, and could not fail to be 
productive of much good. I believe, at the same 
that if a judicious system of physical education, combined

the younger gii*ls should be allowed tp retire for a short 
time during the usual hours of school, and amuse them
selves right heartily at their own discretion and pleasure. 
This latter recreation I consider of the utmost import
ance ；it nevertheless be understood, that no exer
cise is to be considered a substitute for that which is 
enjoyed in the open air ； and for this reason, every female 
boarding school ought to have improper playground, where 
the pupils, one and all, may choose their own amusements, 
and play without restraint. It almost superfluous for 
me to observe, that tight lacing and all tight dressing, is - 
utterly incompatible with the extent and. variety o£phy- 
sical exercise which I recommend, and must of course 
be discarded. The idea that yoi^ng females reqxbue stays 
as a means of support,, i'% admitted by WZ^Jliysiologists 
and medical men to be most erroneous, and only tends 
to perpetuate a practice which is productive of much 
evil and freqiient deformity, especially at that unfortu
nate era when the girl is taken up to be inaiiuEictiircd 
into a lady. If girls were propei'ly3exercised in the .open 
air, and strengthened by the various hygienic means 
which are within tlie reach of all, and which Mature 

best, stays would not be necessary
which
points out to us as
beforAlie body is fully matured, and would even then 
be scarcely, vrauted except to satisfy an imaginary re
quirement. The measures which I have suggested have 
long received the sanction of the first physiciansOof the 
age, and appear to me
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has

consumptive constitution ； and

l)e duly effected.
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with the regular admjnistration weekly, of one or more of

of millions. Before I 
on the

physical education of our
advert, however briefly, to the great and paramount ii 
portance of the choice o£ a profession, 
may be some advantages, as our
in fixing a young person, fi'oni the first dawn of thought,

will) take
causes of The English Disease, the claim of this im
portant subject to their best attention will be, fully 
apparent, and in seriously urging it on the community at 
large, I would remind them of the lhet. that the most 
important object of physical education in this country is 
unquestionably to guard against all possible^ tendency to 
consumption, and that it is oiily ihrouglt, their exertions 
that the desired, improvements can l)e duly effected. Its 
advent will realise the expectations of thousands—its 
procrastination mar the happiness 
conclude these medical notes and reflections

consumptive youth, I would
' 'im-

or business. There 
great moralist contends,

the liomceopathic prophylactics, Argent., Nit., ylrscnicum, 
Petroleum； Phosphorus, Sulphur, and Zinc, were pur
sued in every boarding school fbr young gentlemen, 
and each seminary or establishment for young ladies, 
throughout the length and breadth of the land, from 
John 05Groats to Land's End, the opprobrium which

so long attached to then： would not only be removed, 
but they might be made the means of improving, the 
general health, of the pupils, and even of correcting the 
phthisical diathesis or
would thus .become the source of an exhaustless fund of 
future happiness both to the children and their parents.

When the heads of flimsies (as I fervently trust they 
a comprehensive retrospect of the nature and
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augmentation of strength and

in a determination to ^some particular future condition of 
life； but I consider that it is far more essential that the 
parent or guardian should in selecting a business 
or profession for liis son, or ward, before he has fully 
ascertained that his liealtli and physical capacity arc 
sufHcient to sustain the duties inseparable from it. So 
little is this now considered, that the most imliappy 
results are very frequently produce cl by the ill-judged 
selection of businesses or professions, without any regard 
to the stern requirements of organic laws or the avoidance 
of consumption.

Prevention of the disease in youth.—Tlie period, of life 
which extends from -youth to adult age, from about the 
eighteenth year to the twenty-fifth in yoiwg^men, and 
the sixteenth to the t\venty-second mealing women, is 
one of vast importance as regards persons predisposed to 
phthisis. If their health has suflered by mismanage
ment in physical education or from other causes, during 
early youth, the system very often begins to show it 
about the period of piiberty ill a remarkable maimer. 
The development of the body, whicli should naturally 
take place at this epoch, and which in healthy j^rsons is 
accompanied with an 
vigour in the whole system, is often delayed in such 
persons be' ond the usual age, or very imperfectly ac
complished ；if, therefore, they remain weak and thin, 

look unhealthy after the period of puberty?.tliey are 
permanently falling into nervous 

more especially 
who have been 

college； or kept

or
in imminent danger of
debility and tuberculous cachexia ； this 
happens m young persons of either sex 
hard-worked and ill-fed at school or
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circumstances the utmost

Capper, 1858. An able disquisition on tlie divers mixtures 
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much at long protraeted seder^arj^occupations, whether 
of mind or body ； and, above all, in those who have been 
long guilty of depraved personal habits. Under these 

care and solicitude will be 
necessary to prevent consumption of the lungs. A strict 
inquiry should be instituted into the exact state of every

young 
o® periodical secretions of the 

be uniformlysfoimd either to be im-

function, and moreo especially of those connected with 
nutrition. The condition oT the digestive organs and 
skin requires especial attention, because they are most 
commonly deranged ； the tongue will very often be found 
furred； the alvine evacuations irregular； and the skin 
dry. harsh, and affected with, unsightly eruptions, par
ticularly with acne in its various forms: in 
females the catamenia.
healthy uterus,"*^!

per&tly established； or not to have appeared at all. 
morbid symptoms I find in the 
at the same time they admit of

Such are the common
majority of such, cases, at the same time they 
considerable variety in di flbrent constitutions, both male 
and female, and in the several TiamostJienic (blood-force) 
temperaments J The absolute necessity of attending to c 
these eaiG indications of nervous debility and tubercu
lous cacuexia cannot be too strongly impressed upon the 
consideration of parents and others, in order to save the 
young persons to whom I allude, by the proper homceo- 
pathic treatment, from, possibly, a lingering, painful 
malady, asid, certainly, a premature death. I have no 
doubt whatever, from extended observatioji and ex-

i nde Smyth on 1 Temperament/ &c., Liverpool, Thompson and 
Capper, 1858. An able disquisition on tlie divers mixtures and tem
pering of elements, physical and moral, with a revised and more ,
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perience of thousands of instances, that

the veins are 
balance of nervous
veuous circulation,—which in others occurs only after
the middle period of life—takes place in such persons
- n . If ] 心 f.

a very large 
proportion of our youth who fall victims to pbtliisis, from 
twenty tef thirty years of age, might under Providence be 
saved by a timely adoption of the simple measures 
pointed out, and which are in a gi^at degree within the 
power a.nd attainment of all. In the constitutions to 
which I allude, the pulse is generally leeble and frequent ； 

largely developed, and the change in the 
power aud between the arterial and

before they have reached maturity, and hence we derive 
an explanation or solution, of many of their morbid pliq- 
nomeua. The chief object in our prejjentive treatment, 
ought to be the maintenance of a healthy condition of 
the chylopoietic viscera, and an active,state of pul
monary and cutaneous functions, for which purpose very 

-efficacious and. available remedies will be found in Nux 
vomica, Mercurius sol. jPIiosphonis, aud Sulpliury combined 
with these, warm bathing, alternated with cold sponging 
or frequent cold ablution, friction of the siirface. exercise 
in the open air, and above all on horseback, ■with a dry 
residence in an open and airy part of town, or a healthy 
part of th§ country, will often, in a few months, and 
generally mucli sooner, produce the most beneficial 
effects. There is oue particular hind of exercise, however, 
which has never been sufficiently attended to in the pre
vention of consumption, but which deserves special 
commendation in this place ; I mean the exercise of the 
respiratory organs themselves, and of all the muscles 
employed in the vital process of respiration ； the great
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He advised all his

course

but they should in
or

diunbbeljs, and similar modes of exercising the 
even polishing tables and the like, will all be eminently 
useful in attaining the important end we have in view： 

no wise be carried so far as to induce
maintain fatigue and uneasiness. If regularly

object of this exercise is to adeq-uately expand the chest, 
an凡 ensure the full physiological action of the lungs.
Dr. Autenrieth, of Erlangen, was the first eminent 
“lung-doctor^ who recommended the wholesome practice 
of improving the narrow and contracted chest of our . 
consumptive youth, by deep and frequent inspirations 
of complemental air. He advised all his patients 
to place their hands upon some firm solid support, and 
to exercise themselves by taking repeated deep inspi
rations, but cautioned fliem against carrying this so far 
as to produce pain. I am in the habit of recommending 
the full ex-pansion of the chest in a manner, (adopted by 
Sir James Clark, and other distinguished practitiouers,) 
somewli^t different iron?? that of Autenrieth. I desire 
the young per^h while standing to throw his arms and 
shoulders well back, and while in tins position to inhale 
as much complemental air, as he can, slowly, and repeat 
this physical exercise at short intervals several times in 
succession ； of course when this can be done in the dry 
open air, it is so much the more desirable, a double ' 
advantage bejng thus obtained from tlie salutary practice. 
Some exercise of this peculiar kind should be adopted 
daily by all young persons, more especially by those 
whose chests are narrow or deformed, and. should be 
slowly and gradually increased. Boat-rowing, quoits, 
battledoor and shuttlecock, sword-fencing, the use of 
diunbbeljs, and similar modes of exercising the arms,
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whose health was
longed by the beneficial effects of this exercise.. 
Cicero was consiunptivo in early life, or at least strongly 
predisposed to phthisis, and Cuvier attributed his 
exemption 仆oin pulmonary disease, to which be was

employed by young persons, under「this necessary re
striction, they would not merely expand the chest, but 
would tend “to remove that disproportionate development 
of their upper and lower extremities, which one so fre
quently observes in youth. By thus exercising the 
upper extrismities, and the muscles of the trunk, and 
inflating the lungs to their full extent, the chest and 
pulmonary organs will acquii'e theii, due proportions. I 
also consider these exercises particularly indispensable 
to persons engaged in occupations which require a bent 
or stooping posture, and especially to the countless host 
of clerks and book keepers, as well as tailors? and-'shoe
makers, and many other mechanics, whose constrained 
position seldom allows the superior parts of lungs, 
which are usually most aflected iu incipi^it consumption, 
to be fully and adequately expanded. Reading akud 
and public recitation will, moreover, when prudently 
employed, be xisefid iu strengthening the pulmonary and 
digestive organs, and in giving tone and power to the 
voice. The clear and distinct0 enunciation, which is 
,acquired only by long practice, is seldom fbuud associated 
with pulmonary disease ； and I am therefore 'strongly 
inclmed to commend the practice of recitation and 
elocution at schools. It would, I submit, be difficult to 
cite the example of any great orator who died.of pulmo
nary disease, while a vast number niiglit be adduced 

radically improved and theii^lifc pro-
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require to be carried to the

of the bestone-

expected to fall a sacrifice, to the" increased strength 
which his lungs ultimately acquired in the discharge of 

a public lecturer. AEany of the modes of 
which I have described

his duties as
exercising the pulmonary organs
will be equally useful to young females, although they 
will not of course require to be carried to the same 
extent. I consider the very ancient and well-known 
game of battledoor and、shuttlecock
physical exercises which can be adopted by them jvithin 
doors. Although I so .highly approve of every judicious 
means of exercise, I would at the same time strongly 
condemii- those which require excessive bodily exertion, 

. such as climbing lofty precipices, and the like, and which 
have “jiot unfi'equeutly; been recommended Ibr the 
prevention of Consumption. , These violent measures 
undoubtedly exercise the lungs, but- they at the same 
time excite the impulsive action of the heart, and render 
it liable to be oppressed by the blood being suddenly 
forced upon it by the inordinate muscular exertion. I 
consider all such violent exertion fraught with imminent 
danger ； indeed, I am acquainted with many instances of 
severe hcemoptysis from running, jumping, lifting heavy 
weights, and such-like asinine recreation, and have met 
with several cases of diseased heart in young persons, 
evidently originating in forcible, foolish, long continued 
exertion, as m racing, boat-rowing, and the like. Finally, 
all these niodes of physical exertion are altogether incom
patible with organic disease, anyichere; it will therefore, 
of course, be incumbent on the homceopatliie domestic 
physician to ascertain the actual condition of the lungs 
before he ventures to recommend the adoption of an

7
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oo

On the Diagnosis and

the history, the

measures which would jjencL even in the remotest degree 
to ao-o-ravate that insidious disease of which those I have 
proposed arp solely preventives.

curability of Consumption. —The 
diagnosis of the disease constitutes the first part of the 
office of the good Samaritan in his actual visits to the 
sick. The sources of diagnosis are 
symptoms or changes iu function, the eflbets of remedies, 
and tl)e morbid anatomy or changes in the structure. 
The history teaches much of tlie probable progress of 
the disease, and of its efifect in iuducing changes of ' 
structure and devastations of the powers of the general 
system. The symptoms desiguatc the organ or tissue 
principally affected. The efleets of remedies, carefully 
considered, throw an imjQortant light u险n the nature 
and force of the disease, and upon the coudition and 
force or energies of the individual system. The physical 
examifiatioii of the changes of structure afl^brds an 
invaluable confirmation or correction of our previous 
opinions. The study of the hi耽ory of consumption 
greatly aids the diagnosis. The coustituti^nal causes 
which involve the hereditary predisposition, previous 
attacks, &c.—the external causes which embrace those 
circumstances which induce aud modify the disease—the 
duration, the jJast course of the morbid action, &c., are all 
events which greatly assist us in forming the diaguosis, 
and iu determining the particular condition of organ 
or tissue principally aflccted, and- of the general system 
ou the individual case. But the symptoms, doubtless 
constitute the chief source of the distinction. The form 
and violence of the symptoms, tho particular order in
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that

knowledge of the

ob-areII. The changes of Hmction or symptoms 
served in—

1. The countenance.

manner: 
or symp

toms. III. The effects of remedies. IV. The morbid 
anatomy or changes of structure.

I. The history of.consumption comprises—
i. The causes which are—

1. Constitutional.
2. External.

ii. The course which is一 <
1. Acute (galloping).
2. Chronic.
3. Insidious.
4. Sudden (liiemon-liagic).

which they appear the particular maimer in which they 
are conjoined, offer additional means of discerning the 
true nature of the case. But it must be acknowledged 
that it is to the study of the materia mcdicapure, 
we are pinucipally indebted for the recent progress, and 
indeed for almost all that is real and solid in medical 
science. Tlie progress of medicine as a science—might I 

r ..
not say as an abstract science ?—may bo considered as 
greatly dependent on iihat of our knowledge of i^ateria 
mcdica pura ； but the advancement of physic, as a prac
tical art, is naturally linked with our
history, symptoms, and the effects of remedies upon the 
healthy organization, vrith the diagnosis or distinction of 
disease in each suffering individual. The sources of 
diagnosis mayn)e arranged in the IbUomng 
I. The history. II. The changes of function
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marrow

are-

1. Of the heaH.
2. Of the chest.
3. Of the abdomen.
4. Of the individual stature (lieight, weight, 

and vital capacity).
.

III. The effects of remedies
1. Immediate.
2. Remote.
3 Curative.
4. Morbid.

The true value and importance of the history mid

2. The attitude. . 9 •
3. The tongue.
4. The cutaneous surface.
5. The general system.
6. The functions of the brain (the spinal

and the nerves).
7. The respiration. .
8. The circulation.

4). The functions of the alimentary canal.
10. The physical condition of head, chest, and

abdomen.
11. The functions of the urinary organs. *
12. The functions of the uterine system.
13. Physical explorations-*-

symptoms of phthisis and of those of the materia aiedica 
purn, depend 0alike on a due and correct association. 
■The most perfect knowledge of symptoms would be 
utterly useless unless considered as signs or indices of 
the internal mischief or disease, and the most perfect
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even the

is
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knowledge of the. materia medica would be inefficient 
unless we were enabled by the symptoms to ascertain 
morbid phenomena in the living body. Onr object in 
both these studies ought therefore to be to make them 
useful, by the establishment of distinct associations of 
the symptom or the sign, and of the internal morbid 
state, as the thing signified. It is in this manner 'only 
that the distinction andiientification of consumption, in 
the actual practice of physic, will become niQre and more 
correct and complete ； nay, certain, fbr phthisis may be 
as unmistakably present in the system, with nervous 
debility, emaciation, and tuberculous matter in the nutri
tive fluid, as with cough, night-sweats, and suppuration 
of thckluiigs. In my clir ical visits to the sick. I naturally 
resort to the principles of analysis and synthesis ； in 
oy4er, first, to seize some particular points, such as 
several prominent and important symptoms ； from which 
I proceed, in the second place, to collect such other symp- 
toms as ordinarily concur, and complete the characterof the 
disease. lam thus confirmed or corrected by the congruity 
or incoDgi'nity of the several-parts. I perceive that the 
disease is simple, or that it is complicated, and I trace its 
progress in itself or its extension and involution of other 
diseases, or of parts of the system not originally affected. 
It is, indeed, comparatively easy for a non-professional 
person observe and describe symptoms, or 
physical signs of change of structure abstracted!y ： the 
task of difficulty, as well as of utility, is the proper and 
just association of them as signs of consumption. There 

an indefinite and indescribable something in the coup 
d'ceil which is of incalculable service to the experienced
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eye.

has actually discovered what it is. The first

chronic affections. The former

loss of flesh. The reply to this inquiry divides tlie 
may subsist, without influencing the xiutri-

the case must be investigated. It may be asked； in the 
second place, whether there be a material or progressive

i case
into such as — - 、. . … -• - - - ■
tiou> and such (or rather thaC) which gradually reduce

CONSUMPTION.

The general aspect of the patient—the peculiar 
modification—the particular combination, and the mutual 
bearing oi* reciprocal influence of the symptoms, give a 
general character to iiicipient consumption, wliich is 
recognised and felt by tlie educated physician of expe- 
rieuce aud observation. For instance, some symptoms 
are not only mcongruous but incompatible, and by a 
careful and patient investigation an important point may 
be ascertained, which could not Le decided by auy amouut 
of interrogation. /Tjen a patient has complained of a pain 
in the side, to wit, and it has been a matter extremely 
dubious wliether the pain were iidlainmatory, a Spon
taneous sigh .has decided tho question, in the same man
ner an incessant tossing aud writhing of the body-* very 
imusual, if not incompatible, with iiiflaip^uation； It is 
well, indeed, always to ascertain what the disease is not 
before one lias actually discovered what it is. The first 
question to be asked is, how long lias the patient been 
ill ?—the reply resolves the cas.e into the class of acute or 

n •
are principally levers, 

or acute inflaimnations ； the latter are the cl?>ronic forms 
of dyspepsia, or nervous indigestion.—the harbinger of 
consugiptiou—the insidious forms of inflammation一 
which eventuate in orgauic diseases, especially of the 
brain, luugs, and peritoneum or pleura. Having ascer
tained the class of the disease, the individual jiature of
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is
,one particular position is 

chosen and preserved—pain, cough, dyspna?a} and op-

chiefly the chronic
1 diseases of organs

CONSUMPTION.

the patient. The "former cases are
and protracted forms of dyspepsia, or
as are not engaged in the process of assimilation. The 

(or rather is) consumption, whether it be 
i泸,an affection of the chest, 
waste of tissue, marasmus,

latter are
called disease of the lungs, 
chronic bronchitis with
mesenteric disease,- chronic peritonitis, chronic plcuritis ； 
it involves some disease of the organs of supply, which ' 
implicates the nerve-globules, and leads infallibly to the 
formation and deposit of tuberculous matter some inhere. 
A third inquiry is into the state of the pulse. Increased 
fi'eqdency of the pulse shows nervous imtability, and is 
the customary attendant or herald of the insidious forms 
of phthisis, whilst it is not observed in the less serious 
cases of chronic dyspepsia. Otjer questions arc—What 
is the seat of pain or discomfort ? Where is your un
easiness ? What J/tnclions of your body are disordered, 
deranged, or perverted ? "What is the general aspect

' of tlie patient ? What the general character and course 
of the symptoms ? The dawn of consumption is marked 
by a delicate and often waxy paleness, alternated with 
transient gentle flushing, slight lividity of the prolabia 
or membrane which invests the lips on exposure to cold, 
an appearance of indisposition and languor, frequently 
motion of the nostrils from respiration, and frequently, a 
quivering of the chin and lips when speaking to you. Its 
progress is denoted by persistent emaciation, in addition 
to an aggravated state of the other morbi l appearances 
adverted to. In phthisis pulmonalis the posture 
various; frequently, however,
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characteristic

absence of consumption, in

it is in fact of the public generally,

to have taken pjacc, the

the side
，in

is no 
even
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pression being induced in 昭y other ； "this is on 
most diseased ； pleuritic pain is mostly there, early in 
the disease, -and cavities in its later stages. In pueumonia 
the patient almost invariably assumes and retains the 

'posture on the back. In the appearance of the hand I 
read a state of pain, anxiety of mind, and physical suffer
ing一it is closed or expanded, and variously moved ； the 
skin will also be found to have lost its natural elastic 
feel Icmg anterior to this period,° and the flesh 密 firm
ness, while a degree of obvious emaciation, together with 
oth§r pathognomonic or characteristic signs, already 
dwelled upon, will generally be but too evident? In 
short, by a careful inquiry into the general condition of 
the patient*s health, aucl by attiflition to all tbc ^srious 
symptoms which have been enumerated^an intelligent 
inquirer will fail but rarely in arridng at a correct coji- 
clusion, as to the presence or 
the individual case.

On the Citrabilili/ of Phthisis Pulmonalis.—The cura
bility of consumption is a subject, I need scarcely say, 
of deep and paramount interest, for notwithstanding the 
abundant proof which has been accumulating of late 
years,oit is still tjie opinion of the majority of the medi
cal profession, as
that phthisis pulmonalis is incurable. In those cases in 
which recovery would seem
correctness of the diagnosis or anything else is doubted, 
rather than t*is cherished and time-honoured do<^ina. It o

1 smMl matter, tlierefore, for a medical practitioner, 
to endeavour to explode tins fatal fallacy—for fatal 

ib is in a thousand ways. Up to a very recent period the



which

takes place. But

other disorder ； and

Andral, Cruveilhier, Kingston, Pressat. Bogee, 
cases of unmistakable 

consumption, where all the functional symptoms and 
physical signs I have detailed as apper^ining to the 
disease, gven in its most advanced stage, were present, 
and yetowhere the individual not only recovered fi'om the 
disease, but survived the allopathic ti'eatme^t in addition： 
not only lived, but lived many years after the suppuration 
of the lungs had healed ； ultimately they died of some 

on dissection of their bodies, large
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general opinion has been玲 that consumption always 
marches ou to a fatal termination, and that the cases of 
its arrestment which were known-to have occurred, and 

were above suspicion and beyond dispute, were so 
few as merely to constitute an exception which proved 
the rule. Morbid anatomy has now, however, demon
strated in the irrefragable manner that tubercles 
mag degeuerate and become abortive with, extreme fre
quency； particularly is tliis the case too if nature bo not 
thwarted by allopathic, but assisted by homceopatliic 
treatment. Again, it has been argued that after oall, 
praci5calljr speaking, phthisis pulnionalis does not mean 
the existence of a few isolated tubercles scattered here 
and tk^re through the liSig. and that what is really meant 
is that advanced stage in -whichotlie lung is a fleeted with 
ulceration, and in which the bodily powers are so much 
lowered that perfect recovery never
even here, again, a careful examination of the records of 
medicine will show that many of these very advanced 
cases have recovered, and recovered too under all the 
disadvantagas of the practice of the old school. Laen- 
nec, 「 - - ~ …’ …〜f '

Boudct, and others, have published
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man, who
stated that Keith in 
circumstance^, and had supported himself as a writer. 
At the age • of two and twenty, or three and twenty, he 
labouredunder all the symptoms of an advanced “decline,” 
and his life was entirely despaired of： About this time,
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cicatrices, or scars left aft^r the hea?ling of the ulcers, 
have been found in the lungs. I will here subjoin a 
few particulars of a very interesting case, which exhibited 
a remarkable cicatrix in the luug :

John Keith,我.50, a teacher of languages, was 
mitted into the Hoyal Infirmary, February 8th, 1844*, in a 
state of profound coma, and died an. hour afterwards.
On. .examination, the membranes of the brain, at the base, 
•were cunusnally congested, and covered with, a con
siderable exudation of recently coagulated lymph, here 
and there mingled with bloody extravasation. The apex 
of the right luug preseuted a rcinarknble cic^itrixp con
sisting of d<^ise white fibrous tissue, varying in breadth . 
from one fourth to three fourths of an inc^? and 
measuring about three cuclies in lengtli/, The pleural 
surface in its neighbourhood was considerably puckered. 
On making a section through the lung, parallel with the 
external cicatrix, the substance immediately below pre
sented linear indurations of a black colour, together with 
five cretaceous concretions, varying'in size from a pin's 
bead to that of a large pea. The surroundiiig pulraonary 
substance was healthy. The apex of the left lung ^vas 
also strongly puckered, and contained six or seven cre
taceous concretions, eacli surrounded by a black, dense, 
fibrous cyst. °A very respectable looking and intelligent 

was present at the post-mortem examination, 
early life, was in very difTerent
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symptcnas cf advanced consumption.

however, he was 
afterwards ascertained that he bad become 
schoolmaster, and that his health had become 
re-established. He retni'iied home six years before his 
death, and endeavoured to gain a livelihood by teaching 
Latin and French. He succeeded but very imperfectly, 
and fell into dissipated habits. Latterly he had become 
subject to periodical attacks of dipsomania and madness, 
the result of drink. It was after an unusual attack of 

•y

this kind that he was brought into tbc infirmary, where 
he died in the manner previously described. This case 
points oiit most - clearly the following important! facts:' 
1st. That at the age of 22 or 23 the patient had a tuber- 
ciilar-THlcer in the right king, the size of which must have 
been very considerable, wher the contracted cicatrix 
alone was three inches long. 2d. That tubercular exu
dations existed in the apex of the left lung. It is 
therefore only reasonable and proper to believe that the
statement made by his friend at the examination was 
strictly correct, namely, that he laboured imder all the 
symptoms cf advanced consumption. It is shown： 
thirdly, that after receiving the appointment of a parish 
schoolmaster, after changing his residence and occupation, 
while his social condition was greatly improved. these 
phthisical symptoms •wholly disappeared. We may 
consequently infer that it was about this period when 
the cavH;y on the right side healed and cicatrized, whilst 
the tubercular exudations on the left- side wore converted 
into cretaceous masses, and thus rendered null and void, 
or, in a word, abortive. It proves to demonstration, 
lastly, that when, at a more advanced age, he again fell

lest sight of by <his friends, but it was 
a parish 

quite
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the membraues of

the tuorsi cases

lay no claim whatever to灿e result.

the master, but the

satisfied have undergone a permanent recovery, and were 
signally benefited by hornccopathic .ireatinent in the 
accidants, as they are termed, of phthisis, viz., pneumonia, 

am I
same
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into bad circumstance昂 and evfin became a drunkard, 
• tubercular exudations .did not return, but that delirium 

tremens did, with simple exudation on.
the brain, of which he died. I am enabled to refer to 
many similar cases, which, although living and enjoying 
unexceptionable good healtli at the present time, I am

pleurisy, basmoptysis, and the like. Not only 
deeply comdnced of the* fuct in question, but at the 
time I know that in the practice of homocop;Tth}r ,»is to 
be fbimd an unanswerable amount of evidence as to the 
curability of even the icorst cases of consumpiiov^ So 
deeply rooted, indeed, has been the opwign of the neces
sarily fatal nature of this disease, that the generality^of 
practitiouers have concluded that because consumptive 
cases recovered, ergo, the disease Avas not consumptioi^ 
that is, they have rather distrusted their own diagnosis, 
than ventured to oppose a dogma of general, if not uni
versal belief. But although the stern factfj, of the cura
bility of plitliisis pulmonalis by homceopntby, even in its 
most advanced stage, can now no louger be denied by 
rational beings, it has been argued that this is entirely 
owing to thcT unaided operations of nature, and that the 
“lung-doctor " cau lay no claim whatever to^he result. 
To these sage heroes I answer, that if it be true, according 
to Hoflinan, that11 medicus nature minister non magister 
est," or, in one's own vernacular, that a physician is not 

servant of nature, it follows logically, 
as a matter of course, that by carefully observing thei
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evidence that
desirable end.

General Treatment.——Personal experience,

* , =
of JIahiu?mann. and which clinical experience has taught 
countless thousands is tlie only handmaid to nature in the 
restoration of health. AVe know it is an axiom that 
bodies can be divided without limit, that each atom or 
molecule has all the properties of the body whence it
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operations of nature, learning h(jr law of cure, imitating 
it as closely as possible： avoiding what she points out to 
be injurious, and furnishing what she evidently requires,.

may at length arrive at rational and natural 
Both the principles and practice of 

furnish irrefragable 
measure attained this

that we 
indications of cure.
honiosopatliy, tested by science,
—2——二药 we have in a great

General Treatment. — Personal experience, rending, 
reflection on a vast number of facts, and the analysis of 
clinical observations, have fbr many years impressed me 
with «tlie 'deep conviction that there exists one truthful 
comprehensive principle of medical treatment, a per艮ct 

or central therapeutical law in the universe of 
physic, to whiqji^all others musit/Jaevitably be subser
vient—a paramount and definii4 principle which predo
minates over all others, and witliout which, perhaps, 
disease would never, or at least very rarely, be 
thoroughly and completely eradicated ； on this principle is. 
founded the Art whicliaids Nature. In homoeopathy we 
find a harmpnic oneness of principle, a great truth that 
it is no? the quantity of a true medicinal substance, but 
its natural correspondence with morbid phenomena in 
the human organization, that causes the apparent 
insignificant quantity of a drug to become that powerful 
dynamic remedial agent emmciated by the philosophy
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divide matter most minutely, 
more,
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cjune, and that affinity “or relationship, is best promoted 
by whatever tends to (--------------- -------
especially mechanical division and. solution ； nay,

very epidemic diseases themselves, with all their 
zymotic and deatli-spreadmg influences, are, possibly but 
the climax of' continuous molecular changes. And we 
have in similia similibus the adoption of a physiological 
principle in medicine where Where was none before, the 
application of medical and physiological knowledge to the 
preparation and administration°of remedial agents, and 
the diminution of the dose to a more exact point- of 
safety and eflicieiicy. However much, therefore, its 
adversaries, like££ roaring lions/9 may sneermgly affect to 
snub and despise it, and pouv)the venom of slanderous 
associations upon its conscientious adlie?ents and faithful 
disciples, like will cure like, as it always has done 
since the deluge ； as ready
properly commanded, Hippocrates assures us, in his day—— 
hundreds of years'anterior to the Christian era—as ready 
then to obey his will, as it at this present moment proves 
to us. I regard homceopatljy, then, ui its absolute, funda
mental, deathless principle, as the sublime and veritable 
exponent of a true and pliilosbphieal iiatv.rcd- relation
ship, subsisting between the patliogcnetic eftects of each 
raedicinal substance upon the litallhy organization, and 

curative influence upon the sick, ■whenits beneficial or curative influence upon the sick, when 
those morbid phenomena arise from idiopath斜other 
causes. AVheu this kindred connexion is made manifest a .
by the reflected light of signs or symptoms, in organs or 
their fl邮ions, the mere dose of quantity, to be admi
nistered is altogether secondary—comparatively, .^ fact,

like, as 
was it, and. as powerful, when
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drop, diluted

heretical, shunned

All the rules in the

mineral, the co-relat-ion of the three 
kingdoms and their physiological effects of a like nature. 
This law holds almost universally in the study and 
practice of medicine ； and this, neglected and ignored, is - 
the fertile source of allopathic false notions and collapsed 
hypotheses. Look around upon nature everywhere, and 
do we find one understood thing that is not doing its 
appointed, its divinely appointed, work, according to its 
own peculiar sphere and function ?

insignificant ； it may be a grain, or a drop, diluted or 
imdiluted, a pilule, or a globule； yea, verily, pointed at 
as it is, all besmeared with odious epithets, repudiated 
as heretical, sliumiecl as fanatical, assailed as con
temptible and quackish withal, the atomic dose yet 
reposes, iu its deep philosophy and healing power, as an 
in vulnerable" target, at wliicli the scaramouch in vain 
launches bis scurrilous .add scatliless anathemas ； it is 
even yet the brilliant and dazzling sua-like torch, to 
which the jack-puddijigs' and gnat family rush for sport, 
to their inevitable destruction. .

Much has of late been said and written about 
legitimate,s medicine. I do not know what it means, 

but I should like to say a word or two anent rational 
and physiological^edicine. Observation and expeHnieiit 
are. I take it, the foundation of our knowledge of facts in 
physic as in other sciences. Itcflection complements the 
inductive process ； but it must be, if conformable to the 
truthful simplicity and grandeur of nature^ management, 
a mirroring on tbc mifid medical of one remedy, from 
several planes of thought, all faitliful reflections, or 
delineations of disease, must represent drugs, animal, 
vegetable, or
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and-by,

the limits of this
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old practice of physicohavc been hitherto framed from 
empirical observations.. What apothecary, on merely 
looking at the Syrian convolvulus, to wit, could tell me 
tliat it would purge and purge mucus Avitlial ?—or by 
simply handling it, that the acrid squill - bulb would 
do more than inflame and ulcerate liis skin ?—would he 
know(i priori, that it was expectorant ancl diuretic, or 
emetic and cathartic ?—or

expectorant aucl diuretic, 
tliroiigh wbat other emunctory 

natuw; would expel.the poisonous intruder? Would any ' 
man be aware, by some process oi introspective reflection, 
that opium was a narcotic, or colchicum good for gout, 
or, mercury for lues, or quinine for agues, er aysenic 
for (cancerous or) skin-disease ? This knowetli he only
by experiment ； this knowledge lias come to the foculty 
by direct experiments |ipon 'the sick —mei;e primitive, 
but not consecutive, specific action. The full scientific 
development and realisation of homoeopathy, on 
other。hand, will make medicine an exact science, as 
positive as mathematics ； the curative art will be then 
absolutely perfect and well-nigh prophetic when such a 
consummation becomes universal and commonplace. By- 

our opposing fellow inquirers, groping blindly 
after ctWhat is truth advancing on their own radii 
from opposite hemispheres, will meet in the centre, and 
identify theif discoveries with one therapeutical law, the 
perfect nomos ； and day beginning to dawn—as I see with 
a look of joy—glorious, indeed, will be their triumph ； 
albeit, perhaps, not won by a consistent adherence to the 
true - principles of homoeopathic investigation. .Beyond 

mere external physiology of forces *of 
action and of motion exists another invisible physiology,
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Thewhose functions it is of greater.moment to know.
most active agents in nature are imperceptible ； entities 
which, like electricity, magnetism, heat and light, have 

odour, savour, colour, volume, dimensions, 
definite proportions, which

neither 
determinate shapes, nor 
pervade all things without being even perceptible, pene- 
ti'ating everywhere, but whose essence we cannot pene
trate. Agents of life, health, disease, and death, nature 
has disseminated them everywhere throughout the 
immensity of space, fo invisible agents we owe our 
earliest breath, to them, also, is due our latest sigh, from 
them aloae is derived the very continuance of our being, 
and they are the fertile source of the countless physical 
derangements to which we are all obnoxious ； it is a force, 
a breath that^ creates, kills, preserves us, that produces 
our diseases, occasions our suflerings, and； above all. 
relieves them.

With regard to the ££ legitimate5J allopathic remedies 
employed in the ordinary treatment of consumption, by 
what are called the "recognised authorities,J 5 or u heads 
of the profession,5J Sir James Clark states that "some 
of them, although ranked as preventives, are applicable 
also in the early stages of phthisis." The following are 
said to be the best preventive remedial measures: jMer- 
cury. Taraxacum, Sarsaparilla, Antimony, Sulphur, Lime 
Water, the muriates of Barytes and Lime, together with 
purgatives and touics. Without going into detail on the 
subject of these alleged preventives, I will merely give 
the opinions of Clark (" On Pulmonary Consxunptiou:,). 
and Professor Stokes, of Dublin (" On Diseases of the 
Chest"), respecting the singular ef&cacy of the two

S
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latter, inasmuch

disordered state of the stomach, of the digestive appa- 
depraved state of the biliary organs, atony of the 

chylopoietic viscera and the like—a set of terms invented 
to cloak ignorance, aud conveying no single clear idea to

as they appear to be the most highly 
esteemed and adopted by the public at large. Sir James 
says, “I beg to enter my protest against the indiscrimi
nate practice of active purging, which still prevails too 
generally in the early stages of consumption. It is quite 
lamentable to observe the injurioivs effects of purgatives。 
in the debility whicli this practice produces* and in the 
irritation which it establishes iu the mucous membrane.5 ? 
Although I consider abdominal congestion (infarctus), 
as forming so important a part m*the pathology of tuber
culous disease, I regard the, frequent repetition of harsh 
pui'gatives as the worst possible means of remedying it. 
Entertainmg these views, I read with mucli pleasure the 
sti'ong opinion of Dr. Stokes, of Dublin, a valuable ^*iter 
on the same subject. Speaking of the ifffluenge of intes
tinal disease, in accelerating the fatal termination' of 
consumption, he says, 11 feel satisfied that under a 
different mode of treatment from that ordinarili/ em
ployed', this complication would be much less frequently 
observed, as in numerous instances I have known it to 
be_ induced clearly by the use of purgative medicines. If 
ever there was. a disease in which we should be cautious 
in giving medicines of this description, it is in incipient 
or threatened phthisis, on accoiuit of the great liability 
that exists to inflammation aud ulceration of the intes
tinal tube ； yet in all those cases which, in conformity 
with the prejiidice of the day, are supposed to arige from
a 
rat us, a
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render tonics admissible.
criminate maimer in which they
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the mind ； this pixictice is constrntly pursued, a diarrhcea 
is established, and. the digestive apparatus becomes indeed 
disordered—but more from the remedies than the cons-ump- 
tion? ” Sir James concludes by stating that "the very 
prevalent use of active doses of calomel and strong pur
gatives, in delicate strumous children, is productive of a 
degree of mischief which is not sufficiently known ； no 
class of remedies require to be exhibited with more 
caution in young delicate persons of a strumous or con
sumptive constitution." •

So much for these preventives!! What for the miiver-. 
sally admired 11 tonics/1 which are supposed to prevent 
phthisis, by ailbrding great support, giving tone and im
parling strength ?" In a disease in which debility is one 
of the princ'pal features, say the 11 heads of the pro
fession/5 it is not surprising that tomes should suggest 
themselves to the mind both of the medical attendant 
and the patient ； but before benefit can be derived from 
them, the digestive organs must be free from all iiTita- 
tion, otherwise they will do harm, however great may be 
the debility. AVlien such derangement of the digestive 
orgaris prevails, proper antiphlogistic measures (involving 
leeches, mercurials, and a blister) will be necessary to

But we repeat, that the indis- 
arez too conimonly 

prescribed in all cases of debility, is productive of more 
injury than is imagined, and although they may possibly 
give a feeling of temporary support to the system, they 
will not fail to confirm the fimctional derangement which. 
it should be our first object to remove.^ The general 
cure of consumption is then directed to be ensured, or
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the subject of

abject iguorance of any sound principle
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brought about by the vapous^ eminent allopathic autho
rities—in this wise: " The general remedies,n says Sir 
james Clark and a host of others, " consist of blood
letting, general and local, emetics, digitalis, iodine, iron, 
climate, cod liver, and other animal and vegetable' oils, 
counter-irritatiou, blisters, tartar-emetic, ointment, (pa
rodied by St. John Long), setons and issues, and iuhala-

the same
打ien concerning digitalis in consumption, as exist now 
concerning arsenic in cholera. Dr. Beddoes affirms that, 
as a general rule, when he had all possible evidences of 
the existence of tubercles in the lungs, the exliibition of

tierns.'' Digitalis is a medicine concerniug the virtues 
of which allopathic writers differ as perplexingly as they 
usually do on all drugs ； some assei't that it is possessed 
of pavers beyond, all others ； a second class consider it 
to have very little efficacy ； while a still larger propor
tion condemn it as absolutely pernicious.

In my bibliographical researohes on 
consumption, I have collected a vast mnffbgr qf clinical 
facts concerning digitalis, which have been published in, 
France, Germany, America, and other countries ； and I 
find, that the refnedy in question has been unwittingly 
administered in strict conformity to the indications of 
homoeopathy in no less than 155 5ases, embracing all 
stages of the disease ； that of this number, S7 were per
fectly cured, 35 greatly improved, aud 33 not then ciired ； 
and this is the medicine, be it remembered, that was, in 
abject ignorance of any sound principle on ■which to 
prescribe it, igrfbmimously struck from the list of thei'a- 
peutical agents by the London College of Physicians一 

doubts and apprehensions of its safety existing 
闻g digitalis in consumption, as exist naiv



incongruous art, resting on mere tradition and

course, when digitalis wag
manifestations of disease, it furnished what nature 

■art imitated nature
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small doses of digitalis has been eminently successful ； of 
homceopathic to the existing 

evi
dently required—art imitated nature as closely as pos- 
sible■—it removed all obstacles- to the healing process, 
and, as a matter of course, as sure well-nigh as the' sha- 
dow follows the sun, the softening tubercles were expec
torated, and the cavity cicatrised—in a word, healed. 
Consumption was cured. Digitalis is clearly a ihedicme 
which, like the great majority, has seldom been properly 
used, and often commonly ahtse —and why ? Allopathy 
is an
experience—a false and spurious experience ； homceo- 
pathy, or vital dynamics, on the other hand, is experience 
resting upoE a natural law, er, at all events, a definite 
fixed principle, which links in deathless union the disease 
and the drug—a system based upon an immovable rock 
of incontrovertible statistics, relying less upon mere 
abstract a priori reasoning than upon the irrefragable 
evidence of sterling facts—a successful practice founded 
on bedside facts, neither imperfectly observed, imper
fectly remembered, nor imperfectly compared by minds 
already prejudiced. Of the remedial powers of Dig. 
then, when appropriately indicated by existing circum- 
stances, there can be no reasonable doubt. I regard it 
as in a great measure the analogue of Aconite, Lycopo- 
dium矿 and. Conium. Sir James Clark truly says, as 
spokesman of the old-school allopathy and the allopaths 
一<£ Digitalis [and he might- have added all the others] is 
a medicine, evidently of great power in consumption, 
dliliougli> it is quite clear that ice are not yet acquainted
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without its influence upon

the result of medical art, it eannot

disease is once established its removal is 
altogether beyond the reach of art, even

Mth 玖e peculiar cirewn^tan^es under ,•wJiicJi it may le 
employed tuith advantagey The u peculiar circumstances* * 
are a hard stile—a set of steps to get over to another 
inclosure, lit up by the simshine of truth ； a sharp point 
of the simdial which casts a shadow, “yet" too dazzling 
to bfe appreciated. Watcher of the sciences! watchman 
of old physic! what of the hour ? JEEe knoius not of the 
l)realc of day ! ! !

The general treatment of consuiription has usually been . 
considered either as prophylactic, or palliative merely； the 
fbrmy applying chiefly to those cases in which, from 
family predisposition, or other causes, the disease may 
be apprehend以，the latter to those in which there is 
atisfactory evidence of its existence, this distinction 

being based upon the abvird assumption thatiwhen the . 
二____ is once established its removal is a twinge

of homoeopathy.
The question as to whether we are to regard the treat
ment of incipient consumption as curative, or prophy
lactic, is not of very great practical value, tlwugli it is not 

our views of the principles 
according to which, the management of the disease is to 
be conflicted. Since, if, according to the opinions I 
have expressed, there must be a nervous lesion antecedent 
to the deposition of tubercles by the blood, we have at 
this preliminary period a disease to treat by Ph璧phorus, 
Acid, nitricum, and Zinc — in conformity to the 
indications I jjave given (anon)—and one, from which 
there are rational grounds for believing thousands have 
already recovered ； and whether that recovery be regarded 
as spontaneous, or as
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and usually

success 
should diligefitly

or recovery in the more advanced 
cure of coiisumption ly homoeopathy

well be supposed that such would have taken place 
under other than favorable circumstances, both external, 
internal, and collateral, and therefore the reasonable 
method of proceeding must be to endeavour to ascertain 
those circumstances, and as far as practicable to imitate 
them, and tl)e same argument holds good of the less fre
quent instances of cure 
stages or periods, the
being a result neither opposed to professional, experience 
nor to any lenown laws of pathology. When success does 
not attend our efforts to relieve, we should diligefitly 
seai'di out the obstacle. What is it ? Does it arise from 
an error in diagnosis ? Does the patient attend to his 
regimen ? Is it from the non-liomceopathicity of the 
remedy ? or islt in consequencePf chronic psoric miasma ? 
cr is It owing to the insusceptibility of the ego to that 
particular dose ? For instance, formerly, at Liverpool, the 
intermittent fevershad such symptoms that Arsenicum was 
the indicated remedy. That is not so now. I prescribe 
at present China three times daily; fbr a tertian, as it is 
called, which the intermission continues fbr forty-eight 
hours, the paroxysm commencing at noon
remaining under twelve hours, Ipec. alternately with 
Nux. The present fevers are catenating and protracted, 
that is, they give rise to various chest-symptoms, and 
the interLiissions ai-e inordinately short and imperfect.

VTiac can homoeopathy accomplish in averting the 
onward death-march oipfithisis ? .

In briefly answering this solemn question, I shall 
relate actual cases from my own experience and that of 
others, and afterwards BMQgest farther indications for the
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one( 
n G

the most ardent inquirer may find a study for years.

and expectoratioli are worse, tongue very much coated, 
shortness of breath, no appetite, coustipation, and fever

■ Aeon., Bry., and Nux. removed the pulmonary inflam- 
mation and fever completely in five days. But the cough 
and expectoration of pus liad become immiuent. He 
coughed up large lumps each time, felt and looked 
extremely debilitated, and perspired most profusely 
during th© night. The chest was covered with an erup-
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remedies employed in this c|isease, a malady so common, 
and withal so appallingly ^ital under ordinary treatment, 
and which in its multiform relations to us, in its deeply 
seated and constantly operating causes, and in that enor
mous Vitality, opens such a large page of exhaustless 
interest, that in considering only a portion of its topics 

enters on fields of research interminable, iu which 
c °

CASES.

Case 1. — A labourer, aged 38 years, of 5a strong 
powerful constitution, and hsemostlienic temperament, 
who had frequently suffered from c£ itch '' and was habi
tually intemperate, had fqp many years b^en afflicted with' 
a cough, expectorating mucus and pus, without its pre
venting him from attending to his usual work. Iu Blarch 
he very suddenly experienced violent pains in the right 
side of the chest and liver. The pain extended over the 

• whole right hypochondrium and region of the liver, and 
as far back as below the right scapula ； it comes in 
paroxysms or fits aud starts, and is acute and lancinating, 
when the patient breathes or coughs. The chronic cough 
and expectoration are worse, tongue very much coated,
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dose of

painful. The prognosis was, of 
was 
on 

veiy

one
Belladonna. Singularly enough, the. cine of t峭 con
sumption in this little scrofulous patient was succeeded 
by a swelling of the salivary glands.

Case JII.—I have before spoken of the pneumonic 
variety *x)f consumption, in which the excavation of the 
lung is induced by the softening of those parts of the 
pulmonary tissue which had been the sear of mflam- 
mation and consolidation. The following is an illus
tration. A clergyman, aged 3S years, of a decidedly

tion of pustules that was 
course, unfavorable, the only symptom per contra 
the pustular eruption ； I gave him Sulphur 
April 2d. Upon this, the eruption came out 
abundantly, covering nearly the whole of the body, head, , 
chest, abdomen, and extremities, upper and lower, and 
both cough, and expectoration became aggravated, until 
the 13th of April. I became anxious and somewhat 
alarmed'forliis safety, and accordingly prescribed, C^carea. 
Immediately afterwards the whole system began to rally 
and improve, without any primitive effects of the medicine. 
The 'eruption, night sweats, cough, and purulent expec
toration gradually disappeared. In May, the patient 
returned to liis ordinary work, and lias remained quite
well, which is-'more than a year since.
o Cas-e II.—A child, aged. 4 years, of hybrid-hremos- 
thenic temperament, who had been afflicted for a couple 
of years with pneumonic phthisis, or scrofulous pneu
monia, accompanied by constant night cough, rattling 
in the throat and chest, with great prostration of 
strength； being in an almost complete state of atrophy,

-was entirely cured in a few days by 
Belladonna. Singularly enough, the
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treatment had

outward applications, leeches

the formidable state of things—double pleurisy, with 
eilusion, pneumonia supervening upon tuberculous
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phthisical diathesis, of Qie hybrid hfemosthenic tempera-

last degree, the patient laid there,corp§e-like and perfectly 
motionless, occasionally motioning with his tremulous and 
emaciated hand, cold, marble-like, and singularly 
tracted (I attach gi'eat importance-to the hand as a 
nostic mark) on the suflering side of the chest, with a very

hastily sent for in the night, and 
on examination I

deposit, with the physical signs of a cavity, flattening, 
diminished resonance and :mobility, tubular breathing, 
and so on—denoted the greatest danger. Exhausted to the

con- 
diag-

ment, was seized, in consequence of exposure to wet and 
cold, and great professional exertions in the pulpit, with a 
severe rheumatic peripneumony, which at first appeared 
of moderate extent only, but gradually grew worse, 
and ultimately assumed a very dangerous acme. Tlie

——:1„J recourse to in the first instance was 
conJformable to the customary allopathic routine, 
involving calomel, opium, and salines. Depletion was 
at first considered uncalled for； but as the acute lanci
nating pains in the chest and pleuritic stitches declined 
to yield, or give way either to internal reniediee, or 

were finally applied, and 
after a short time, another layer was repeated. After 
the last application of Igeches, howev&, etho» physician 
who had thus far been very assiduous in his attention 
to the case, left him, fully impressed with the utter hope
lessness of it. I was
urgently requested to attend. Yet 
could but endorse the sentiments' of my predecessor ； I 
could make no more favorable prognosis than he, because
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the remedy most indicated, but
The result was

"Within the first week the fever gave way

. Q o
the chest began to expand, the breathing became longer 
and more powerful, the pulse fuller, the skin, hitherto co
vered with a cold clammy sweat, (ifl may be pardoned such 
a plebeian term), became warm and moist merely, and 
altogether I saw a return of vital power. I subsequently 
gave and was delighted not a little Jo see him 
recoves so far in a few days as to warrant my holding 
out reasonable prospects for his ultimate safety. But 
thq following week my prognosis was very much shaken. 
It is true every trace of the pleuro-pneumonia was gone ； 
but the patient could not gain any strength, he could 
speak a few words only in a very low tone, was unable 
to take a deep breath, Mid was tormented day and night 
by a severe cough and a profuse, very suspicious looking
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painful, anxious, hippocratic ^'xpupssion in his features. 
Pulse uncountable, small, trembling in the balance, inter
mittent, scarcely perceptible. Breathing so weak, that 
on placing the flat hand on the chest I could with diffi
culty perceive any dilatation of the lungs. Upon 
reviewing the case, and the morbid treatment he had re- 
ceived, I gave Aconite^ In half an hour, or so, afterwards

expectoration ； to this was superadded hectic fever, with 
clammy night perspirations ； in fact, every circumstance 
betokened a rapid transition into phthisis. Stannum, 
Drosera, and the like, either did no good at all, or at the 
best brought about a mere evanescent amelioration, 
which, vanished again m a few days. In this desperate 
coudiiion of things, mocking all knowledge and 
experience, I gave as 
still as a dernier resort, Lycopodium.
surpassing.
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time experienced

very perceptibly, iu tke subsequent fortnight every trace 
， of his troublesome cough disappeared, and in four weeks

all danger had been removed—ths gentleman was restored 
to liis family and his flock. His speech, however, 
returned but slowly, yet gradually and completely.

Case IV.—Perhaps it may be unnecessary to say that 
. o

I do not intend these cases and observations to be xmder- 
stood iii the light of a royal road, by which that clinical 
tact* and experience may be acquired in a ready-made 
and easy way, which is to be obtained solely by a careful 
and attentive study of the original sources whence sound 
homceopathic principles are to be derived. *1 think it 
superfluous, to add, that the £ Organon.' and ' Materia 
Medica Piu*aJ of JECalinemann.cu'e these sources. A lady, 
47 years of age, previously apparently healthy, aud 
the mother of many children； temp eramen t^hybXid- 
hiemosthenic ； hap been confined to her bed for many, 
weeks, when on the 23d December, 1854, she sent for 
me, and. gave，the following incomplete account of her 
case. For along time her periodical secretions had been 
entirely suppressed ； then for five consecutive weeks she 
had been constantly flooding, with cutting, bearing-down 
pains in the abdomen, extending to the hips and tliiglis. 
For the last eight days, however, no sanguineous dis
charge had thken place. In the left side, under the false 
.ribs, towards the back, she had for some
a P血,.cutting, digging, dragging-like ； cough, loss of 
appetite, bezels regular ； is uncommonly weak, and :fear- 
fully emaciated. When she falls asleep she perspires 
most profusely, and sufl'ers much fl'om insatiable thirst. 
Upon this account I gave her Arsenicum.、一December
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vom.

wards
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30th. For eight days no evacuation had followed her 
patient is very weak；

In order to bring about 
n., wliich produced

heretofore. Again I prescribed Lycop. After 
this, almost all the symptoms underwent improvement

fruitless efforts to stool, rfe
chest-troubles increased ； in the spot where she for 
many weeks had had pain in the side, a swelling had 
arisen, which appeared to be mat ui*a ting, and "coining to 
a head." Physical signs are—increased sonorousness, 
gurgling souncls on coughing, pectoriloquy, and other 
evidence of pulmonary abscess.
a motion of the bowels I gave Nm
the desired efiect,—Jan： 2. Since yesterday the cough 
has increased, with much expectoration of pure pus, at 
the same time that the external tumour had dimhiish甜. 
In general, the patient fbimd herself somewhat easier and 
better.—Jan. 6tb. Visited the patient, an(f found the 
befbre-mentignecl rtimour soft and evidently fluctuating. 
Clearly au efi'usion of matter had taken place towards 
the cutaneous surface, and it would have been a proper 
indication fbr the artificial opening of this tumour, *if it 
had not already become much smaller since the discharge 
of pus had found au exit through the air-passages. The 
'tumour was now only the size of a pigeon's egg, and 
without pain or any discoloration of the skin. I found 
her, however, unusually emaciated, feeble, with chills to- 

evening, followed by flashes of heat and protuse 
perspirations during sleep, coughing still attended, with, 
expectoratiwi- of pure pu&. I gave Lycop.—Jan. 20th. 
The patient finds herself better, lias gained more appetite, 
evacuation of the bowels more regulai'—one of the best 
of symptoms, expectoration no longer in the" same quan

tity as



when she was seized with a violent inflainination 
of the left lung, and acute stitdies in ordinary breathing, 
whicli were, however, very speedily overcome by means 
of a few doses of Aeon. and^/y.} but.left
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until Feb. 1st, and I entertained the best hopes of her 
recovery, -------- ------------- ------- --------

cereer I
habit, hybrid-ha?inostliemc temperament, and hereditary

some increase of 
cough and expectoration beliind. I gave her now, on the 
3d and 10th of February, Stanmbm, but witliout striking

made a
keptctheir due periodicity ； she

difficulties, which were
by his well-marked and predominant plitliisica.

influences, exhibited in this case,
having habituated herself to the abuse of mercury, opium, 
and bark, which have a strong tendency to develop and 
maintain tubercular consumption.

Case V.一A gentleman, aged 37, who had gen "very 
poorly" for a couple of years, complained of many chest- 

much expedited on their adverse

good effect. On February017th 'Kali carb, was pre
scribed, because there was still much pmnilent expecto
ration and other indications. After that all cough and 
expectoration ceased until March 3d, but a lingering 
slow hectic remained behind, showing how satarat^d was 
her system with the tuberculous disposition, against 
which I fruitlessly tried Puk.3 China, Nue von^., and 
SulpTiur, but whicli yielded magically, as 弟 ^ere, to a few 
doses of Sepia. This lady became quite convalescent and 

perfect recovery ； her catamenia returned, and 
nows enjoys good health, 

has regained her florid appearance, flesh aucl strength, 
and performs the onerous duties0 of her large household 
with facility and pleasure. The peculiar obstinacy and 
difficulty, combined with insusceptibility to Remedial 

was caused by her



following day the cough, weakness；
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predisposition to consumption. He had been many times
under allopathic treatment, had undergone the destruc
tiveart of *1 rapid mercuridlizatioii)J employed in such cases, 
a practice of curing till they die which I regret to observe i: 
advocated by not a few British physicians, who have ,ob-

power ； food followed by 
little evacua-

following Jay the cough, weakness, and general uneasiness 
left him, then appeared aggravated; sleep and appetite 
left him, night sweats increased, and the patient was 
plunged into an abyss of despair. In spite of all this 
discouragement, however, I repeated the medicine, and

tained the style and title of eminent u lung-doctors55 in 
our country.* On the 13th of Alarch he was visited, and 
found pale, emaciated, the breathing short and puerile, 
coughing frequently, now dry, then again accompanied 
with greenish, yellow, sVeetish, expectoration, especially 
morning and evening ； diminished resonance, tubular 
breathing' and flattening, with physical signs of disease in 
the corresponding part of the chest on the other side, 
referable to the pleura. ^Sharp pains in tlie head, pro
bably froin^ tuberculous deposit—these chiefly in the 
forehead, with strong knitting of the eyebrows—worst 
after a paroxysm of coughing. Appetite stronger than 
when he was well, but food, however nutritious, (iid not 
benefit him ； great thirst, which latter symptom I regard 
as evidence of contiflued disordered innervation, and 
consequent want of nervous 
pain inlhe epigastrium and stomach, and 
tion of bowels, but with incessant urging to stool. Hea
viness and coldness in each hand, with cold te配 the 
latter swollen ； hectic flushes.—^larch 14th, Stannum was 
prescribed and his diet regulated. The next and the

plunged into
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brought

jewel in physic,

hear an allopath on the allopathic
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on a totally diftercnt aspect of things. A few 
days subsequently all the above symptoms had become 
ameliorated, and on seeing the patient again in nine days 
I scarcely knew him. Pains in the chest, headache, 
night sweats had nearly gone, cough and expectoration 
were much lessened, breathing fiicile, voice and intonation 
clear, bowels regular, appetite and. general, healthl con
siderably improved, weight increaseci, and sleeps weU. 
The duration of the effects of Stannum being sometimes 
considerable, I determined that in this case it should 
have fair play, which is a jewel iu physic, as in other 
makers, and the gratifying result, was that tins gentle
man regained, and has inaintaiiied good health—health 
which he can enjoy. n

?By way of contrast to these refreskin^ principles of 
science and art—principles which belong to no party, 
catliolic and universal, but which few comprehend, com
paratively speaking, because few have thoroughly studied 
them—belonging to no time nor place, but to nature and 
humanity, by whom they were not made, but transcribed 
from that code of laws—whose Maker is God—by way of 
contrast, then, let us
treatment of consumption. Professor Bennett, in his 
recem; lectures on the treatmeut of phthisis pulmondis, 
considers the<»ca“se of this disease to be " an excessive 
derangement of the alimentary canal5 9 (eheu !), and com- 
mences his directions for its special treatment by the 
following melancholy expose. Under the head of1 G eneral 
Treatment ot* Consumption/ he says, "I have pointed 
out the means of meeting the several indications which 
should never be lost sight of in. this disease ； but every
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by practitioners generally, 
uncommon '
with consumptive patients who are 
time, night and day, a 'mixture—and

case requires a special treatment, in addition, which will 
depend on the unusual severity of this, or that symptom, 
or the existence of peculiar complications. It is to the 
undue importance given to this special, or local, as dis
tinguished from the general, or constitutional treatment, 
that I attribute much of that want of success experienced

Thus it is by no means 
(on the contrary, an every-day fact) to meet 

taking at tho same 
no small- one—of 

squills, ipecacuanlia. and the like, to relieve the cough ； 
an an.odyac draught at bed-time, to cause sleep ； another 
mixture, containing catechu and chalk, gallic acid, or 
tanuin, and other astri^q-ents, to check the diarrbcea ： 
acetate of lead imd opium pills, to diminisli lueinoptysis 
or blood-spitting ； sulphuric acid drops, to relieve the 
sweating ； and cod-liver oil in addition. I have seen 
many persons taking all these medicines, and several 
others, at one time, with a mass of bottles and boxes at 
the bed-side一not to say blisters, leech-bottles, and galli
pots—su伍cient indeed to furnish an apothecary's shop, 
without its ever suggesting itself to the " general prac
titioner55 that the poor stomach, drenched with so many 
nauseous things, is thereby prevented from performing 
its proper functions.Alas! to my fbiidting, tlie true 
merits of the Newton of medicine overshadow even those 
of the giant of the physical sciences.

Case VI.—And with this I must needs stop, for space 
presses. The deaths by consumption, as proved by the 
bills of mortality, are more numerous far than by any 
other disease. The profession and the public seem to

9
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by an old teacher, who is

both Lungs ；

much predisposed to this 
disease. Marked dulness on percussion, bronchial voice, 
and breath-sotmcfs at the apex of the right lung, testified, 
conjointly with other evidence, to the presence of much

- c

isis was naturally 
round of

tuberculous deposit there. A feeble inspiratqjy, and a 
loud, prolongjed expiratory, murmur, at the apex of the left 
lung, shewed also the existence of tuberculous matter in 
■this portion of the pulmonary tissue, 
unable to tolerate cod-liver oil in

think and to act as if e^er/case of phbhi；
incurable, and consequently the same round, of unsuc
cessful treatment is ordinarily pursued, and oftener一 
j]ay, much more often than is usually imagined—medica
tion itself becomes the unintentional cause of a more 
fiital rapidity than would happen, possibly, if the disease 
were left undisturbed in its natural course. *This opinion 
was recently expressed to me
one o» the ablest and most scientific physiejans in the 

. metropolis, quoad the 11 legitimaten school, whatever that
mav mean.

Tuberculous

__ __ ________ in

She had. been 
any form, and was

Deposit in botli Lungs ； Pornwtioii 
of a Cavity ； .Cure of Consumption ； Death by another 
disease ； Appearance found in tfee Lungs.—A young lady 
from Douglas, Isle of of hybrid-fijeino§thenic tem
perament, and phthisical diathesis, in her twenty7-third 
year, consulted me in the month of April, 1855. She had 
suffered much during the preceding winter from nervous 
debility, cough, shortness of breath, palpitation of the 
heart, emaciation, night perspirations, hectic fever, and 
all the ordinary symptoms of phthisis pulmonalis. The 
deaths, moreover, of Jive sisters fi*om this malad 矿 demon
strate clearly that she was
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most discouraging. Linseed

■ the former site of dulness, and 
cavernous respiration declared

of Liquor Pofassa, in a glass of 
possible, her tendency to

, being those medicines most indicated. She 
continued, to improve rapidly until June, 1856, when it is 
noted that<£ there is a fearful amount of iiattening of the

were relieved as they arose, and 
she changed her residence for Everton； where the most 
careful rittentioii was directed to her during the winter. 
Tn November she had improved immensely, and increased 
her weight, taking principally Petroleum, and Chehdo- 
nium； as

A cough-mucilage was 
use as, per Appendix； and
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otherwise compelled to abandon allopathic treatment, in 
consequence of the great offence it gave to her delicate 
find unhealthy stomach. I prescribed Phosphorus and 
Sulphur, to be taken alternately, night, and morning, with 
five drops daily at noon 
milk, to correct, as much as 
troublesome boils and herpetic eruptions, with which, 
in fact, at that time, she was sorely vexed and annoyed.

also suggested for her domestic 
some mild farinaceous diet of 

blanc-mange, &c. She was so radically much better that 
she disedntmued her visits to Liverpool in a couple of 
weeks, and wrote me as follows: "They that be whole 
need not a physician, but they that be sick. I am we1^* 
&c. In the subsequent September, softening of the tuber
culosis deposit in the right lung had commenced ； she had 
several attacks of profuse bloodspitting aud consecutive 
abundant purulent expectoration. Crepitation at this 
time was audible over 
speedily thereupon, cavernous respiration 
through the stethoscope a cavity. The patient's con
dition at this period was most discouraging. Linseed 
infusion was tried, as well as very small doses of the oil 
of cod's, liver； symptoms
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cough, no expectoration,

remarkable contraction over the. summit of

seized with

j contmued 
was steady’

The heart was drawn upwards, aliorciing an jmpuJse 
between the cartilages of the second and fourth* ribs. 
The homoeopathic treatawnt, strictlyy was 
during the winter, and her improvement、 
firm, and progressive. In the following February, during 
the prevalence of epidemic fbver, she was

chest in the case of Miss g—j over the apex of the right 
lung ； the respiration, though cavernous, is not loud ； 
pectoriloquy is most distinct ； respiration at the left apex 
is puerile.The improvemeut during the winter con
tinued under the influence of the same medicines. She 
omitted the cod-liver oil, taking only the liomceopathic 
attenuations, with the additiou of Niix and jJfercw'iits, 
when the stomacli and liver were deranged. Thus ad
mirably tslie progressed, and in the following September 
she called at my house, looking, as they say, the " picture 
of health,5, remarkably well, having become rosy and 
stout. She stated that she had been for some ?iuie«in 
the Isle of jMan. She had no 
no^iscomfort of any kind, enjoyed her gqod 
healid仪 right heartily. examined he? ghost, which 
showed a
the right lung, the mobility much diminished, being in 
the proportion of nine to thirty-two of the left. aper. 
The breath-sound under the right clavicle had a some
what sharp, ■whiffling character, accompanied with very 
slight crepitus ； tlie dulness above the spine of the 
scapula was more marked, and the respiration scarcely 
audible tliere ； the left lung was traced extending to the 
right border of the sternum, and over this lung the 
respiration, had u puerile, or, supplementary character.

drawn upwards, affording an ,jmpu]



air. The left lung
6

not the slightest possible appear-

a much

of organs essential to life； and where the tuberculous
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cold shivering, vomiting and purging, and sank with.

.The
consumption

us foil back
As regards the strictly preventive 

prophylactic treatment of phthisis,

rapidity on the third day of the typhoid attack, 
autopsy showed to demonstration that the < r … 
had been cured. The whole of the superior lobe of the 
right lung was occupied by a cavity, now reduced to the 
size of a small walnut, lined by a distinct membrane, and 
surrounded by condensed walls. It contained old tuber
culous deposits in the lower lobe, but icas permeable to 

was puckered, at its apex, and 
throughout' its substance were points of old tuberculous 
deposit, but there was not the slightest possible appear
ance whatever, in either the right lung, or the left, of 
any recently deposited tubercle. There,was .no appre
ciable disease of any other organ—the consumpti 
cured—bat ker powers of life^had been suddenly crushed 
by the poison of fever.

Wc are called doctors, that is, teachers, be.cause we 
profess to teach how to avoid, certain causes of sickness, 
which are found not only to be dis-eases—want of ease 
but are known, moreover, to destroy life. How shall we 
remedy consumption ?—better still, how shall we all do 
our individual part in preventing it ? for I am 
greater believer in the power and efficacy of individual 
reform, whether hygienic or otherwise, than of corporate 
reform. To strike at the root, then, let 
upon fi?st principles.  
or prophylactic treatment of phthisis, it consists in 
measures calculated to prevent the full and complete 
transition from nerve-derangement to the secretion of 
tubercle and its deposit by the blood, in the parenchyma
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ever,]
followed ； though as regards diet, it must, of 
nutritious but non-stimulating, in moderate quantities 
and at reasouable intervals, so as to avoid the extremes 
of exhaustion apd repletion, and prevent undue afflux to 
the digestive organs, and consequent languid circulation 
in the extremities. Determination to the lungs must 
be guarded against by a careful attention to the tempe-
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diathesis exists, to obviaie circumstfinces tending to 
promote chest-irritation, excitement, or even undue . 
activity of the respiratory organs ； and where sucli irrita
tion has arisen, to endeavour to subdue it as speedily as 
possible, without having recourse to allopathic measures, 
as by thus lowering the reparative powers we should 
infallibly lavour the general tendency to nerve-de
rangement aud tuberculous deposit. As to the first 
of these indications, namely, the preventing the full 
development of the consumptive diathesis, precautions 
should be most strictly enjoined for the avoidance of all 
those circumstances under our individual control which 
jKive been rilTcady pointed out as iavoring it, and the pro-

of sucli hygienic and homeopathic means as raay 
be reasonably expected to kave a converse t(jn(kncy. It 
becomes a matter of great moment to parents, guarc^ans, e 
schoolmasters, teachers, and others, in the physical 
management of young persons, in whom a tendency to 
consumption may be apprehended, to use every possible 
precaution to obviate determination of blood to the 

well as undue excitement of the respiratory 
s 八 q一l 一】— ji - i i !• —r

rules of^liet, clothing, air, and exercise—which are, how- 
but too habitually ignored, cannot be too assiduously 

 , , ' course, be

lungs, as 1 ''
organs. In the first place, the obvious and or击nary
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Uni form clothing

sore throat), a constan 
once

arise from
apices or
the lungs first attacked, and therefore,-.whatever causes 
increased activity of that part in either lung promotes 
consumption, and this cannot be done more effectually 
than by compressing the lower lobes, or divisions of these 
organs, by tight-lacing stays or waist-bojids. The 
questions of air and exercise, in the former of which, for 
the sake of brevity, I include climate, are at this period

there is a

rature and circulation of the surface.
an important means to this end； and it must be used 

in subserviency to the principle of preventing the sudden 
abstraction of animal heat, but not employed to such an 
extent as to diminisli the activity of those vital functions 
upon which the evolution of this caloric depends. - Light 
woollen clothing should be employed in. some form for 
the whole of the body below the clavicles, and where 

tendency to irritation about the elarynx 
(evinced by hoarseness and 
habit of cold sponging the neck shoiild be at 
acquired, and a tbin layer of woollen gauze may be worn . 
roimd the throat. Where a unilbrm system of under- 
cloQiing is adhered to, there will be no occasion whatevj^ 
for oppressing'the .body with a huge load of outef gar
ments. The same remarks apply to night covering, 
though it will not generally be desirable that the patient 
should sleep in flannel. The night dress should Be calico, 
and if there is much coldness of the feet woollen socks 
may be worn.

Before quitting the subject of clothing. I must not. 
omit to again advert to the mischiefs which may and do 

.severe undue pressure and constraint* The 
upper extremities, are the particular parts of
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more

avoidance of that exercise \vhicli would

is excited by
inducing that large amount of breathing function which 

,r a cold or frosty atmosphere, and without

particularly important. oIn the case of finy young person 
in danger of consumption, whose growth is not completed, 
we must not only avoid circumstances likely to cause 
determination to the chest, but, as far as one can, prevent 
such an enormous development of the system, as would 
imperatively call for more than an average amount 
of breatbmg-function. It is a very ^common and trite 
observation, that all young persons of a phthisical ten
dency Jiave inordinately narrow chests, their lungs not 
being sufficiently developed, and therefore it is inferred 
somewhat precipitately, that this narrowness of the 
child's chest is the cause, nay, popularly, i£ is «»the 

^^t|uintessence of the consumptive tendency, or phthisical 
^^hesis ； the converse, however, is more nearly the tmth, 
namely, that when the tcyidency to tub^r(y.iloiis deposit 
in the limgs ia actually present, there is an insti^ctiA^^ 
shunning or
promote the' morbid change, and ergo—the lungs, being 
less active, are less developed.

It must be borne in mind, the房 by all who are in
terested in this question—and who is not ? in this coun
try, at least—that whilst a defective elpausion of the 
lungs is, of itself a source of most serious and fatal 
lesion, though not necessarily of tubercle, their full or 
even moderate •development may call the tuberculous 
diathesis into activity； and in the management of the 
class of patients I am now considering, the reguUtion of 
air and exercise must be conducted “ith a view to 
favoring ike gradual expansion of the lungs, without

an average 
c common ;



the Mersey (or'any

, i exhausted, And where the 
to be facile, riding is much to be pre

ferred, provided always, and “be it enacted," as the 

lawyers say, that it does not-
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exercises as stimulate 
. AV ith. this view,

is beneficial, as 
other beautiful

,a mild and uniform climate—ne as i 
如勿泌初一should be selected, and for this "、、：------ -二-
parts of the southern shores of Old England (with all her
faults) are exceedingly well adapted. Clifton, Torquay, 
Sidmouth, Penzance, and the like, are well adapted *

■ ； cause or keep up a perpetual
coldness of the extremities. In warm weather (as in 
our late Bengal summer) carriage-airing 

is also sailing on

Sidmouth, Penzance, and the like, are well adapted as 
though for that large class (and 

increasing class, too) of nervous invalids witli 
. ,or ab-、

disposition, to relaxati^ji or 
,we •

far exciting them as to promote 
the determination of the disease to them. Walking, 
when it does not embarrass the patienfs breathing, is 
upon tlie whole the best of all exercise ； but where a 
person's strength is soon 
respiratiod ceases L
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such vigorous, afhletic, ph^fcrU( 
the rapid development of muscular fibre.

free as possible from
----- 3 purpose many

winter residences
an increasing ciass, too； of nervous 
tendency to tubercles, either in the head, chest, 
domen, and an incessant C
slackening of the tubular portion of the white cords, 
of the north, possibly, with more slrictu用,have some- 
whas the advantage. One great advantage of a 
climate is, «h务t llere need bediflerence in tempera
ture 协tween the external and internal air, and that 
consequently exercise may be taken out of doors, without 
so much risk arising from changes of temperature, and 
that such exercise may be sufficient to keep up the 
warmth of the surface, and excite a moderate action of 
the lungs, without so
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of

oilier 
sea may

it often does, the arterial system seems disproportionately 
defective compared with, the venous, the pulse being in 
such people sniall and feeble, serf-bathing is not safe ； 
there would not be sufficient pliysical power iu the left
ventricle to drive the blood freely to the siirlace, and 
internal (perhaps falaT) cougestion of the lungs would 
probably ensue. When, however, as I now assiune to be 
the fact, there is no evidence of present mischief in the 
lungs, and the pulse is tolerably good, that is, moderately 
full, and there are no signs of venous coBgestion, 
engorgement of the right side of the heart, or livid lips, 
鱼inting fits, giddiness, scanty urine, torpid bowels, pal
pitation, dyspnoea, pufly eyelids or ankles, or 
circumstances indicritive of it—bathing in the
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river), or being rowed i以 a ITgat, wherelt does not induce 
much uausea or sickness. It is at this period that irre
parable mischief is inflicted by the use of athletic games 
or violent physical exercises, pursued under medical 
sanction, from the blockheaded notion of obviating all 
tendency to contraction of tlie chest, so common in 
scrofulous subjects of this class ： whereas, from what has 
been stated, the expansion of the limgs, and the develop
ment (j£ the muscular system imder such circumstances, 
must be altogether undesirable ； and for the same reason, 
the ^.-eatest caution is necessary in allowing the use 
such injurious exercises as boat-rowing, cricket "and? the

in young men who have very narrow chests and 
^^dency to consumption, though where this contraction 
arises from other causes tl^eir moderate usg, iscadmissible.

Another important question, often asked in consump
tive cases, is the expediency of Now where, as
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rubbish, ?c legitimate calomel,n and illegitimate
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be allowed, and wB! be benegt-ialh Such bathing should

ensure a regular action of the 
a sine qua- non. All 4rritating

tive organs is indispensable. With this object in view, it 
will be requisite, in addition to careful attention to the 
diet I have enjoined, to ensure a regular action of the 
bowels. This I regard as a sine qiid non. ' All irritating 
pur整ives, however, involving quack pills, antibilious

- i mercurv,
• J

be an hour and a half after breakfast ； the patient should 
not remain very long in the sea, neither will it be de
sirable that he or she should plunge suddenly in, but 
should first bathe the head, then step from the machine 
feet foremost, immerse the whole body'well, head and all, 
and then return. Patients should on no consideration go 
quite cold into the water ； on the contrary, I think a 
slight augmentation of temperature, induced by gentle 

is rather desirable tlian otherwise. .Where sea-exercise, is rather desirable than otherwise. .Where 
bathing is not admissible, sponging the chest well, both 
in front *and behind, with cold water, can be generally 
borne and enjoyed ； and where it is followed^(as it usually 
is) by a genial glow- of well-being, and all-right sorta?^ 
feeling, it i&rsllj a most valuable auxiliary, promdung 
Hie vjgqrous activity of the nutritive fluid, even in the 
superficial capillaries. The period of impending con
sumption is, of course, not a time for very active medical 
treatment, though it is nevertheless one demanding very 
careful and judicious homoeopathic surveillance. In regard 
to medkine, the same principle must be carried out as in 
the hygienic management—the general strength and 
nutrition must be adequately cared for, and all undue 
excitement of the breathing function strictly guarded 
against. As a means to these ends, attenti(?n to the digOs. 
tive organs is indispensable. With this object in view, it
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time I

never Le lost sight of ； and as this applies with peculiar

, O ■-

exercise in. the ppcn air,
The

[use of 
dessert-
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must be alike eschewed,成well in obedience to the dic
tates of common sense as all other sense, not to say the 
venerable rites of organic laws ； as, besides their other 
ill effects, they depress the nervous system and derange 
the circulation. As a general rule (to which, albeit, there 
are, as to others, a few individual exceptions), Nux 
vomica, Opium, Plumbum, Sulphur,, &c., will be quite 
efiectual. At the same time, if the bowels are habitually 
and persistently driven close b* that protracted 
allopathic medicine, which is second nature, a( 
spogaful of olive oil, taken early in the morning, will 
have the effect of relieving them ； or sometimes timbre is 

—no bile, or wjiat there is in the blood is not fit Ibr use—
edign, possibly, half a teaspoon Ail of the fluid extract of 
Taraxacum'； taken in milk at breakfast 而 11 have the
like effect, at least just fbr the nonce, to be impac^d sub
sequently, in all likelihood, more obstinately than before. 
I am not of those however who systematically repudiate 
the employment even of a simple laxative ； " more nice 
than wise" I consider this, for in ensuring a regular and 
periodical performance of the proper function^ of the 
intestines, we are but imitatiug nature, and thus far 
doing。good； at the same time I emphatically repeat, 
because I hiotv, that the above attenuations, as a rule 
are amply sufficient. Constipation, again, allows of 
mitigation by cold water—the wet sheet, dr沁king cold

， water freely, and appropriate
will cure theemost intractaljle and stubborn cases.
maintain钿g the action of those organs which may be 
regarded as in any way supplementary to the lungs, should
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，ine should be regularly observed; and as its becoming

evacuation of undigested food; whitish 
' night great fulness and pressure

urine should 
appears de-

站ms by which to relieve the circulation iu general and 
th7 chest in particular, and therefore the state of the

urine-------  - -

.vomica gives 
with much wind, pain

by taraxacum, or 11 ' -
Chin a-} Hep ar, Lachesis, JLlaps or Nux.

The symptoms which indicate China c. 
all over the bod? ； ictcroid conjunctival.

force to the liver, tie state of4he stools and
be watched, and when the secretion of bile vr_… 
fective it should be promoted, not certainly by mercurials, 
nor by taraxacum, or the laxative just suggested, but by

reddish sediment; tendency of symptoms to intermit and 
toward^ nig^ic； general debiljty, with tremuiousness; | 
with hollow eyes and sunken temples; with or 
perspirations.

Hepar is of great use when, with defective bile in，the stools, re/5**^ . 
have a"so taste in mouth like earth, great weighi in the stomach, 
after eating J“?e； scanty, dry, pard motions, or ptirginfs of 
whitish subslances^ which smell very sour； pressure about ihe pit of 

出招 stoni^h, so' that the clothes have to be unbuttoned or the stays 
unlaced; craving for acid drinks or sour edibles.

Lachesis is more or less beneficial in extreme tenderness of 4he pit 
of the stomach; weight of the clothes, even painful; vomiting of 
greenish matters, very bitter, or of dark matters mixed with blood; 
giddiness； retching; slimy,,black motions, or.costiveneis and loose
ness by turns； very dark brown, almost black, urine, scanty, thick, and 
scalding, with great urging and bearing down. .

、• ' ' ' -^：rs in the stomach; much sensi-
lancinations in the navel, wiih colic, desire 

bit of bread; black, frofhy diarrhosa;

are, yellow suffusion of tiie skin
. -< ------------- - or jaundiced eyes； vellowish

white coaling of tongue^ bitter/aste in the month; capricious appe- 
iite, or avidity for fuud, which when taken is followed by indigesiion, 
looseness of bowels, with evacuation of undigested food ； whitish 
yatery motions; after eating and at night great fulness and pressure 
in the siomacli; hardness and*swelling in the region of the liver； great 
distension of the abdomen, with flatulence; high-coloured urine, with 

rmit and《cur 
pale, puffy Uce, 

without frequent

greenish matters, very bitter, or of dark matters mixed with^ blood; 

ness by turns； very dark brown, almost black, urine, scanty, thick, and

Elaps i、required by burning pains 
tiveness in the epigastrium;灿"”。" 
to vomit even after water or a

side of the liver: red urine, with discharge of mucus, and sense of 
；心，v.__'..o -i the small §f the back,
relief' in obsrinate confinement of the bowels,

trembling, sour taste, cramp,任c.

the epigastrium;

cold feeling in the chest; painful pressure in hypoehonunuiu *
.- - ・ D . • I. z- r ti. unite n nrt cnntC nf

weight, as of an iron bar, pressing on the small the back.

between the shoulders, pile* frequent micturi
tion, foul tongue, nausea, 

A

Besides the liver and bowels, the kidneys afford a 
means by which to i—y— ---

Hepar is of great

山?e; scanty,
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auy

tightness of the throat and chest at times, and shaking cough, with

both indicated in inflammation of the kid- 
. light ； urine very tifbbid or 

if pus liiPl beeiynixed with it;

1 cw.' incomplete ob- 
from pulmonary cougestion, Aeon.,

The earliest symptoms of bronchitis or auy other 
eliest-inflanimation should, of course, be promptly met 
by decided but not allopathic treatment. All needless 
depression, by leeclies and counter-irritation, will serve 
only to aggravate and precipitate the tubercular tendency. 
In case of bronchitis, which is by far the inOre ordinary 
form of disease, PitIsatilla, JBi'i/onia； Tartarus, or Ipecac., 
alternately, at intervals of a few hours, and ^fter a few 
days Conium, possibly, may be substituted with advantage 
twice a day, or night and morning, in alternation with 
Cltelidomum or Lycopodium.

.Pulsatilla should be advised in these circumstances, if there be great

suppression of

discharge of drops of blood and burning pains in the urethra, 
5 strangury m：- --------  -- '\一 -一’ o
females, and discharge of mucus from the vagina, with severe pains 
in the loins.

■ Cann, and C^tithar. are . 一
and bladder; strangury, particularly at n:

eY蹄bloody, and full of filaments, as i： r 。……一 ----- ,
Ijiirning stitches during micturition； the urethra feels inflamed with 
discharge of mucus; violent desire to urinate, but cannot,->owing Ao 
complete paralysis of the neck of the bladder j painful hajmorrhage or 
albuminous urine.

turbid will depend upoi» partial 
struction, arising i -
Terebinth., Cann., CantJiar., should be given, aud will have 
a good effect in this indirect way upon, the thoracic 
viscera. 、

Aconite is desirable for heat and dryness of the skin, with previous 
coldness; intense thirst; scanty urine, turbid and paiufnl to emit; short 
hurried breathing, with sense of oppression about the chest; cutting 
pains in the chest, back and bladder, with stoppage of the bowels. 
Incontinence of urine, with profuse sweat; painful, anxious urging to 
urinatS; piercing pains in the region of the kidneys, and retention or 
suppression of urine.

Terebinth, is required when there exist tenesmus of the bladder, 
“％ ' 
or st and reddish urine; appearance of the catatngnia in
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leeches,

and should be admiuistered at
inflammation of the lungs, 

period, holding in mind that 
s does the lancet in this and

shunnftig of venesection 
scrupulous 
even a 
over the inflamed

best ； some- 
.. x r——-----—i great

hngour and anxiety. •
Asthmatic feeling, as if the windpipe were choked up with 

Hurv cr，1 :.......................1!.

and with a long, loud, shrill noise in drawing breath, which evpffttiares 
in rrtching or vomiting; attacks of suffocative cough, wjtii rigidity of 
the limbs and livid face; loss of breath with the least exertion ; anxious, 
.hurried, and difficult breathing. •

.. ® .
If the pulmonary irritation continue after the Virile 

symptoms have subsided, a mustard poultice or that of 
"linseed-meal will, with a modicum of mustard, generally 
be sufficient. The juice of Conium will also be found a 
moat useful medicine under such circumstances. Where 
pneumonia or pleurisy occur, they must be treated upon 
the principles already laid down, but with a particular 

or depletion, and a no less 
one of mercurials. The local abstraction of 

small quantity of blood, by cupping or 
part, will in no aase.be well borne, 

whereas Aconite and Phosphorus, or Bryonia^ or, if the 
head be'much affected, Belladonna, will expedite the 
resolution of the inflanunation, with no loss of strength 

to the patient.
Aconitum is indicated in pneumonia or 

and should be admiuistered at an early I 
then we want no other remedy; it acts as
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evening or when sitting.
.Bryonia, moreover, should be interposed when there is dry, hack-- 
ing or spasmodic suffocative cough, followed or not by expectoration 
of yellowish matter, or by vomiting of food, deep panting, or anxious 
a?d hurried breathing, with or .without great heat or burning in the 
chest, and the embarrassed respiration frequently interrupted by sharp 
stitches and darling pains in the left side.

Tartarus is.indicated when there is loose cough, with rattling of 
mucus in the bronchiitl tubes, or gasping for air at the commencemeui: 
of each paroxysm of coughing； short, difficult breathing； nocturnal 
attacks, with unusual oppression ; velvety feeling in the chcct; 
times palpitation, sometimes the lieart appears to cease, wiih 
langour and anxietv. •

Ipecac. :，...........『一 ••二 • ' . ： r ―
dust; vomiting and purging; coughs most at night in spasmodic fits, 
and with a lonj. loud, shrill noise in drawing breath, which evefftnates 
in rrtching or vomiting; attacks of suffocative cough, with rigidity of

aase.be
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quatnity;

the patient generally recovers ; whereas, if the patient's blood is taken

The syinj^oms

I seems to have 
returned to its natural state ; but the respiration becomes more and 
more i

other congestions in the first stage© When the substance of the lung 
is affected bv an increase(。......uue、、，“.「

.…blood and water, in considerable 
the mucous membrane of the small bronchi is deeply con-

It is also gen er ally desirable, even in the absence of 
any decided symptoms of disease, to put such patients 
under a course of medicine by administei'ing semi-weekly 
one of the homoeopathic prophylactics that may happen to 
be most indicated by existing circumstances. Where also 
there is、much emaciation, a course of the cod-liver oil, 
continued for three or four weeks, and resumed, if neces-

the pneumonia is very severe

of v?teight«and density, it is infiltrated with a 
frothy, sanguineous serosity, or blood and water, in considerable 
quanlitv； the mucous membrane of the small bronchi is deeply con
gested and intensely inflamed ; the pulse is quick and full, but when 
二〜…------- it is sometimes remarkably small, and
this smallness disappears after a few doses of Aconite. Great fre
quency of the pulse announces danger in this disease. I：,.。

happens5 in allopathic practice that recovery takes pl^ce" when the

pulse loses its frequency, it is true, aft(?r bleeduig, and

accelerated—an invariably fatal sign. Pneumonia is one of 
•those diseases whose homccopaihic treatment is at once simple and 
efficacious, provided it be adopted early. If Aconite be given then, 
the paiient generally recovers ; whereas, if the patient's blood is taken 
awayf5the strength necessary for the important work of aspiration 

. and expectoration is removed at the same time. The sym^oms 
which call for Aeon, are fever, pain in some part of the chest, great 

in breathing, and cough, with rusty-coloured sputa, or bloody 
CK^ecioraiion, delirium, and full pulse, e .

P■冲horus is required when there is hoarseness, or complete loss 
of voice, pain at the top of thc^Kvindpipe, rush or btooff to the chest, 
with pal pi tai ion of the heart and feeling of weakness at the^ chest ； 
perhaps itching, or tension and tightness; muco-sangnineousexpecto-^ 
ration ； pough, with rawness and soreness, particularly behind the 
sternum or breast-bone; and exhaustion of nervotis power. ,

Bryonia is desirable when, in addition to the pneumonia, we observe 
signs of pleurisy, such as a hard pulse, pain in cither side, for the most 
part the left, very pungent, and fearful】项 increased by. taking or 
rather attempting to take a deep breath ; dry cough at first, afterwards 
moist or looser, and not unfrequcntly bloody; all motions increase the 
pain, but. the side a fleeted is motionless. There is extreme tenderness 
of the common integuments or skin; the patient first lies1 on the 
healthy, then on the diseased side.

qnency of the pulse announces danger in this disease. Here the 
advantage of lidmccopathic treatment is strikingly shown. It seldom

pulse exceeds 130. The lancet has then done .the fatal deed. The
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any scrofulous ulcer, diseased bone,

sary, about the same time after its discontinuance, may 
in all' likelihood be of service ； and where there is a very 
exsanguine or bloodless appearance, with uot unfrequent • 
flashes of heat, or prpfuse expectoration, streaked with 
blood, with determination to the lungs, or hremoptysis, 
iron, in the form of small doses of Ferr. mur., should be 
employed ； if to these symptoms are superadded those of 
cardialgia,' violent burning, and pain of the head, with 
throbbing of the temporal anc|^ carotid arteries3, with 
thirst, nausea, colic, and diarrhcca, Ferr. sulph. should, 
be interposed. When a young subject-, of the haemosthenic 
temperament and phtliisical diathesis, is ailected with

or fistula in ano, it 
is more than doubtful xuhether the healing of the ulcer is 
desirable. It is certain that in some cases the1 most 
active.symptoms of consumption have supervened upon 
the healing of such ulcers, and have subsided upon their 
reappearance in the same or some other part of the body, 
thus proving, to actual demonstration； the truth of the 
profbuud teachings of Hahnemann. It appears, then, 
most expedient to use no active measures to heal them, 
except in so far as that result can be brought about by 
improving the general health. The best constitutional 
remedies, under such circumstances, are Iodine, Jinli. 
hyd., Kali, bich., Sulphur, Arsenics tn, and Phosphorus, 
or Acid. ^>hos.

lodiumvend. Kali hyd. have many catarrhal symptoms in common ; but 
there exists this grand distinctive, or diagnostic mark. In the funner, the 
pains are aggravated in the morning and night, particularly by move
ment ;walking, or riding in a carriage; by contact and pressure; also 
in the warm open air, and by warmth generally; whereas the indica
tion for the latter is evinced by the majority of the symptoms appear
ing during rest, aud going entirely off, or much relieved, during motion.

10
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as the mammae and the testes. Thcre are also, loss of appetite ； tremors ;

gases or

else are aggravated, in thesoon. r.Most of the

lu

throat or fauces ; nausea; CpigaQric pain, augmented upon pressure ; 
vomiling and colic, with glandular indurations ; swellings or snppura- 

• riteme ♦ ,、11n n rl 1 A cc c • 1、c «> cc： c ・、C 4 I. 1 ： -

stifled cough, followed by blood-spitting; violent paroxysms of cough
ing on getting up and going to bed, and after eating; fatiguing cough ; 
hollow rattling in the chest, with feeble articulation, or loss of 
voice.

snppu-

、Phos. or Acid, ph os., may be pointed ent as severally appropriate and

With regard to fistula in ano, surgical experience is 
strongly opposed to the expediency of the operation for 
its cure, unless Meed, the amount of the discharge, and 
the consequent drain upon the system, be so great as to 
become almost a greater evil even than consun即tion—I 
should, myself be altogether indisposed to operate, 
speaking of the prophylactic management of young per
sons, in whom phthisis may be apprehended, I have said 
nothing of removal to a distant climate, as it is a question

.Their mutual symptoms arc exhibited by a sense of constriction in the 
throat or fauces ; nausea ; CpigaCric pain, augmented upon pressure ; 
vomiting and colic, with glandular indurations ; swellings or suppura
tions ;diaiThcea : pain and tenderness in the region of the liver; cramps; 
general emaciation ； and in particular a wasting of the larger glands— 
as the mamnirc and the testes. Thcre are also, loss of appetite ； tremors ; 
palpitation; disposition to syncope or faint; intense redness of the 
mucous membranes, together with effusion possg)ly into the cavity of 
the chest or abdomen ; distension of the alimentary tube with gases or 
wind; dropsy, and enlargement, with fatty degeneration of the liver. 
Fat and light-haired persons are most easily iiifluenced by—

K. bi ch, Many symptoms are aggravated and altogether produced 
j on quickly and usually subside 

or else are aggravated, in the

over今he body, sometimes pustules ; pains in the fingers apd elbows; 
sore throat; nausea; constipation ; ulceration of the larynx, wiih?oss of 
smell. In every variety of chronic disease, but particularly in 
ration, involving- the rectum or other intestines, Sulphur, Arsenicum,

snitaljle for persons with a phthisical constitution*' Thcv are indicated 
and may be prescribed ■with advantage in afFectidnis of the bones; 
weakness from continued discharges； abscesses ; general sudden exces^ 
sive weakness, arising from abnormal undulatory movement of the 
nerve force ; habitual weakness of the "respiratory organs ; suiTocating 
attacks'at night -when lying down ; short-breathing; tightness of the 
chest in the open air, or after the least exertion, even after speaking; 
talking exhausts the patient; anxious, hurried, wheezing breath, with

easily iiitluenced by-
A. Inch, Many symptoms l__ oo.

by hot weather; the symptoms come i 
soon. c.Most of the symptoms appear, 
morning, and the anomalons'pains of th: patient fly rapidly from one 
part to another; there is debility, with cachectic appearance; com
plexion pale and yellowish ; emaciation ； solid eruption like measles

Uic body, sometimes pustules ; pains in the fingers apd elbows;
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n 
patients to

more

motion. There is 
the body ； twitch-

which belongs to the trsahr.ent more especially of the 
first stage, in which the premonitory symptoms of nerve- 
derangemeDt and tendency to phthisis begin to eventuate 
in the local deposit of tuberculous matter ； indeed, it 
may well be doubted whether it is expedient to send 
young persons, in whom the development of the system 
is not yet complete, to an inter-tropical climate at all, or 
even to a low latitude, since it is highly probable that 
the return to England would be attended with double 
danger. It is quite heedless to send our
Italy and the south of France—it is just mere fashion, 

is perhaps the best place—the couvenieiicc of 
access to that island is certainly one recommendation, 
but the greatest benefit is a voyage to Tn'dia, round the 
Cape and back/ or from Liverpool to the West Judies. 
In the treatment of what may Be styled the premonitory 
nervous stage, or that of incubation, that, namely, which 
immediately precedes tuberculization, the piinciples 
before laid down must still be acted upon, namely, to 
avert by homceopathic treatment all chest-irritation and 
inflammation of the lungs, and to maintain the nutritive 
powers of the system. But at this period of incubation 
of consumption, when the disease is impending, if not 
already existing in the lungs, I lay the greatest possible 
stress upon, the former clause, and direct my remedies, 
Zinc., Acid, nitric., and PJtos.. more particularly to the 
nervous system.

The nervous pains caused by Zinc., and, therefore, indicated by 
morbid phenomena in the sick, seem to exist sometimes between skin 
and flesh. Alcohol increases the sufferings. Most of rhe symptoms 

.. appear after dinner, and t owards evening. The symptoms are generally 
felt during rest, and when sitting; less during e…=-

nervous agitation, or jactitation, in various parts of
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ings in various muscles; trembling of all the liitfbs; cramp; pain in the

debility.

doing nothing, the limbs feelifig paralysed, with a general want of 
energy, both of mind and body. '

Most of the symptoms of Phos. appear early in the morning.
3

… _ The
patient 您 els better in the open air; great depression of spirits; loathes 
existence； anxious and irritable； inclined to start and be apprehensive; 
frightened, in fact, at his own shadow, or a " will o' the wisp rest
less at night, and perpetually dreaming frightful nonsense. There'is 

' ' ' sense of oppression at the chest, and pain in the
small of the back; pain in the larynx, with scraping and hoarseness;

•itching of the skin when undressed; giddiness in the mornhig after 
profuse sweats; falling off of the hair, with progressive emaciation and

muscles, here and there, witli extreme, or at least, very unaccountable 
debility ； a sort, of subdued nausea, with universal treimilous feelin(/ 
and aching in the forehead, accompanied sometimes with a pewter-like 
coloration of the face, which I consider quite pathognomonic, or the 
distinguishing characteristic of that diseased condition of the nerve- 
and blood-globules, which infallibly eventuates in tuberculization, or 
deposit of the consumptive element ip the blood sonteivhere—head 
chest, or abdomen. The patient sinks, nole^is volens, into a sort of 
reverie, wliich involves a total loss of consciousness. 5n this state of 
the brain, or cerebral organ, the pupils areruniformly con/racted, 
and there are occasionally incoherence of speech and forgetfulness.

The characteristic peculiarities of Acid. nit. are : drawing pains in 
all the^imbs—worse at night in the shin-bones and .in bed; cramp 
like stiffness of the back, as though the phtient had been in a draught; 
aching in the knee-joints, which crack and are painful, as if dislocated; 
sick feeling in the whole body, with chilliness and sensitiveness to 
cold 乎 vascular excitement, or seething of the blood, and largoui^with 
lassitude. A slight exertion will cause. palpitation and partial per
spirations. The patient is always taking cold and having pains in the 
back ； short, b.ut^cvere headaches, when the weather changes; exces
sive thinness and emaciation, especially 'of the arms; feeling of faint
ness, ^embling, weariness, and heaviness ; tired E加xost^to dealli after

c
Of course it is of the highest importance to prevent 

any inflammation cbf the lungs or their appendages, but 
where such does occur, it must be treated npon the 
natural principles I have already laid down； the 
individual case must be duly studied and investigated, 
but, in ganeral, pneumonia may be effectually combated 
by Aeon., Phos., and Tartarus, as I have already - 
explained, and any more trifling irritation, as catarrh, or

painful, as if dislocated;

cold vascular excitement, or seething of the blood, and 1  
lassitude. A slight exertion will cause, palpitation and part:

frightened, in fact, at his own shadow,
Iccc cl A 一-I.— .―一…：一…j…七…，…p .，,与“•八』 nonsense.............——

of oppression at the chest, and pain in thean almost liabitual
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to take a long breath; it is

neck and client; pain

in the arms, and having cold feet; moreover, when the cough is /

about the bronchialyellowish, with oppression

and wishes in the right lung; dull aching in right of the thorax;

foms appear to be aggravated by warmth, such

slight bronchitis, hy light die『and Chclid., Li/cop.t 
or Ipecac.

couglbwith spilling of punderrj 
s】__i i——： “Ln—-… 

doing tht h：a>t X'gA: pain：..; stitches iirthe left part of the client,with 
bruised Feeling; beatisg Gf the heart in bed : herpetic spots on the 
neck and^client; pain in the loins in bed; stitches in ike back after 
stooping ； dragging in the shoulder-blade^; siinncb^ of the nape^of the 
neck; boring pains in the arms ; tswitchings in the anns during sleep; 
drv skin, and the patient al wavs complains of • having lost all strength

-•…，——…p上.」，.-------------，"一•……］…
troublesoiue and materiallpworse at night, and attended with thirst, 
quickness of pulse, subsequent tendency to moist skin, expeetoration 
grayish, saltish, or yellowish, with oppression about the broncliial 
tubes, this medicine is strikingly indicated

AYlien the symptoms, general and local, indicate an in
creased determination to the longs, a few doses of Elaps 
or Dig. may be given, or, possibly, ^7cupping from 
under the-., clavicles may be of temporary service.

Elaps is ^io be preferred when there is a feeling of a heavy load upon 
the breathing function； spitting of dark-black blood, with constriction 
and britches in the right lung; dull aching in right biJe of the thorax; 
worse when moving, with rush of blood to the chest and throat; pain 
ful pulling and lancinating in the right lung. When the chest-symp- 
foms appear to be aggravated by warmth, such as a v.arni room一

Dig. is reflected. There is also present slow and deeper breathing,

The symptoms of broncliial disturbance which more particularly 
point t«)Chel・, are—dull and heavy deep-seated pain in the whole 
right side of the chest and rifjht shoulder, wiiiiout much cough, but 
with very embarrassed respiration. This pain, which is at times ac
companied uitb^dull beatings in the chest, does not allow the patient 
to take a long breath; it is not perceptibly aggravated by the motion 
of the arm ； the pain is partic&larly felt in the axilla, and under the 
shoulder blade; a sort of numbness of the muscles in the region of the 
liver, and in the whole right side of the neck, face, and Lead ； appre
hension of threatening pneunionia, great anxiety depicted in the 
countenance, constant desire to be stirring and moving, or changing 
aud adjusting the Lcd-clothes.

Lycop.巧iil almost invariably afibixl signal relief when the；3 is 
fluent Coryza, with cough and hoarseness; sniiHng of the nostrils； formi
cation or anr-Iike crawling in the windpipe at night ； dry cough in the 
nionjing; cough after drinking; cough uhich affcuis tk? cjcsl ； a loose 
—了 : l —1? matter, like confirmed consumption ;
short breathing of clrildren ; constant oppression with suffocation on
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cold sponging and friction.

Blisters must never be applied, nor yet kirtar-emetic 
ointment； a far better temportiry c现edient than either 
of them, is the application to the chest of a warm aro
matic plaster of frankincense, or Burgundy pitch, 
friction, with ■warm camphorated oil. Plasters

view of exciting the action of 
the cutaneous vessels, and in a very inactive state of the 
skin, accom^)amed Tvith

with throbbing, as of something afive, in the right side of the chest ； 

heart; again the heart palpitates; anon, die beats can with difficulty be 
felt； slow pulse ; expectoration streaked with blood, with spasmodic 
coughing ； anxious sadness, owing to pains at the heart ； bluish lips, with

,\varm 
usually employed with the

or
are

skin, accou^jamed -with an irritable condition of the 
O n

broi^hial membrane, I think them of»consideral)le use, 
recom-and accordingly do not fiesitate to prescribe and recom- 

mend them; they will also often .afford much relief IiT 
severe? local pains, when there is little probability of 
getting rid of their exciting cause ； they are yet farther 
effectual in protecting the chest fr^in cold. I apply them 
by preference between the scapula or shoulder blades, 
because they are less inconvenient in that situat^bn and, 
moreover, leave the chest, anteriorly,' clear for other 
useful* applications, such as
The pulse in.this stage of the disease is generally very 
rapid, and it is important in some measure to control tlie 
tumultuoushearfs action ； for this purpose, J*con., Bell., 
or Dig., ■will sometimes bo most useful, and the lower 
attenuations tire the best form for the exhibition of them 
in .these cii'cumstanccs. Where there is much active 
irritation of the lungs or bronchia, the Dig. may be advan
tageously alternated with Chininum Sulph.； as there is

spasmodic asthma for many days ； strong tumultuous heavings of the

felt； slow pulse ; expectoration streaked with blood, with spasmodic 

bloating-and paleness of the face.'
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sweats.

ism, the totality of whose symptoms 
the phenomena that <.>■»>v 
arises 
pat ,

lancinations, cutting, throbbing, tension, burning, pressing、winder, 
、:，2― 11- -…二',：一 —........武"—-n；= y

forms of adynamic pulmonary phthisis with constant profuse 
I"—、乙 : 一 一二；ereniug'IiCGiic fever, and night 

.In shorL it must never be forgotten that he who achieves the 
- 如 二二二- j**-'-t know-

iedire of tl^e mate ria medica, and ever before him this great truth 一jhat 
consumption and its complications can only be cured or relieved by 
drmxs that are capable of exciting derangements in the healthy °r?an- 

3 ■' ■ -e —s亍遍correspond^to the totality or
phenomena that characterise the natural disturbance., Hence 

the absolute necessity of a constant r~.， 
pathogenetic effects and clinical indications 
indiAal case.

at the same time niuch general debility and exhaustion 
or will be found a most useful medicine, and this 
more especially in those numerous cases where the skin 
is generally moist ； and another most ifeeful medicine will 
still be found in Phos., alternately, perhaps, with Sulphur.- 
If there be much emaciation,' cod-liver oil will be of 
service, but otherwise itjs rarely so in this stage of con
sumption. It is not infrequently at this period that 
hfemoptysis occurs, and when it does so, it nmst be 
treated with Aeon.. Arnica. Ipecac., and JElaps.

Jconilum will have the preference when the slightest attempt at 
clearing the throat brings up blood; when the patient feels a sensa- 
Uon of ebullition in the cheat, the laiter seeming full, with a burning 
feeling ； palpitation of the heart; agitation ; uneasiness; is worse when 
lying down ； with an anxiousupale, countenance； aud when the blood 
conies by gushes, ajid in large quantities at a time. Ipecac, may 
follov; tAcon.r iG the latter, which i% the hornccopathic lancet, has 
checked the haemorrhage, but there is remaining a constant taste uf 
blood, \^th a short cough, di,chargc of phlegm, mixed with blood, 
nausea and weakness.

Arnica and Elaps will almost always do good in this alarn^ng inci
dent, but they are positively required when the blood is very black • 
and coagulated, and raised easily ； i
I---------- -' ...
pains in the right side; great heat over the body, with weakness

lOinena

* The characteristic indications (or Chininum Stilpfi. are—pressure,

lacerating, drawing, darling sensations. In alternation v.itn Dig. in 
those f. . . ' ' ..... ...............2
purulent discharges ; loss of strength;

ireatest success in the treatment of disease has the -greatest 
F • q • . T? „   」t 卜 cC—sc4 Vii e mitll
ItUMC 5 l JJL； LAJtXLS；* AU cxnx* • wi    ------------------q --

coinumptiou and its complications can only be cured or relieved by
，，- '---- gements in the healthy organ-

corre$ponds5 to the totality of 

reference and study cf the 
which belong to each

U 111 j 14-.1

latter, which i\ the
ige. l：~.---------------------- o ---一一---------------
rough, discharge of phlejm, mixed with blood,

Arnica and Etaps will almost always do good in this alar卤ng inci-

““二 二 …:卜：―二:..；accompanied by asthma ； shooting
pains and burning contractiou in the chest； palpitation of the heart； 
pains in the right side; great heat over the body, with weakness to 
faintness; and when the blood is raised with slight cough, is bright
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red, frothy, mixed with small conciliated clots o7 serosity and mucus, 
accompanied with tickling and gurgling under the sternum or breast
bone ;coughing produces dreadful shooting pains in the head, with 
vertigo; and all the ribs and interior parts of the chest feel as if 
bruised or lacerated. They may be taken with advantage every half 
hour, or less, in alternate doses, when the symptoms are severe and 
imminent.

At the same time it must be borne in mind that when 
not very great, blood-spitting may be regarded rather as 

ft °

a bad and formidable symptom, than as. in itself a causebad and formidable symptom, than as, in itself a 
of mis^hie£ since it is far from impossible that it may 
give some relief to oppressed organs by diminishing the 
hyperemia or excessive fulness of blood which occasions 
it. It is never desirable or expedient, under any circum
stances, to take blood from the arm, or locally by cupping 
or leeches, but clri/ cupping imd^r the clavicles is some- 
times^dmissible ； and wh^e it is ob^ouS1 t^aibonc lyng is 
much more affected than the other, 4bat side may be 
selected. If the pulse be very quick, Aconite and Dig. 
may be again had recourse to, aud should the bleeding 
"be of such an amount as to become of itself a source of 
alarming weakness, threatening death from exhaustion, a 
few drops of Spirit of Turpentine may be given and re
peated with yelk of egg, and cold applied to the surface 
of the chest. The latter, however, is a remedy to be used 
with the greatest caution, as there is too much reason to 
fear that by the ajpplication of icc to the chest, and the 
neglect of caiitions to prevent the patient remamingwet 
with ice-cold water, congestion, pneumonia, and speedy 
death may be the consequences of over-much zeal in 
checking .hemoptysis in this manner. When ice is 
applied it should be carefully tied up in a bladder, and 
its effects upou the general temperature of the surface



be expected to present fhcm-

tui'e. or, in fact, of at any time breathing an annosphere 
below 6G° Fahr., is a most important means to this end; 
nevertheless, where the disease is at all far advanced, or

effected bv a imifbrmlv warm temperature. At the same 
time, however, in the absence of all the accidents above 
adverted to, one must never lose sight of the principle of 
maintaining to the utmost, the healthy nutrition of the 
patient. The selection, where it is practicable, of such a 
climate a? ■will allow of his, or her, passing some time in 
the open, air, or even taking moderate out-：dbor exercise, 
without iucurring any considerable change of tempera- 

, zb c - . • ， > * -3— —. Xu. ■

to this end ；

can be often separated, 
is. to allay irritation, and
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carefully watched. There：is good and well-founded 
reason for believing that in many cases of this de- 
scriptiou, tending strongly to tuberculization, and 
softening of the Jungs, the disease has been arrested by 
measures such as I have been recommending, and that, 
too, in cases where a removal from this country has not 
been practicable.、

The treatment of the next two stages, those, namely, 
of tuberculization and softening, must be essentially the 
same, if, indeed, these stages 
but tlie object, in either case
niaiatain the vital powers of the system. simullaneousl<r, 
and to treat any of the accidents, or complications of the 
malady, which may now
selveso as arise. It be of great monxsit to 

jillow tlje hmgs ss great a degree of repose as is con
sistent with the mainteuanee- of general health, and 
particularly to preclude all those- circumstances which 
might be expected to call upon them for any suclden, or 
hurried augmentation of action. This is raainJy to. be 
effected bv a imifbrmlv warm temperature.



nutritions' article of diet in the treatmeni?* of 
moss jelly has been gcne- 

,m of nourishment, and 
qualities render it occasionally useful in some 

Asses* milk and goats*

154 consumption.

likely to be very rapid 5,n ife progress to dissolution, a 
removal to a warmer climate, as the Cape, or Madeira, 
must not be entertained—certainly not attempted, or 
encouraged, without an express inti in rition. to the friends 
of the patient of the extreme doubtfulness of his liniig 
to come back, and therefore one of the genial places in 
this country will often be preferred. .Even in England, 
for many months in the year, it will be quite possible to 
obtain^fresh air without any violrrtion of the above con
ditions ；and when the external temperature is not below 
GO0, artificial doctoring of rooms should be dispensed 
with, and the windows freely opened to the breeze. "Die 
diet sliould b.e nutritious, but non-stimulating—mutton, 
or white fish, or game, being allowed once, and vlieii 
there is much debility, tvace in the day. Tb^ case's that 
are likely to be cured by the stimulating plan o5> treat-- 
ment, by beef-pteaks and porter, bear so small a propor
tion. to the many that will be injured by it, that I do not 
consider it deserving of farther notice in this place.
Alany more patients have been preserved by the early 
adoption of a milk and vegetable diet, with homoeopathic 
treatment in the country ； and there are, I Imow, 
numerous instances in which this regime, hygienic and 
medical, adopted in the very commencement of tuber- 
culous deposi-tibn, proved more suitable than auy other. 
The jelly of some of the mosses has been rec如mended 
as a nutritions' article of diet in the treatmeiTtJ of con-

• sumption: of jbhese the Iceland
rally preferred ； it affords a light for】 
its bitter
morbid states of the stomach.
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• dischai^e of pus fi^m caries

sion, pressure, stitches in tlie sides of the chest just below the arms, 
feelingef coldness in the chest near the lieart. contractive pains in 
the head when coughing, glandular swellings, menses delay, with

C/id. should be given if be continued pain

.lion and when elevating the trunk. Dull aistre^in the :1?七项切比

,acute bronchial catarrh, 
covered with perspiration;

of the right luns. and

this part of 
detail in this small work, 
uniform, but never 
that are the v- 
medicine, the Chelidonium； with Sv.lph.
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whey are well-known articles of diet in such cases, but 
f Part of my subject it is impossible to go into 

-The clothing should still be 
oppressive, and composed of materials 

very Avorst conductors of heat. As regards 
x 'n'.r, or two or three 

drops of the juice-of Co»ium, and if contiuued sickness 
be present, Acid, hydrocyanic., diluted, will still be found 
invaluable, especially if the cough be irksome Su'd de
bilitating, from wakefulness and unrest. Petroleum, if 
iudujat^d, may be administered night and morning and 
the cod-liver oil about an hour after each meal.

Conhnn is advisable wher^thereare present violent catarrhal fever;

tion, chillinessi apathy, aversion 
coated tongue, vertigo, G-, .
paroxvsn^ of drowsiness coining on periodical免 吧 炊乎竺彳 
1 . ■ - 1 一，_ 1__ a q.ls —g z\r nurrnrnrPfnPnt (
aSthUjU. UllH \ lUlUUU 4U1UCCJ 5 j L-----------  .
simultaiieouslv of the liver, with pulsations in the and anguwo, 
__ “lai «■ c；Ehmnnd swelling of the pharyngeal flucov? membrane,

.U1 u *3〜loose cough, then spasmodic cougg 
15i feverish pulse; derangement of the air-passages 

stronslv marked. , , . ,
5 not cured consumption, it has retarded its course •

hoarseness; sensation of fulness; rattling in the chest; iicliing in the 
thrnat»\vith t«il|^ticn causing a short packing cough ; cough increasing 
when lying down; nightly cough ； short convulsive cough, viih asthma； 

• discharge of pus fi»m caries in the sternum : stitches in the heail ； 
shortness of breath: frequent oppression ; violent pain in the chest; 
tightness; aching in the breast-bone; cutting pressure, v.itl? pleuritic 
stitches; lacerating in the chest ； violent palpitaiiou after drinking； 
frequent shocks in the heart； pimples on the chest painful to touch.

Petrol, is indicated byjjoarsencsszcoush from dryness in the throat, 
inclination to vomit when coughing, wheezing in the trachea, oppres-

feelingef coldness in the chest near the heart, contractive pains in 
the head when coughing, glandular swellings, menses delay, with

* herpetic eruptions on the chest.
C/icl. should be given if L》re be continued pain in the thorax, 

oppression of the respiration, stitches in the chest during an inspira- 
-tion and when elevating the trunk. Dull duress in the chest (wGne 

when walking), breathing embarrassed, small frequent pube. prostra-
............. J » 〜——to exercise, aeutf* LrAnnlnnl pqtnrTh 

vert*go, dry skin, anon
Irowsiness c 一 .

^hma. with violent fulness or engorgement

preceded bv ancina and swelling of the pharyngeal 
sometimes uo couglb or little loose cough, 
with anxiety, and ， ” 
becoming very £_.

Jf Sulphur has
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probably

without the

manifested frequent yawning and stretch- 
，=，wearinesSj yet sleepless; slumber-

amongst many(
Lamium, Aeon., Phos； Nul Puls.,

pathy to it, in which case it must, o£ course, be withheld, 
and the proper homceopathic medicines resumed ； after 
some time possibly the patient will express a willingness 
to recommence its use (orjn all likelihoocl ti)a^ of li翅seed 
infusion), and it will then be found iftost serviceable,.

more so than before. At all events, hoAvever, 
the alternation of Pelrolciim, or Phosphorus and 
with the cod-liver oil or linseed infusion, will in general 
be found a most 'beiieficial course of medicine. Another 
important consideration at this period of the disease is 
the obtaining sleep ； indeed, sleep is one of the best of

may be most indicated.
Dig. is effectual when are i；；« 

ln3> '时比 chilliness; drowsiness, with

many years. A farmer in the.coi血y, 
disease according to the allopaths by 
recovered. The symploius in t...u 〜、一 ，
rough, weak voice, progressive loss of llcsh, with dry scaly eruption ; 
quicli pulse, anxious countenance, profuse sweats, loose cough, cough
ing up greenish lumps, then purulent, often bloody, expectoration; 
thirst, loss of appetite, abdominal pains and frequent diarrhoea ; could 
only lie on the aftected side, and felt pain in the opposite, showing 
both lungs to be diseased. .

Where the cough is not a troublesome symptom, it 
may be well perhaps to discontinue all medicines for a 
while'except the oil, though it will often be found after 
a time that patients wlio liave been taking it without 

~ repugnance suddenly conceive an insurmountable anti-

the obtaining sleep ； indeed, sleep
remedies iu consumption, provided it can be obtained 

use of allopathic mccliciue, as it is the most 
effective and most natural means of giving rest to tbe 
afflicted respiratory organs. For sleep]essness*\ve Lave, 
amongst many others, Dig., C顿,Bell., Zwog； 
Lamuim, Acon;, Ros., *⑶功叭 Puls., or Coniwn, as

-,whose brothers all died of this 
j whom they were treated, has 

this case were as follows: hoarse,

profuse sweats, loose cough, cougli
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by violent fits of

foilowed Ily confused vivid

the first

Nui tom. may
in the day-time. 一 .

Nux vom. may 1 w 
drowsiness after meals; excessive drowsiness

01 t,ie night; sleeplessness, owing to excessive agitation 
» overwhelmed with sleep, yet cannot sleep; sleep- 

midnight, restless the whole night; great drowsiness, with 
fib ill rr etc 以；11.» __ …一 i . - - , i

|cu 二5 2 is irresistible 
% the daytime, as ii the

th.rc is little sleep, great wakefulness in 

« overwhelmed with sleep, yet cannot sleep ° sleep-
. - C — I   • — VW ■, i*fc J b.1 «^UV V ** \\ H-ll

meanness； waking witti starting, talks during sleep, long vivid dreams 
at night. °

: --------~ —•**••*••* w yvev/12 t« U1/O1

a.b,y developed, particularly ^to children, 
tional activity ； nausea, vomiting, dryness 
stipation, headache, dizziness, loquacity, 
SnniGfimaee：・1、~—，：-・、1-药____ 1.1

sora»o!ency, stupor, with sleeplessness, frequent waking, starting fro:n 
fright, anguish iiindering sleep: screaming, c-------七.—'---- 1-
Pat：ent when falling- asleep, frightful drea； 
in (lie morning languid and lyirefreshed.

Lauroc. is adapte^ to a s f •.・・• * -
wakings sleepfessBessJrom sad, confused,and frightful dreams; f^quent
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哭*” temporary leharg, or 1 赢卸 interrupted 
coughing and v^m«• i.»j-. . .*. * 一 一” * 、.一 .
钏况吨奖..... …，ggu哗,un
*ht ni tjie left shoulder and elbow-joint, f … 
精*?' Mrequent waking at night, or starting up from a dream as with 

翎?！ is to be advised when
tne first part of t：
of body and mind
lessness after**

from feeling too hot; tossing.about, 
111UIU；UK :,……t l._ : u

.... ............   o.„. languo/of the limbs; mowingdro^ines^ 
with inclination to vomit and continual eructation 七住俱碧注［:皿嘉.

vomiting： the patient has diffieulcy in'falling asleep, 
牙es, 11 js unrefreshing, uneasy sleep ； violent pain at

dreams; frequent waking

frequent waking in the night 
r tnn hot; toesing, about, with 

having slept enough;

paralysed
ifyiagslm

、牛 is,mos? suitable to personS whose brain or cranium is rcmark- 
一 ,in whom there *15 gr^at func-

activity ； nausea, vomiting, dryness of the throat, thirst, con- 
stipation, headache, dizziness, loquacity, red eyes, dilated pupils; 
sometimes delirium, with gesticulations and hallucinations; drov^iness, 
soraikolency, stupor, with sleeplessness, frequent waking, starting from 
fright, anguish hindering sleep; screaming, or moaning, starts wake the 
i — -， ，V」dreams, terrihyng and anxious;

〔g morning languid and lyirefreshed.
Lauroc. is adapted to a soporous condition between sleeping and 

~--T______1____ _ A V Q « t • 1.^1 « t

yawning, without drowsiness; irresisuble drowsiness like sopor, but 
• cannot Weep; excessive langour, with chilliness and shuddering.

Lamium answers well when there exists a chilliness over the whole 
body ； heat of the cheeks, with cold hands ； sleeplessness in ehe early 
part of the night, fn)m vivid, anxious dreams ； sadness, restlessness, and

be administered when there is nightly delirium.

and dreams with a sort of clairvoyance: contbiued tossinj, as if the 
patient mere in c/reat agony—this is pathognomonic of aconite—start
ings in sleep, with nightmare； desires to sleep after dinner or whilst、

anguish.
Aeon, must be administered when there is nightly delirium. The 

patient almost alwavs lies on the back, with a hand under the occiput, 

in ffreat agony—this is pathognomonic of严。nite—犁 

walking; frequent yawning and stretching; sometimes rapid respira
tion. . ® ....

Con. is indicated by great drowsiness in the evening and falling 
asleep late after midnight, and is then sleepless^fterwards. owing to a 
number 町 intimidating dreacns; weeping and muttering during sleep, 
but somnolence in the day.

Phos. is to be prescribed when there is 
with chilliness, and sometimes L - " *  
moaning; feels ill in the morning from not 
spasms of the chest; great 1

bruised in the morning, with frequent yawning, and stup侦昭 

be given effectually when there
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and much too habitual

may,

anxious moaning, followed by diarrlicea, languor, drowsiness, chilliness, 
dulnessofthe head, and, after rising in the morning, some refreshingsleep.

Puls, is most useful when sleep is prevented by ideas rushing and 
crowding upon die rnind; frequent waking from light-sleep; liability to 
start; restless tossing about, with intolerable d)-y burning heat, jerking

out of sleep; full of dreams,

has signally failed. If Morphia be given, the solution of 
the hydrocldoraie is the least injurious, and the dose for 
tin adult may be three drops to ten ； for a child it is

head fcltstnpified ; light slcen at i中jht, with frequent waking ; violent 
starting on going to sleep; frightful visions; after sleeping is uneasy, with 
anxious moaning, followed by diarrlicea, languor, drowsiness, chilliness, 
dulnessofthe head, and,after rising in the morning, some refreshingsleep.

Puls, is most useful when sleep is prevented by ideas rushing and 
crowding upon the rnind; frequent waking from light sleep; liability to 
start ； restless tossing about, with intolerable d)-y burning heat, jerking 
of the limbs ; yawning and drowsiness in the daytime ; feverish with 
anxious fancies day and night； crying out of sleep; full of dreams, 
with nightmare and distortion of the mouth. 0

8 . c ,

One of the greatest errors committed in the treatment 
of consumption is, in my liuulble judgment, a too early, 
too frequent, and much too habitual use of opium in 
lar<x(i doses. I have often obtained the full eilbets of an 
opiate from four or live drops of the tincture of Cuff'eai 
without, of course, any subsequent mconveiiience ； in
deed, it is always desirable tooayoid narcotics of every 
ordiiBiry kind, because,猖s the disease advances) it is 
absolutely necessary to be ever increiTsing the 明antit% 
and varying the preparation ； whereas, after all, homcco- 
patliy becomes, even in the last stages, the chief solace of 
the patient amidst his multiplied sufferings. The tinc
ture of Aeon, or Eell., in alternation with Coff., Puls., 
or Coniitm, will often be effectual medicines, or either of 
the others, (in short, any in the materia medica) that 
may, perchance, happen at the time to be most indicated. 
If all fail, Morphia may be employed ； but when all fail, 
there must bo n something rotten in the state of Dcn- 
mark for I may, in solenm, sober, and sincerely 
truthful earnestness, reassure the reader ofthis4act—that 
homojopathvlias generally succeeded even when allopathy 
1、CL 、、益. .1 Te 71 r 1 . p . . • c
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approach of returning day.

the

be much

1 have shown, and fttiiifcitely, by
， 一 出
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dangerous and urftafe—out J5f tljc question, 
it is a sorry species of medical art that forces 
stupefaction over 1 “

a cavity, and that- too 
but where the rest, of the lung

In trutb, 
a factitious 

the eyelids of a poor sufferer, and in
duces sickness, retching, and nervous misery,淮 the 
approach of returning day, as the necessary iruits of 
artificially blunting the sensibility of the nerves by a 
narcotico-acrid poison ； the patient may depend upon it- 
that the Vest sedative.and*promoter of natural rest is that 
medicine which is liomceopatliic io the existing c^use^of his 
discomfort, whether it *be Bryonia for a cough ; Elaps 
for an hemoptysis (a poppy fomentation, or warm poul
tice,*or friction with camphorated oil, for local pains of 
the chest or abdomen) ； Bell., or Stramonium, or 
inhalation of retlier. for 3 dyspnoea (limewater or liquor 
potassjp for.squF vomitings, oi' restless boils ； viftegar 
and Avater spongi>g for hectic) ； nitric acid lemonade for 
perspirations ； or Arsenicum, and Aferc. corr. for a diar
rhoea. It ought, perhaps, to have been first stated that 
the best of all soporifics is fresh air, and that when a 
patient can be much, but of doors there will not indeed 

occasion for any other.
The fi'eatment of the last Stage, or that of actual exca

vation, can, as a ] ' "
must always be remembered that

rule, be but palliative, but even here it 
.h cases not unfrequently 

do occur — when homoeopathy officiates aw the handmaid 
to nature-^in which there has been 
of considerable size, 1 ' ' 
having been comparatively free from disease, the cavity 
has emptied itself as I have shown, and fttinmtely, by 
the contraction of the lining membrane, been well-nigh
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very

them ；

l ' is, both topical and 
closely resembled this state of 

to impossible to distinguish 
jjre-

to

the same 
heretofore, and as

obliterated ； or in which the? symptoms.
general, have so 
things, that it has been next

so that we ar.o still called upon, to omit no 
caution to avoid irritation of the lungs, or any means 
maintain the nutrition of the system, for w^ich pui'pose

homosopathic measures must、be pursued as 
an adjuvant to tlie medicine most 

i.ndiciSted/ the cod - liver -oil will usually be found 
serviceable. A. nutrifeioua but non-stiimilating system 
of diet must yet be pursued, though where there is pro
tracted exhaustion the moderate use of sound unsophis
ticated wino or malt liquor (if such things are ex 
nubibus) may be allowed. "Wlieii thei'e is any intense 
of cotw-h or expectoration, the C he lid., g 汲 i/m, Jh)cc., or

the night sweats
them there js uo
Acid, liitric. consecutively, or
.the last is to be preferred if there be grasping at flocks,

of cough or expectoratio-a, the C/telid., Tpec.,
Tartarus emelicits, according to circumstances^- may be 
againrhad recourse to, the last of which medicines in the 
first trituration will ordinarily, at this crisis, accomplish 
much good. Wlien the cough is kept up (and it fre
quently is) by an accumulation of mucus in the bronchi 
and low inflammatory action, possibly, in the parcucliyma 
of the lungs, and the patient has much nausea and 
accucaulation of mucus with rattlingr a dose or two 
of. Tart. emet. will often afford great and almost 
immediate relief, aud save the patient hours of harassing 
cough and a restless night. It is iu thisv stage that 

are most troublesome, and against 
remedy superior to Zinc., China, or 

ITyos. in alternation ；
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starting fromor

China is to be preferred when the characteristic pains are darting,

usual, and the limbs go

especially on the bac^ during motion

moaning, sleeplessness, with1 anxiety, 
sleep.

Acid. Nitric, is indicated when there is a sense of great debility and 
weariness in the lower limbs the whole preceding afternoon, as after 
aV^ngjourney on foot, with sick feeling, dread of movement, drowsi
ness, chilliness, and very sickly appearance, a peculiar debility with 
rigidity in the calves, feels wcarv, feeble,
（：，二__ _____ :二.... ._____ ____ rr____
sensations as if the body, sometimes the whole frame, but especially

at宁 ng journey on foot, with sick feeling, dread of movement, drowsi-

. . ., even hungry, yet could not
eat; debilitated even to tremulousness, with fear and apprehensions ;

the face and head, expanded, as if the bones of the skull separated 
with each augmentation of temperature.

China is to be preferred when the characteristic pains are darting, 
lacerating, or lacerating withHpressure, excessive sensitiv^ncss'of the 
skin with yellow colour, like jaundice, shaking of the body, like an 
ague-fit, followed by heat and sweat, desire for cold drinks, yet absence 
职 thirst, with sometimes partial perspirations only on the back and 
forehead ； at other times exhausting night sweats, whenever the 
patient covers himself in the least more than usual, and the limbs go 
to sleep when lying on them, with a coldness of the body; also 
in weakness caused by loss of animal fluids, the easily excited .sweat, 
especially on the bac^ during motion or sleep, and in artificial sweat; 
in persons whv Vave lost their strength by haemorrhages, bidding, 
allopathic medication 5and other bad habits.

Zincu^i is desirable when there is a tendency to perspiration, even 
in the day-time, comparative insensibility of the skin, frequent feverish 
shuddering over the back, pulse .much quicker in the evening； several 
attacks of feverishness each day, with extreme malaise, even to faint
ing; violent throbbing through the neck, temples, and whole body ； 
short hot breath, with metallic taste in the dry mouth ; sour-smelling 
sweat, very profuse, with jactitation; muscular twitchings with alter
nate dry apd fluent coryza.

The complications or accidents of consumption must, 
as I have said, be treated upon homoeopathic principles. 
The frequent, partial, or erratic pleurisies which so com
monly occur may be successfully combated, by Br,” 
Elaps, or a few drops of Coniwn,-^ before stated, and 
the application, if persistent, of a warm poultice of 
linseed meal, with a modicum of mustard: the inter
current pneinnomas, we must remember, Qre a disor
ganizing character, and must be promptly met by Aeon., 
JPhos.j and Tart, as previously explained, and all lowering

11
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of skin,

In this complaint the probable

However 
leeches

alternately, night and morning.
i, no

railway train, or a carriage, or on a steam-boat, Cocc. will be appropri
ate. Vomiting fitim weakness of the stomach occuring fitter every 
meal, is often cured by Jrs. and Tart. Slid., given alternately, with an 
occasional dose oi^Nu^. Elaps will be beneficial When the stomach 
is so weak fiiat only very little food can be taken ar a time, and the

the bowels, or giddiness with diarrhoea, weakness of the limbs even to 
fainting.

No' unfre- 
」 , j … .一 一：,七,

therefore it may be sometimes proper, ii)cases of indigestion, to pro-

When lift tongue is much coated, white or yellow, Ant. C. is best to 

Sckness and nai^ea fire caused by improper aliment, by overloading

measures, such as leecljes 吨d blisters,'must be alike (if 
I iiiay be allowed the expression) reUfjidiisly eschewed. 
Arsenicum, where there is much thirst, restlessness, heat

or hectic flushing, and the bowels are ii-ritabl^, 
may be administered in small doses, and a little Aeon. 
for the fever, or Hepar. for shortness of breath, given at 
night, or C ' 丁 ' '
decidedly active may be the inflammation.
must, any pretext, be applied or any quantity 
(large or small) of blood be removed by cupping.

Hfemoptysis, when it occurs, must be treated in the 
maimer. I have already recommended. •

Sickness oi, vomiting is often, though not always, a dis
tressing incident in consumption >it is generally, however, 
the effect of some abdominal coinplicatioTi, §u.h as tuber
culous disease of the glands about Glisson's capsule or . 
mesentery ； it may be frequently counteracted with good 
effect by Ipecac., Antimon.t Crud., Tartarus, JElaps, Arse
nicum, 而or Cocc* to which may be added, if neces-

.
* In this complaint the probable causes ought to be taken into due 

consideration, and the remedies selected accordingly. No% unfre- 
quently the feeling of sickness disappears of itself after vomiting, 
therefore it may be sometimes proper, ii)cases of indigestion, to pro
mote it moderately by giving tepid water, or coffee without milk. 
When lift tongue is much coated, white or yellow, Ant. C. is best to 
be given； or, when the tongue is clean, Ipec. Sometimes vomiting, 
or sickness and nai^ea tfre caused by improper aliment, by overloading 
the stomach, or by taking cold; then, Nux V. will be serviceable. 
When connected with heartache and giddiness, caused by<-iding in a

Vomiting f出m weakness of the stomach occuring alter

occasional dose of^Nu②. Elaps will be beneficial when the stomach 
At . i. - -- 1 —二4 J*— — J N “一 1— — - — - i • -一 —  J

]east sense of repletion causes vomiting with spasms, cutting pains in,
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exposure to its exciting causes,
It is also serviceable after the

In the last stages of consumption, when is actual

Cor-y Lyonia, Cuprum, Veratrum,

time, at least, to the use of milk and lime
water in thp proportion of a dessert-spoonful - or

sary.
A. V NZ- O

ulceration of the bowels, Gamboge, Argent. Nit., ][ferc. 
皈.，Lyonia, Cuprum, f Arsenicum, Eh。；.

occurs, 
ther more early stages/ when it is, i:
.excited by* allopathic medicines,.

s.. common with children when they 小^口 丫皿.“
guish in the bowels; are very uneasy, and draw up their legs.

''' ' '' grown-up persons par-

with bitter taste in the mouth, bitter eructations* bilious vomiting； 
fulness of the pit of the stomach, griping and headache.

Acid, sulph. is to be given for diarrhcea, which is so acrid as to 
occasion soreness in the bowels, and the partsJiround the anus, or to 
produce cutaneous eruptions like millet-seeds, /reqi^ntlv accompanied 

men, when every fresh indiscretion； 
]--------- *v f* 二一 2__

failure of other remedies.

where there 
mucous membrane, as mani- 

by redness" of the tongue, by resh-icting the 

patient fbr a
so of the 

latter, to a tumblcK of the former, and giving also at bed
time if unrelieved a smaU dose of RZZ.. applying at the 
same time a plaster of/eZZ. to the pit of the stoxfiacli or 
epigastrium.

Diarrlicea is another very troublesome sympto呜 and

consumption.

■} efFervescing* draughts oY so^la-water, seltzei-watei, 
given in small quantities at a time ； or where there 

,is mucli irritability of the

in particular towards the tGn.'mination of phthisis, it 
however, not uncommonly, as wc^have seen, in 

in all probability, 
or other irricating 

matters in the Alimentary canal ； under which circum
stances, liheinii, CJiamomillaj Acid, sulphur., Arsenicum, 
will be apropriate and useful selections.

Rheum is indicated by sjour, thin, slimy, fermented diarrhcea, that 
namely, so common with children when they cry from pain and an
guish in the bowels; are very uneasy, and draw up their legs.

Chan^m. is appropriate also as well as for up per:?-： ''= 
ticularly, when the evacuations are green, watery, hot and offen^ve, 
with bitter taste in the mouth, bitter eructations, bilious vomiting, 
fulness of the pit of the stomach, griping and headache.

- • -------- ----------------------- 7
soreness in the bowels, and the parts^around the anus, or to

E驱Eegciati?n, " in young persons by a hard, distended abdo- 
f f、〜■ c ：• c—l : 二------二 _ , or

renews the relaxation of the bowels.
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able brightness of the eyes—the whites

actually be seen; there is hecticP too, and
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characteristic of T^ncum.
，&、s. is desirable when the alvine evacuations have a putrid smell;

phonis, and Phosphoric 让珞or Zinc, will very generally
aflbrd great relief.

siv? ； the patient loses his strength, and becomes desponding—quits 
ndifferent in fact; - his faculties are benumbed, and there is also a

diarrhcea which ifrecedes, consumption, 
,ticularly if the evacuations arc ' m .
whilish^rcy colour, or if they consist of undigcsCed substances.

diarrhoea, this remedy is also extremely beneficial?
Phosphorus may be well recommended, and will  

most efficacious against that relaxation which results from physical 
weakness and mental irritability which often occurs in consumption. 
Where, however, the stools are opalescent or papesccnt, with remark
able brightness of the eyes—the whites are pearly; the tongue red 
towards the edges, even if furred towards th(? centre ; the bowels are 
irregular, and apt to be disordered by the slightest' causes, then

Zincum is required. Then commences that irritation of th$ lower 
part of the small and large intestines, which terminates in ulceration. 
The pulse is frequent now, if it was not so before ; the cough, which 
may have been but slight before, becomes troublesome, especially in 
the morn^ig ； in females, there is sudden cessation of the uterine 
functions, and expectoration streaked with blood, and with this, when 
consumption is conf^meS, there is bronchitis of one or both apices, or 
upper parts of the lungs. There is also puriform mucus, in which 
tubercular matter may actually be seen; there is hecticP too, and 
ulcerative hoarseness of the glottis, or aperture through whigh the air 

"passes, caused by reflex irritation of that part, arising through the 
pneumogastric nerve, from positive lung-disorganization—symptoms 

-characteristic of Zincum.
血、s. is desirable when the alvine evacuations have a putrid smell; 

^hen they pass almost involuntarily ； when the urine becomes often- 

ndifferent in fact； - his faculties

Chiprum is most valuable in diairhcea with violent cramps in the ex-" 
,'tremitics, especially in the calves of the legs, fingers, and toes; it 

is useful also when the evacuations tfre very frequent and whTtriC, 
with violent griping pains in the abdomen, with metallic taste in the 
mouth, and bluish appearance of the skin.

Veralrum may be given, should the disease be not improved, not
withstanding the administration of the pgecediog remedy, and assume 
the following characteristics: Violent vomiting with severe diarrhcea, 
excessive weakness and continued cramps in the calves of the'legs, eyes 
hollow 3 sunken, countenance pale and expressive of acute sufiering, 
coldness of the extremities, cold clammy* prespirations, violent um
bilical pain in the region of the navel, tenderness of the abdomen, 
which the patient cannot suffer to be touched; pains and cramps in 
the finders, and shrivelled appearance of the skin on the jjalms (ifjhe 
hands.

Phosphoric acid may be considered well-nigh all-sufficient in the 
' or tuberculous deposits, par-

frequcnP, loose, and slimy, or(7f a
In 

the congestion of the lungs Which frequently follows protracted .

generally be found
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if the

logwood, catechu, and stimulating aromatics, and empha-
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But when the diarrhoea continues obstinate, under 
these circumstances, stimidants and cdlopathic asti^ngents 
only aggravate and increase it ； while a mild diet, con
sisting chiefly of farinaceous food, such gs the best rice, 
arrow-roet, and sago, soups, milk, and light animal food, 
diminish云，and even prolong the patient5s life. The 
diarrhoea depends upon .diseased bowels, and internal 
ulcerations forbid the absurd and injiiri(Ats jyractice of 
loading them with huge quantities of chalk mixture, kino,

bad smell from the rrfbuth; wlienonere 寻nd there red or spots 
appear, and the patient tosses about in great agony, is una)le to njid 
rest in bed or up, and believes he is dying; when, at the same time, 
t：._ :, .... :____ /-/ ： ；-----I]------
、Gamboge should be given for extreme pain in the bowels, 
i^testixies were all jammed "between stones; i' ,
anguish; f / * J
much distended like a drum (meteorismus); a pressure 
were too full ； shuddering commences i..二--. 
over the whole body, and the tongue is coated with a yellowish 
mucus. The symptoms which bespeak nitrate of silver, or Arg. nit., 
are frequent evacuations of a greenish, very fetid mucus, with great 
emission of noisy flatulence; bloddy mucus also in the stools, occa
sioning alarming debility, which grows excessive with feeble, irregular 
pulse ； general coldness and clammiiiess of the body, particukudy of 
the extremities, repeated vomiting; the matters discharged being 
highly acid, and containing shreds of coagulated dark muctis0occa- 

 or Odowny tissue which lines the 
of burning heat in the throat, and

by pressure, scanty urine, and most distressing tenesmus, or bearing 
owfi.

Merc. e6?T^is ^nc of the chief medicines in obstinate diarrhoea or 
dysentery, when attended by much strtiining and colicky pains; where 
in the beginning, a large quantity of bile is discharged, and afterwards 
■blood and mucus. If there is improvement after the first dose, which 
does not continue, repeat the medicine ; if it gives no relief refer to 
the other remedies, particularly to arsenicuni.

Bry. often, answers well in diarrhcea arising from drinking cold 
water, or from taking cold, or from eating more than can be digested; 
likewise when purging sets in immediately after meals, or when it is 
produced by mental irritation, if Cham, fails.

sioD^lly portions of the villoue 
cesophagus and stomach ； a sense °
inflamn^atory pain in the mucous membrane of the bowels augmented

appear, and the patient tosses about in great agony, 

the breath is verv cold, and he complains still of inward burning.
- •■- - :“二 三二 i二一1、as if the

' 二：L，…二二U..一..二…二；the patient writhing with 
the discharges slimy and mixed with blood; the abdomen 

 z :, _了__二 as if the belly
were too full ； shuddering commences in the abdomen, and extends

The symptoms which bespeak nitrate of silver, or Arg. nit.,

emission of noisy flatulence; bloddy mucus also in t he stools,

pulse ； general coldness an 1 clamminess of the body, particukirly of
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nating with

c. 'occasionally produces sleep 
remedy.

others very relaxed, and almost always pal< 
is loaded with litliates, or

as of kuivesp arise fi'om tuberculous 
as it is more commonly*^allod, abdominal 

occur at any period, though it is some-

tically bespeak a mild regimen, and soothing homoeopathic 
medicines, Ipecac, in the form of two grains of Wsq fresh 
powdered root combined with half a pint of guin-Avater, 
and administered in closes of a dessert-spoonful aft?’： 
every loose evacuation, forms a very useful mediciue, both 
in diarrhcea and other symptoms of consumption to which

• 1 i i I • O .. . ,.p *

it is homoeopathic, such as blood-spitting, vomiting, dif
ficult breathing, bronchitis, catarrh, coughs and colds, and 
the lik-?, I may observe, in conclusion of this su句 ect； that a 
lavement of starch and opium Gequently suspends the 
diarrhcea in intractable cases for a considerable time, and 
occasionally produces sleep more efiectually tljan^any 
other remedy. Pain and tenderness in the abdomen 
with lancinations 
perit©mtis, or 
pliihisisj it may occur at any period, though it 亵 
times itself the elder of the two diseases, aud sets in as 
follows.

The appetite of the young person becomes capricious ； 
there will often be an unwillingness to take food, alter
nating with an almost insatiable craving, erroneously 
attributed to worms, the complexion becomes doughy； 
though the cheeks may possibly retain their colour for' 
some time. Ho or she, as the case may be, then begins 
to lose flesh and eJnaciate—the abdomen becomes swollen 
like a tub—there will be flushings of heat to^rds liight 
generally spiking, when there 参ill be a bright, well- 
defined flush upon one cheek. The bowels are mostly 
iiTegUlai与 the motions sometimes dry and friable, at 

e. The urine 
pink deposits, and a stain of
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be iound covered with

is curable by dynamised Sniph. There.will probably be

purpurine at the bottom of the chamber ； previously to 
this, however, I may say that there 'will have been some 
headaches, bad colds, and swelled glands—marks of the 
■^"berculous diathesis. On inspecting the tongue it will 

a creamy coating,.through which 
the elongated red papuhe will conspicuously protrude 
themselves f the breath.1 will be observed sour and ofien- 
sive ； if these incipient' signs of consumption be not 
arrested by the proper homoeopathic treatment tin? ema
ciation will increase, the abdomen enlarge, and effusion 
take place into the peritoneal cavity ； fi-equeni attacks 
of diarriia?a, pus, or blood, or hoth. being present in the 
evacuations ； hectic increases, and the young person is no 
more, having sunk IVoro、exhaustion—such is abdominal 
phthisis. 一 c -

The treatment Aq be effective must be prompt and 
skilful, and the diet siugularly appropriate； milk, beef
tea, the gravy of roast meat, or meafc itself carefully 
cooked, with light farinaceous articles. The counter- 
aeting medicinal agents will be found in Zinc., Pltos- 
phbrus, Kali. Uy dr io d：, Acid. Nitric., and Sulphur.

Sulphur is indicated when Hie bowels are irregular, generally costive, 
but occasionally relaseil and irritable. The child has a nasty, dry, 
hacking, troublesome, spasmodic sort of cough; remains fevcish and 
drowsy towards evening, but generally seems very well in the morning ； 
the appetite is variable； the pulse ranges from 100 to 1-10, and the 
tongue is loaded. There is great languor and depression of the vital 
powers, and extreme irritation of the bronchial membrane. Some
times this stage of incubation presents all the outward and visible < 
marks of phthisis」weaning, fatiguing cough, profuse purulent expec-. 
toration (which in childhood is swallowed), wasting and night-sweats ； 
but yet it is curable by dynamised Sulpk. There、will probably be 
considerable solidification of the upper lobes of one or bot, lungs, bus 
no pectoriloquy possibly, or signs indicating a cavity or vomica.

Next to Sulphur we have Acid, nitric, which is characterised by 
symptoms of a disturbed mucous membrane, and deranged digestion,
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Phos. is also particufarly indicatedpainful and

brown circumscribed redness, and congestion of the cheeks (wliich

when there exists a considerable degree of irritation in tl?e bronchial 
tubes, especially the larger channel's, with hollow dry cough, day and 
night, but^orsf, towards evening; or cough with scanty, viscid, ropy, 
expectoration, heat in the. chest, burning, tickling irritation in the- 
larynx, quick, anxious, laborious respiration, with raucedo, or hoarse

at the same time, most insidious,* dangerous, and fatafin their^ti-

Nos'e-bleed is very frequent; the teeth and bones cease growing, but 
scarcely ever cease aching; the muscle? arc flabby, weak, and imper
fectly developed ; dry coryza alternating vatji acrid discharges from 
Al、=、、c*、Q Icccc 11 11 c or *

tion, dp and burning-hot skin, small and quick pulse, Ehos. is the 
i、d —— —一 了-"- :一 as much as xronJd lie on
the end of a small pen-knife) of the third trituration, everv two hours* 
'■f'"'' ■ ■ ' . " * - - •' ■- 一.

may be continued at intervals of four 
is well.

 importaifl remedy in these (/Ases of alfilominai
phthisis, when the cough gets worse at night, cCTitinues without inter
mission, is accompauied with a constant desire to be coughing, and ° 
causes complete-exhaustion of strength and nervous'power. J'he 
cough wholly deprives the patient of sleep, as soon as he settles down 
to sleep the paroxysms at once begin; the appetite is gone, and the 
■weak chest is painful and sore. Phos. is also particularly indicated 
in cases of hoarseness, caused by the incessant cough, or existing in
dependently. If the abdominal affection should be accompanied with 
low fever and great prostration, such as stupor, glazed tongue, dark- 
brown circumscribed redness, and congestion of the cheeks (wliich are 
prominent); nervous debility of mind and body, progressive emacia
tion, dp and burning-hot skin, small and quick pulse, Phos. is the 
best remedy, and if given early, one grain (or as much as xvonld lie on 
the end of a small pen-knife) of the third trituration, every two hours* 
will efiect such a<maAcd amelioration in the majority of cases, that it 
™ay be continued at intervals of four or six hours, until' the patient

©
'Kali Hyd. is Jjencficial, indeed, often of great service in these cases 
when there exists a considerable degree of irritation in tf?e bronchial 
tubes, especially the larger channel's, with hollow dry cough, day and 
night, but^orsf. towards evening; or cough with scanty, viscid, ropy, 
expectoration, heat in the. chest, burning, tickling irritation in the- 
larynx, quick, anxious, laborious respiration, with raucedo, or hoarse- 
ness, slight occasional abdominal pains, often scnrcely noticeable, but

such as canine hunger and voraciousness alternirting with entire loss 

wornisfcolic； cramps and spasms, alternate costiveness and diarrhcca, 
with slimy, greenish, stir-about stools, slimy, turbid, and milky urine. 
The skin is almost always full of sore places ; it feds cold and harsh 矿 
albeit, there is in sonic instances a very peculiar satin-like, conditi^f.. 
of the skin, which betokens a serious abdominal complication,箱公； 
fatty degeneratioii of the liver ； the pulse is sluggish, anon very hasty. 
Nose-bleed is very frequent; the teeth aud bones cease growing, but 
scarcely ever cease aching; the muscle? arc flabby, weak, and imper- 

the nose; frequent coughing, and loose rattling of mucus or muco
purulent matter on the chest, point 'clearly to serious derangement, 
if not disorganization, of the lungs, the broitchial glands, and respira
tory mucous membrane. The above-rf?entioned symptoms arc fre
quently accompanied with glandular affections; the distended and 
]iard tub-like belly points unmistakably to a swelling and tuberculous 
condition of the mesenteric glands, during which, enlarge性nt of the 
neck or cervical glands, gener世ly sxipervencs. As soon as the glands 
of the begin to be seriously affected, we may (ise Bell, and
Con. advantageously, in alternate doses, night and morning, or daily. 
Cutaneous eruptions, ulcers, and scrofulous tumours, cominoitlj^yield 
to thgse remedies, after Acid, nitric. 。 心

Phosphorus is an importaifi remedy in these crises of alfilominai

such as canine hunger and voraciousness alternating with entire loss of 
appetite, sour alliaceous or gaS-lic-liue smell from the mouth, flatulence, 
worms, colic, cramps and spasms, alternate costiveness and diarrhcca, 
with slimy, greenish, stir-about stools, slimy, turbid, and milky urine.

peculiar satin-like. conditipL
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also, one drop

of the belly, particularly a deej)-seated tightness as if the integument 
and muscles glided over the too tightly stretched and thickened 
peritoneum or serous membrane, which lines the interior of the 
.abdomen ； coughing and deep breathing are painful, and there is 
feverishness with ' ' ~

. Not luifi'equenily, howevej*. in tills case
of the juice of Coniuni, or of the lower attenuations 
of Bell., together with the application of a plaster cf the 
latter or a few dcses of Arnica, possibly, and the employ- 
'inent of au arnicated poultice (made by immersing a linen 

rag'in arnica-lotion, and covering it with oiled silk to pre
vent evaporation), or a poppy fomentation and the com
mon linseed-meal, will in .general realise our wishes and 
expectations eminently well. The juice of Conium, wliicli 
I employ, is prepared in the following manner: Take of 
fresh hemlock leaves any quantity—express the juice in 
a tincture press, set it aside fbr forty-eight hours, pour 
off the clear supernatant liquor >the fecula and 
cliloropl^lle, which it has deposited ； and lastly, add to 
it a fifth part by measure of rectified spirip. This prepa
ration I can strongly recommend (having employed ir for 
twenty vears) in all instances in which it fe Iwsnceopathic 
it will, moreover, keep admirably well for a couple of 
years, and is really a most useful medicine in consuinp-

to perspire uight and day； the bowels feel, and literally are, glued 
together, flushings of heat, motions dry, hard, and friable, intense 
nervous anguivh, aud mentaplepression, uneasiness about the stomach, 
abdominal pains, particyX.rly increased after meals, sense of constric
tion in the lower part of the neck, dyspepsia, eructation with metallic 
taste, vomiting of food, or purging of mucus, streaked with blood, or 
pus； skin dry, pulse accelerated, tongue loaded with yellc^'ish or 
whitish fur, red at tip and enges, aud dotted with red patches, collapsed 
face, pcwter-li/ce, distended aljdomen, hypochondriacal spirits, in short, 
the hatching of a decline and fall.

mate result. Tliey aZe augmented-by pressure; fulness and tension 
of the belly, particularly a deejj-seated tightness as if the integument 
and muscles glided over the too tightly stretched and thickened

.abdomen: coughing and deep breathing 
reverishness with emaciation.

Zinc, is indicated by coryza, coughing followed by nausea, tendency

together, flushings of heat, motions dry, hard, and friable, intense 
nervous anguiuh, aud ment;_「' : ' : /
abdominal pains, particylurly increased after meals, sense of constric-
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lion—its imiform strength Zin a matei^al sense), as 
the facility, with which、--------------

not shrink from close 
sister, because in numerous

Q

-'.' > well 
ag the facility, with which we can increase or diminish 
the dose, according to the susceptibility, or otherwise, of, 
the individual patient, give it, according to my observe 
tion aud experience, a decided advantage over many 
other preparations, or the extract, or powder, of the friiit’， 
or leaves. Tlie best time for g-thering tHe leaves is 
when the plant is in full flowcr,°and.previous to submit
ting them to expression, the ° stalks should be carefully 
picked out and rejected, the Icafff part alone being used. 
It must not, however, be supposed that because I speak 
favonibly of the ''juice of Qoniuni (as I would, inGeetk, of 
the Spirit of Camphor), that I do not approve of the 
higher attenuations ； on 
dose.[am thoroughly eclectic^ and my pi'sscri^tions^i

leaves. Tlie best time for g-thering tEe leaves is

the contrary, in the mattej? of 
, ' • 1 . rnngc!> O

almost daily fi-om the maCrix or motheib tincture, as it is . 
called, to a pilule or globule, of the tliird or sixth dilution ； 
and I may truly affirm, that I have as much well-grounded 
confidence hi the sterling efficacy of either of the latter 
as of the former, and vice versa, when appropriately indi
cated by existing circumstances. AVhatwe have now in
quired, can. homcoopathy accomplish against pulmonary 
phthisis, or rather .wliat has she already accomplished ? 
AccorcBng to unbiassed and faithful observations, she has 
accompli shed aovast amount of immixecl good, and does 

comparisou with her friendly 
iustances, where 圾e latter 

was worse than powerless,aud acknowledged to be so by 
her own ^isci^les, the former restored the patients to 
health—nay perfect health. Iloniceopathy, therefore, 
has just (and. according to the new
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well known to the profession thst an m-
, i of improve- 

freated with Oil. It oc~

It is now 
crease of weight is a pretty constant sign 
ment in consumptive cases, L-----
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legitimate, lawful claims to that due〕，，、 
sideration which is now conCedecf to it—as to a " 
factr • ，，

【will next enumerate the various medicines which 
切ue performed cures, or if preferred, expedited natural 
recoveries, in cases of consumption, and in how many 
each was •ouccessful^hen homceopathically indicated 
in individual cases, placed on the records of our litera-
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curred in 70 per cent. ofctbe patients at the Brompton 
_ . 1 一 o d, - X …一 •„ m、、s.

Hospital M --------- •

cocoa, on 1
their protracted use, that is, the tuberculous
element of consumption in the blood, diminishes, and 
the healthful,, red globules increase, as may be seen by 
the following table :

th 电g。， 
s f an

r " 1 for Diseases of the Chest, while in 21 per 
cent, there was loss of weight, and 9 remained stationary 
out of the 100. Oil adds to nutrition. Here then 
we have facts proving the utility of oils as nutritive 
agents, but do they exert any fiirther influence ? There 
can be little doubt that and ° it is by no
means improbable that by acid nig an oily ingredient 
to the low organization of0 tubercle, tlie vitality of the 

/ augmented. ° I "may remark, in ore- 
that paiustakiug experiments, liave been made 

upcft healthy animals 咿ich proved the fiittemiig0pro- 
perties of -cocl-liver oil, to the extent of thousands of 

of considerable im- 
cocldiver oil is bene- 

« C O

process of time, I make no 
matte? will resolve itself iuto

instances. *These experiment% are 
portance but, as I take it, even( 
ficial ih consumption, because it is oil, indeed, in 

doubt, that the whole 
a question of cookery, 

rather than pharmacy, and that it will be quite sufficient 
to enjoin upon one's patients, in these circumstances, 
the wholesome necessity of taking an unusual supply 
of good fat Gloucestershire bacon and butter ； Certain, 
it is, that I already know of numerous cases, which 
waiTafit this expectation and Lclief. But a still more 
important effect c.of oily matters, even homoeopathic 

the human blood, has been observed, for imcler
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A

Amongst other homceopathic Remedies, iron exerts a

influence on

Diminished 奶 
consumption,

Bloodletting,
Anremia,
Scrofula,
Diabetes, 
Cachexia, 
Abstinence.

the requirements of the blood for respiration. It may 
be very faii-ly questioned, again, whether gallic iicid and 
oxide of zinc, which rapidly diminish sweatin o- in some 
persons, do not act much rather through the nervous

♦ ,

RED GLOBULES WHU心N BLOOD.

Increased by
Plethora； 
Iron,
Cod liver oil,
Coeoa,
Train oil, 
Neatsfbot,
Linseed, Admoiid, 

or Olive oil.

ou the blood, augi*ienting the 
numb'br of red globule? from forty to ninety, as in 
Andrnl、esjj^riments. But it9exerts no 
<he tubeu'culous eminent of consumption in the blood, 
the Jibrine, and is therefore less valuable than oily 
ingredients. Other medicines of constitutional action 
find their place in the great variety of cases we are 
•called on to treat, and amongst these may be mentioned 
alkalies；® to the extent of small doses of Lime icater, 
and Ligtior potass(B, or solution of potash. Opium and 
other sedatives have also a systemic action ； and^it is 
well, perhaps, to remember, that in allaying severe 
coughs, its mode of operation, is entirely two-fbld ； 
■firstly exeAing an influence on the nervous irritability 
of the brofichial membrane, and secondaril^diminisLing

very powerful influence

5?
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bold stand

Doctors select a sedative ai
aR'ect to be监eve that the deposit in the lufig is to be 

up
by the Effects of 
the cases(" ,
sively sinking, with hectic fever,

removed, the open cavity, or softening tubercle healed
、a more geuial atmosphere. What of 

°f rapid tubercle, quickly developed, progres- 
, and wasting of the
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SV3tem than as mere ^llopitliic astringents on the con- 
• tractile tissues of the vessels of the skin.

parting ghuic$ J.-—-----
such as 1 .
various character, sedative

cure
propose by removing a

Let ua take a .
at the remedies whicli act allopathically； 

venesection, general and local, inhalations of 
or stimulant, cupping and 

leeches, and coimter-irritation. <^By inlialatjpns we may, 
it is true, allay irritability ronchial membrane,
and when this exists, tlieir0 use is ,undoubted and iin- 
portrfjit ； 4t is a species of Halin^mahnian olfaction ; or a 
local congestive irritation may be temporarily mitigated 
by topical applications to the chest, but here is their 
limit, and beyond this, aS experience shows that they can 
do nothings absolutely nothing, towards altering the 
morbid couditiou of the nerv(?iis system which hag pro
duced and maintains tl^e tuberculous coudition0 of the 
lung. The day lias gone.by for a belief in tlicc3urativer 
powers of allopathic means, but as the error is stiJl held 
in the vulgar mind, it is our bounden imperative duty, by 
taking a bold stand on homceopathic knowledge, to 
dispel such ,stupid illusions as that an ulcer in the lung 
can be dried up by allopathic medication dike an 
indolent wound on the leg； and so -of climate, that much 
disputed - question, and long overrated agent in the 
of consumption. What do we ] 〔 ：  
patient with fubercles in the lung to a foreign country ? 
Doctors select a sedative air, such as Rome or Pisa, and
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habits have

deep

principles of medical science, should disarm
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Why Ue climate tljey select as remedial, 
itself produces these, as from a hot-bed - and it were far
•better to let English folks die on English soil, than medi
cally to separate them H'orn home and fi'iends, that they 
may perish wretchedly as sick exiles, with long defeated 
hopes, and the final awakening to the absurdity of an 
ignorant and irrepN^Q mistake. It is true, slight 
cases improve, those, viz., ,111 the incipient stages, but 
why ? it is needless to dwell on. the truism that ctiange 
of air, of scene, of. diet, and a complete alteration in 

an astounding eflect in strengthening the 
nervt)us cords, and in iucreasin<Jthe vital functions of the 
nerve-globules. To some, the bracing air pf the moun- 
taiii,- of Alps or Pyrenees, even the icy clime of Sweden 
or Norway, •311 be the best jemedy for a depressed

.nervous^power, tcF others, the calm skies and clear seda
tive air of Rome will give greater vigour. With enlarged 
comprehensive, philosophical, homoeopathic views of the 
disease we have" to treat, and ever before us a constant 

sense of a truthful law of healing by drugs,—a yet 
wider i^nge of remedies will inlallibly present themselves 
at our disposal, and the more profound our knowledge of 
men and of nature, the more precise and satisfactory will 

future practice and its results. Finally, the .be our j
medical observer whose solemn duty *it Is to suggest 
means of 乜ure, or prevention for some, of amelioration 
for other舄 of the many physical evils involved in our 
being,—through whose intellect and whose toil his suf
fering fellow-creatures should obtain the truest^nd best 
principles of medical science, should disarm prejudice 
bear down aU senseless opposition by the arrant- honest



not forget tjiat from
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of his purpose, and thejn^cst benefits of his work, and

till
own 

shall have descended 
divine lineage, and 
ts Resistible and.heaven-bom birtln'ight.

with a readiness aud a zeal, in harmony with the growing 
intelligence of modern times, let °ur opponents gladly o 
avail themselves of all the successful experience they can 
gather from every quarter ； and sufler not the alleged in

patient, indusytrious, honest observation of 
hereafter briim 
clothed in her

A

disease in the category of utter hopelessness and despair. 
Cheerfully resorting to every practice which science aud 
observation commend sound and salutary,. let fhem 

age to age the great spirits of the 
world, the ardent and deathAess followers of truth, 
whether in science or in ethics, hav8 ^Mformly been 
the calumniated few, but press omvffrd to the achieve- 
ment /)f other, and yet more ennobling triumphs—well 
knowing that there shall be but one true art of healing, 
as there is but one Hope, oue Faith, one Life, and one 
great Physician. Let us be grateful for that knowledge 
which Providence has already vouchsafed to shedL over 
our path, the great principle, which, like a stone thrown 
into aolake, is spreading its ripples throughout the earth ； 
and ever earnest in. our endeavour for what light or help, 

------- ——-----------[ nature may 
pure and unmixed twth itself 
spotless and unsullied chastity, 

amongst us iu all the glory of its 
won the homage of our hearts, as

curability of consumption to pass^unimpugned. Hitherto 
has this error (perniciously promii^ed by influence and 
authority) been left well-ni^h undisturbed, paralysing 
the best energies aud exertions to cure by classing the




